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1. Introduction: Climate for controversy

This thesis intends to analyse both the course and the effects of the Darwin debate in 

Dublin during the first fifty years after the landmark publication of Charles Darwin’s 

Origin o f species in 1859. Darwin’s hypothesis that species evolved gradually over time 

by a process of natural selection was so vastly contrary to the popular belief in a static 

order of life that controversy was perhaps inevitable. The period in question was an 

extremely interesting phase in Irish history which saw much intellectual and ideological 

change. Dublin, at the centre of this, saw many important developments such as the rise 

of the Republican, Home Rule and Unionist movements. It also saw the Gaelic revival 

take place and experienced great vibrancy in Irish academic life, particularly in literature 

with fine work produced by Dublin bom men such as Yeats, Synge and Wilde. Important 

debates were taking place over the land question, the university question, the 

disestablishment of the Church of Ireland and the rising influence of Rome. It comes as 

no surprise that the study of Darwinism in this environment of change would deliver a 

number of interesting outcomes.

Any study of Darwinism can become overwhelmed in an effort to define the concept 

itself. This investigation of the Darwin debate in Dublin will interpret Darwinism in a 

very broad sense, encapsulating the various intellectual concerns that can be considered 

to be related developments. The Origin laid out Darwin’s hypothesis on the evolution of 

species through a process of natural selection. Evolutionary theory or development theory
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was not original to Darwin’s publication; he was preceded by other theorists, most 

famously Jean-Baptiste Lamarck a French biologist who had written on the subject half a 

century earlier. Robert Chambers in his Vestiges o f the natural history o f creation written 

in 1844 had put forward a developmental theory of creation which was written in 

anonymity as he had anticipated the controversy his work might create.1 Herbert Spencer, 

an early supporter of Darwin, advocated what later became known as Social Darwinism, 

the application of the survival of the fittest concept to society. Spencer had written on the 

subject as early as 1851 with Social statics and another work Progress: its law and cause 

published two years before the Origin.2 What was different about Darwin’s work was his 

vehicle for evolution, the process of natural selection which later became popularly 

known as the survival of the fittest. Another Englishman, Alfred Russell Wallace, had 

simultaneously formulated a theory of natural selection but by publishing his work first 

Darwin’s name was branded on the concept. Darwin’s name became synonymous with 

the term ‘evolution’ over the coming decades.

If Darwin was not the originator of the concept of evolution then why did his work arouse 

such a controversy? On one level Darwin’s hypothesis removed the necessity for a divine 

creator which was extremely offensive in any Christian society. Darwin’s theory also 

offended many men of science and in particular those naturalists whose work had been 

based around the idea of fixity of species. Essentially, to accept the concept of evolution

1 Robert Chambers, Vestiges o f  the natural history o f  creation (London, 1884).

2 Herbert Spencer, Social statics (Michigan, 1865) and ‘Progress: Its law and causes’ in The Westminster 

Review , lxvii (Apr, 1857) pp 445-65.
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involved what is now known as a paradigm shift or a complete change in a universally 

accepted worldview. Darwin’s idea of natural selection was the difference between his 

theory of evolution and those of men like Lamarck, it was the idea of the survival of the 

fittest in a struggle for life. The very idea of this system of existence was not in any way 

compatible with the Christian belief in a benevolent deity. The strength and depth of 

Darwin’s research was another major factor. Darwin was already well established in 

scientific circles, particularly as a result of his published journal The voyage o f the Beagle 

in 1839 which documented his natural discoveries on that expedition in great detail and 

won him international acclaim. Darwin used this vast array of knowledge of the natural 

world to add a mass of supporting evidence to his claims.

Charles Robert Darwin, 1809-1882.3

3 Image available at hUn://li.sher.berkelev.edu/ctea/images/DhotQs/darwin.ins (12 Jan . 2009).



Despite Darwin’s admirable ability, the formulation of the natural selection theory should 

not be viewed solely as a work of a genius independent from history but also as a product 

of his social context. How else could the simultaneous formulation of the theory by 

Darwin and Wallace be explained, or its clear associations towards the Malthusian theory 

of population?4 It must also be remembered that while the idea of evolution made 

considerable gains in the late nineteenth century, natural selection was not entirely 

dominant as the accepted process. It wasn’t until its synthesis with Mendel’s work on 

heredity in the twentieth century that natural selection gained predominance. The reliance 

of Darwin’s work on the then yet unproven theory of heredity left his own work open to 

much greater criticism. An alternative perspective on the pre-Mendel phase of 

evolutionism is laid out by Peter Bowler in his Non-Darwinian revolution which argues 

that parts of Darwin’s work had comparatively little impact on nineteenth century 

thought.5

Perhaps the most influential factor in arousing controversy was Darwin’s early group of 

supporters. The men of science who began to rally behind this new theory were by and 

large atheistic or agnostic materialists. Darwin may not have formulated natural selection 

to promote materialistic atheism, but given the implications of such a theory it is not

4 For a full discussion on this subject see Gregory Radick ‘Is the theory of natural selection independent of 

its history?’ in Jonathan Hodge and Gregory Radick (eds) The Cambridge companion to Darwin 

(Cambridge, 2003) pp 143-167.

5 Peter J. Bowler, The Non-Darwinian revolution (London, 1988)
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surprising that its earliest proponents were of this persuasion.6 These men were generally 

more steadfast in their defence of Darwinian theory than the man who actually 

formulated the ideas. They were determined to use the concept as a flagship for an 

armada of secularisation and intellectual change aimed at overthrowing the established 

order. This belligerence towards the current social order, in particular the role of the 

churches, necessarily created a conflict, and a vociferous debate between science and 

religion ensued.

Peter Bowler, in his very comprehensive work Evolution, points out that understanding 

how Darwinism achieved its first success cannot be attained by looking at the scientific 

debate alone, but by understanding the changes taking place in the scientific community 

and in the social environment.7 He identifies that to understand its early successes in 

England we need to look at how Darwin’s supporters gained control of the scientific 

establishment and promoted their position.8 Darwin’s support from this group of 

influential scientific heavyweights was solidified with the formation of the X Club in 

London in 1864, an informal dining group of nine men which promoted Darwin’s theory 

and generally sought to liberate and secularise academia. These men included Thomas 

Huxley, Herbert Spencer and Irish bom physicist John Tyndall. The first clash of this 

new scientific movement is classically considered to be the debate between Huxley and 

Bishop Wilberforce at the British Association meeting at Oxford in 1860. Here Bishop

6 David L. Hull, ‘Darwinism and historiography’ in Thomas F. Glick (ed.), The comparative reception o f  

Darwinism  (Austin, 1972) p. 391.

7 Peter J. Bowler, Evolution'. The history o f  an idea (London, 1984) p. 22.

8 Ibid.
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Wilberforce mockingly inquired as to whether Huxley was related to an ape on his 

mother’s or father’s side. Huxley famously responded that he would rather have an ape as 

a grandfather than a man ‘possessed of great means of influence & yet who employs ... 

that influence for the mere purpose of introducing ridicule into a grave scientific 

discussion.’9 Thus the scene was set for Huxley, who became known as ‘Darwin’s 

bulldog’, and the other X Clubbers to campaign for a reassignment of intellectual 

authority. The role of these men in the controversy essentially made Darwin’s hypothesis 

much more offensive than it would have been otherwise.

The three primary environments for the examination of the Darwin debate in Dublin are 

academic, religious and cultural, with significant intersection between these three 

occurring in a number of instances. The changes taking place in the scientific community 

in Dublin exhibit some similarities to that seen in England during the same period. 

However, the social environment differs substantially over this fifty year time span. As a 

result, the early phase of the Darwin debate takes a much different course to its neighbour, 

England serves as the main subject of comparison in this study due to its great influence 

on all aspects of Irish society. There was a great growth in a middle-class based amateur 

scientific community in Dublin throughout the middle of the century similar to that of 

London and Belfast. Numerous clubs were formed with the study of the natural sciences

9 Oxford, dictionary o f  national biography,

http://www.oxforddnh.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/view/articleHL/14320?docPos=6&anchoi-match (16 

September 2008).
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as their raison d ’être. In Dublin we see the formation of the Dublin Natural History 

Society, the Dublin Geological Society, Dublin University’s Zoological and Botanical 

Association, Entomological Society and the Royal Zoological Society. These societies 

supplemented the already well established Royal Irish Academy and Royal Dublin 

Society. The membership of these clubs seemed to have considerable overlap with the 

same names appearing at meetings of several different societies. This community was 

amateur in nature but the societies were typically headed by professors of educational 

institutions like Trinity College and later the Royal College of Science.

The vibrancy of the scientific community is evident from the publication of journals 

containing their papers and proceedings, namely the Natural History Review, a quarterly 

journal published in Dublin between 1854 and 1865 before merging into a more global 

version of the periodical of the same name with its base in London. The Dublin Quarterly 

Journal o f Science also ran during this period with a similar base of contributors. From the 

study of these two periodicals in conjunction with the published proceedings of both the 

Royal Irish Academy and the Royal Dublin Society we get a very comprehensive picture 

of the scientific work carried out in Dublin during this period. Sean Lysaght identifies this 

group as an almost exclusively Protestant community and connects the popularity of 

natural history with a colonial project aimed at exploiting commercial opportunities in 

natural raw materials throughout the empire.10 He also highlights the temptation to equate 

the spread of science in Ireland with Anglicisation.11 However, in reality, science was not

10 Sean Lysaght, ‘Themes in the Irish history of science’ in The Irish Review, xix (1996) p.91

11 Ibid p.94
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entirely limited to the Protestant community. This study will analyse a number of Catholic 

scientific works that deal with Darwinian ideas. Furthermore, as Greta Jones has pointed 

out, there was a clear demand for a Catholic university and for scientific instruction at the

- — - 19Catholic University of Ireland among the Catholic middle classes. However, the stance 

of the Catholic Church against much of modem science became a barrier to its advance in 

Ireland. Jones also highlights that the link between nationalism and the Church and 

nationalist desires for a unique cultural vision also jeopardised Ireland’s link with the 

wider intellectual community of the British Isles.13

The reception of Darwinism in Dublin in the scientific community significantly overlaps 

with reactions of an ecclesiastical nature. Trinity College and St. Patrick’s College 

Maynooth become focal points for the study of Darwinism over the entire course of this 

thesis. Maynooth, although slightly outside the borders of County Dublin, has been 

included in this study due to its importance as a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical centre and 

the significance of some of the college staff’s contributions to the Darwin debate at this 

time. The majority of scientific discussion of Darwinism at Maynooth and Trinity came 

from college professors who were also ordained clergymen in their respective faiths. This 

obviously leads to a certain amount of religious bias in their scientific opinions. Unlike in 

England, Dublin could not boast secular men of the calibre of Huxley dedicated to the 

advancement of science. As a result of this, the Darwin debate in Dublin was much slower 

to rise to boiling point. While there are direct responses to Darwin’s work and a general

12 Greta Jones, ‘Catholicism, nationalism and science’ in The Irish Review, xx (1997) p47.

13 Ibid p.52.
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awareness of his theories in religious and scientific circles, it wasn’t until after Carlow 

bom physicist John Tyndall’s aggressive address to the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science in Belfast in 1874 that we see a level of debate comparable to 

that of England.

Dublin in the late 1870s, as a result of Tyndall’s lecture, experienced a wave of written 

publications and a chorus of sermons was heard addressing the advancement of modem 

scientific concepts, with Darwinism heading the pack. Tyndall’s address was an 

intentional affront to the authority of established religion in intellectual matters and helped 

cement opinions against modem scientific thought, held among representatives of the 

Catholic Church in Ireland. These included the Archbishop of Dublin, Paul Cullen, an 

extreme ultramontanist, who was vigorously opposing the idea of mixed and secular forms 

of university education for Catholics and the inclusion of modem scientific ideas on any 

potential science curriculum. The recent disestablishment of the Church of Ireland did not 

hinder the Anglican clergy from participating in the discussion in the 1870s with large 

numbers of sermons on the matter making it into print. Religious discussions of 

Darwinism were not limited to attempts by clergymen to reject new ideas but also 

included many attempts to reconcile biblical accounts of creation with new science. Such 

attempted reconciliations became increasingly difficult for Catholics to engage in as the 

period progressed as a result of Rome tightening its grip on intellectual authority. Later in 

the century we see much broader effects of Darwinism which extend beyond science and 

religion and into the cultural sphere. Darwinian gradualism had seeped into the 

consciousness of the population and we see new issues emerging relating to race and
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national identity that are intertwined with questions raised by Darwin’s work.

Darwinism was the figurehead symbol of modem thought in the late nineteenth century 

and in much the same way it has dominated the history of science to a great extent. While 

the Darwin industry has produced an immeasurable number of studies worldwide it has 

been relatively neglected in Ireland. Greta Jones is the foremost scholar on the subject 

and she has produced some very perceptive and insightful scholarly articles on 

Darwinism in Ireland. David Livingstone has carried out some excellent research on the 

impact of Darwinism in Belfast, particularly in relation to responses to Tyndall’s address. 

Thomas Duddy published a collection of reprinted primary source publications on the 

subject in The Irish response to Darwinism which the author has made available for 

analysis by other scholars. Five of the sources in this collection are relevant to this Dublin 

based study and are utilised here. No major investigation of Darwinism in Ireland has 

been published to date. Jones’s and Livingstone’s work on the subject consists only of a 

few short articles within scholarly books and journals. This work endeavours to be the 

first in-depth investigation of its kind. Dublin and Belfast were the two main centres of 

discussion of Darwinism in Ireland during this period and as a result this Dublin based 

study covers a large segment of the study of Darwinism in the country as a whole. A 

great number of sources used in this study have not been utilised in any of the articles 

written on the subject of Darwin and Ireland including contemporary journals, 

newspapers, correspondence, private papers and published books and sermons. This is the 

first study to recognise the importance of Maynooth in the debate. It is also the first to
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consider the great number of sermons that were published on the conflict of science and 

religion in an Irish context and the first to consider Darwinism in Ireland in light of the 

movement against modernism in the Catholic Church.

The study draws on a varied range of published primary sources. Contemporary academic 

and scientific periodicals are examined including the aforementioned Natural History 

Review and the Dublin Quarterly Journal o f Science. The proceedings of societies such 

as the Royal Irish Academy and the Royal Dublin Society are also very important sources 

in the examination of Darwinism. Much is drawn from church publications such as the 

Catholic Irish Ecclesiastical Record and the Church of Ireland’s Irish Ecclesiastical 

Gazette. Other less discipline specific contemporary journals also feature including the 

Dublin Review and the Dublin University Magazine. The controversy aroused by Tyndall 

in the 1870’s resulted in the publication of many of the sermons preached from the 

pulpits in pamphlet form, these are also greatly utilised. Newspapers, particularly the 

Irish Times, and the Freeman's Journal featured various useful articles relating to the 

Darwin debate. Two web based databases were the primary tool used to search for 

relevant newspaper articles on the subject of Darwinism in Dublin; these were the Irish 

Times Digital Archive and the Irish Newspaper Archives14. The greater body of primary 

sources utilised are published materials. Unfortunately very little relevant material has 

survived in the private papers of those involved in the study. In some instances large 

bodies of private papers survive but without relevant material regarding Darwin and for

14 Irish Times Digital Archive, http://www.irishtimes.com/search/archive.html and Irish Newspaper 

Archives http://www.irishnewsarchive.com.
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many of the individuals no private material survives at all. There are three exceptions in 

this matter. The first and foremost is Gerald Molloy, Maynooth theologian and geologist 

who has a sizeable collection of private papers held at Maynooth College’s Russell 

Library. A considerable focus has been awarded to Molloy in ‘Chapter 2’ which draws 

heavily on this body of material. The private scientific papers of Trinity College’s 

Samuel Haughton are also utilised, as are the post-humously published private memoirs 

of Maynooth’s Walter McDonald. The web-based Darwin correspondence project based 

at Cambridge University Library has been utilised to great effect particularly in the early 

part of the thesis as Darwin had corresponded personally with some Trinity College 

academics and wrote about these men and their work in other correspondence with his 

friends and associates.15

The body of this thesis is broken into three distinct chapters which represent three distinct 

periods in the course of the Darwin debate in Dublin during this first fifty years after the 

publication of the Origin. This does not divide the fifty year period into three equal parts 

but rather reflects the course of the debate in Dublin. The first main chapter entitled 

‘Early Reactions’ deals firstly with the direct impact of Darwin’s publication of the 

Origin from 1859. The ideas that this book presented were discussed and debated to a 

great extent among Dublin’s scientific community, some of whom corresponded with 

Darwin himself on the matter. This chapter then also addresses some of the discussions of 

the theory in popular periodicals. As we move to the 1870s, more than a decade after the 

publication, Darwinism began to be recognised as a movement or way of thinking that

15 See Darwin Correspondence Project, http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/.
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reached far beyond the ideals of the Origin. At this stage the Catholic Church begins to 

voice opinions on the subject as part of a wider movement of modem thought.

In 1874 a watershed moment occurs when Irish scientist John Tyndall delivers an address 

to the British Association for the Advancement of Science where he pits science against 

religious authority and shows his support for Darwinian ideals. This provoked a massive 

debate in which the religious authorities sought to defend themselves from this attack. 

This address and its effects are the subject matter of the second of these three chapters 

entitled ‘the Tyndall catalyst’. Darwinism was considered to be a fundamental part of this 

argument and as a result the topic was discussed extensively in Dublin within the wave of 

publications, articles and lectures given in Dublin during the 1870s. The third section of 

this work then seeks to analyse the longer term impact of Darwinism on Dublin society in 

the chapter entitled ‘Darwinism develops’. This impact could be seen in various areas 

including changes within the churches, in education and the development of a range of 

new academic interests.

Dublin as Ireland’s capital offers an interesting social context for a focused study. It also 

represents a substantial portion of the study of Darwinism in Ireland as a whole because 

Dublin and Belfast were the two primary hubs of discussion on the subject. Dublin is the 

focus of the investigation but some flexibility is required to make this study well 

rounded. Some attention must be paid to developments outside of Dublin such as in 

Belfast and England as they have a major impact on the study. Periodicals and 

newspapers that had a nationwide circulation are also included as many were published in
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Dublin and had a wide readership there. As mentioned already St. Patrick’s College 

Maynooth has been included. Its proximity to the capital city and the importance of 

Maynooth as a seminary and ecclesiastic centre make it impossible not to include it here 

and we shall see that it makes many contributions in this area. The Darwin debate in 

Dublin may be a slightly misleading title for this paper because since Darwinism grew 

beyond what Charles Darwin had ever conceived, so has this investigation of the concept 

in Dublin with quite a wide range of related issues regarding modem thought and science 

coming under analysis.
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2. Early Reactions

In Great Britain there was an immediate response to the publication of Darwin’s Origin 

in 1859 and major debates and controversy ensued. This was largely due to men like 

Thomas Huxley who immediately began to defend and disseminate Darwin’s work in 

learned circles. The confrontation between science and religion in England as a result of 

Darwinism can be seen as early as 1860 with Huxley and Bishop Wilberforce trading 

blows. In Dublin however, we see a very different story. In the early years after the 

publication, the opinions expressed were rather limited to the scientific and academic 

community, with little in the form of theological reactions until several years later. Why 

this comparatively lacklustre response to what was the most heated debate of the day in 

England? Some of this can be attributed to the fact that there were no men of the stature 

of Huxley or Hooker to stimulate the debate to the level it took place across the water. 

Another reason stems from the blinkered vision of the Catholic Church, most of whom 

saw this as yet another controversy based around a speculative theory that would 

eventually blow over and be forgotten as with many others in the past. However, it must 

also be considered that this publication appeared during a period in Ireland in which a 

battle was taking place between the Protestant churches and those who looked to Rome. 

The direct influence of Rome was rising with ultramontanist Paul Cullen as Archbishop 

of Dublin; disestablishment was only a decade away and there was a great debate taking 

place regarding the role of religion in third level education. Another factor was the rising 

level of nationalism best seen perhaps through the foundation of the Irish Republican 

Brotherhood in the previous year, 1858. Given this context it is easy to agree with the
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idea that most Irish intellectuals would have been somewhat preoccupied with other types 

of ideological matters as suggested by McDowell and Webb in their history of Trinity 

College.16

Despite the array of other concerns for Irish intellectuals there were still some vociferous 

responses to Darwin’s publication among Dublin’s academic community. At Trinity 

College Darwin found two major antagonists holding chairs in the college’s departments, 

these were Samuel Haughton the professor of geology and the professor of botany, 

William Henry Harvey. Both of these men were heavily involved in the scientific clubs 

and their related publications in Dublin. Harvey was the first to speak out prolifically 

against Darwin’s hypothesis of natural selection. Harvey was one of the foremost 

botanists of his day. He had been a correspondent of Darwin on botanical matters prior to 

the publication of the Origin. He was a fellow of the Royal Society, the Linnaean 

Society and a member of the Royal Irish Academy. He was very close friends with both 

other leading botanists J.D Hooker and Asa Gray but with regard to opinions of Darwin 

he widely differed from these men. Harvey was also a very religious man, raised as a

- 17Quaker who had converted to the Church of Ireland in 1846.

Shortly after Darwin’s publication of the Origin Harvey put into print a pamphlet 

berating the work of the Englishman under the title An inquiry into the probable origin o f

16 R.B. McDowell and D.A. Webb, Trinity College, Dublin, 1592-1952: An academic history (Cambridge, 

1982) p.240.

17 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/view/article/12533 

(26 September 2008).
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the human animal on the principles o f Mr. Darwin’s theory o f natural selection and in 

opposition to the Lamarckian notion o f a monkey parentage. In this publication Harvey 

was very much concerned with the question of monkey parentage, a notion which he 

credits as being originally from Lamarck. Harvey didn’t believe that it was possible to 

prove a line of descent or evolution for various animals as he didn’t consider there to be a 

substantial enough body of evidence. He expressed his disappointment that such an able 

man as Darwin would subscribe to such a concept.18 It is probable that the publication of 

this pamphlet stems from a combination of Harvey’s personal religious views and also 

the challenges that Darwin’s hypothesis would pose towards the botanist’s own studies. 

However, Harvey let his sense of humour run a bit wild in the publication and was too 

openly derisive of Darwin. Harvey later in life came to accept Darwin’s theory and 

greatly regretted the publication.

William Henry Harvey, 1811-1866.19

18 William H. Harvey, An inquiry into the probable origin o f  the human animal, on the principles o f  Mr. 

Darwin’s theory o f natural selection and in opposition to the Lamarckian notion o f monkey parentage 

(Dublin, 1860).

19 Image available at httn://www.capeorchids.co.za/images/harvev.ipg (12 Jan. 2009).
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This pamphlet, was written before Harvey had actually completely read Darwin’s book 

and was therefore somewhat ignorant of the strength of the Englishman’s research and 

evidence used in putting forward his theory. In a letter written by Darwin to Joseph 

Hooker in May 1860 Darwin discussed this publication and explained that he was glad 

that Harvey was late in finding the time to read the Origin because of his lecturing 

commitments as he had feared it might have been as a result of bigotry. We see from this 

letter also that Harvey showed some acceptance of the natural selection theory as he was 

glad to see: ‘that he goes a little way (much further than I expected) with us on natural 

selection.’20 However, Darwin also expresses his dismay at Harvey turning the subject 

into ridicule when he said that it was not a ‘proceeding which I deserved or worthy of 

him.’21The two surviving printed copies of what was originally a spoken address that are 

in the National Library of Ireland can be found with inscriptions from Harvey himself on 

the inside saying ‘This is rubbish—merely got up to amuse an evening meeting of a 

private society. W. H. H.’22 A copy of the pamphlet is also in the Darwin pamphlet 

collection at Cambridge University library as Harvey had later sent Darwin a copy of the 

paper with the writer’s repentance. The private society was the Dublin University 

Zoological and Botanical Association. Although Harvey did eventually come around to 

Darwin’s concept of evolution his initial reaction shows the effect that the publication of

20 C.R. Darwin to J.D. Hooker, 30 May I860, Letter 2818, Darwin correspondence project, 

hltn://www.darwinnroiect.ac.uk/darwii]lctter.s/calendar/entrv-2818.html (2 Dec. 2008).

21 Ibid

22 William H. Harvey, An inquiry into the probable origin o f  the human animal, on the principles o f  Mr. 

Darwin's theory o f  natural selection and in opposition to the Lamarckian notion o f  monkey parentage 

(Dublin, 1860) p.i.
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the Origin had on a scientific and religious man whose life work was based around a pre- 

Darwinian concept of the fixity of species and was therefore understandably defensive of 

the old order. Fortunately no ill feeling was retained between the two men regarding 

differences in opinion and they remained correspondents for a number of years.

In correspondence exchanged between Harvey and Darwin in the latter half of 1860 

Harvey portrays his true opinions on natural selection. After Harvey had finally 

completed reading the Origin (which was some months after he had published his 

ridiculing pamphlet) he admitted that his: ‘opinions have been, at least modified. It is true 

that I cannot as yet (probably never shall) receive the theory of natural selection as a 

satisfying explanation of the origin of species - but I am willing to admit that it explains 

several facts which are not otherwise easily to be accounted for. Until however something 

more is known of the inciting causes of the variation & correlation of organs, which in 

nature ever go hand in hand, I can only regard natural selection as one agent out of 

several; a handmaid or wetnurse, so to say, but neither the housekeeper, nor the mistress 

of the house.’23 In this letter Harvey laid out his own opinions on natural selection and 

variability in nature and put forth a number of criticisms of the evidence used and 

conjectures made by Darwin in the Origin. Harvey for the most part was willing to accept 

that natural selection is a powerful and important agent of modification in nature. 

However, he believed that Darwin’s emphasis on the importance of natural selection goes 

too far especially given the evidence in nature to its contrary.

23 W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 24 Aug. 1860, Letter 2898,

http://www.darwinproiect.ac. uk/darwinletters/calendar/entr\,-2S98.himl (3 Dec. 2008).
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Darwin in his response to the letter expressed his disappointment at Harvey’s 

interpretation of what is meant by natural selection: ‘You speak in early part of your 

letter & at p. 9. as if I had said that natural selection was the sole agency of modification; 

whereas I have over & over again, ad nauseam, directly said & by order of precedence 

implied (what seems to me obvious) that selection can do nothing without previous 

variability, see p. 80, 108, 127, 468, 469 &c “Nothing can be effected unless favourable 

variations occur”. I consider Natural Selection as of such high importance, because it 

accumulates successive variations in any profitable direction; & thus adapts each new 

being to its complex conditions of life’.24 Darwin also defended the various illustrations

he employed in his book which were questioned by Harvey and admitted that ‘they are all

9 <:
necessarily conjectural, and may be all false; but they were the best that I could give’."

He mentions that men such as Lyell, Hooker, Asa Gray and Huxley had no problems 

comprehending his work and were quite favourable towards it and therefore asks Harvey 

to perhaps reflect a little more on the matter.

Harvey in his letter had dedicated a considerable amount of energy to discussion of the 

geological difficulties with the theory and also towards the possibility and importance of 

a divine creator. Interestingly, Darwin’s response to both of these matters was extremely 

limited. Regarding the geological evidence, Harvey had put forth examples of molluscs

24 C.R. Darwin to W.H. Harvey, 24 Sept. 1860, Letter 2922, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calendar/entrv-2922.htm] (2 Dec. 2008).

25 Ibid.
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which had existed in diverse forms in early geological strata and many which had 

remained unchanged over huge lapses of time, which made it difficult to accept natural 

selections tenets of variability over time and the idea of numerous modem forms 

developing from one or few earlier forms. However, Darwin’s reaction to this was: ‘ I 

agree to every word about antiquity of the world; and never saw the case put by any one 

more strongly or more ably. It makes, however, no more impression on me, as an 

objection; than does an astronomer when he puts on a few hundred-million miles to the 

distance of the fixed stars’. 27 Darwin was clearly confident enough in his own 

knowledge of geology that his belief in the theory of natural selection would be 

unaffected by examples of difficulties highlighted by critics.

There were numerous references in Harvey’s letter to a divine creator. Harvey is aware 

that Darwin accepted the possibility that a divine being may have created a primordial 

form of life from which all forms have descended. Harvey’s own opinions seemed to be 

similar and says that there are evidences for one great design beginning with a simple

98 • •form and culminating in man. He also mentions that Darwin in the Origin objects to the 

idea of a creator working through intelligent powers in much the same way as a man. He 

highlights various signs of intelligence in the world which cannot be accounted for

26 W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 24 Aug. 1860, Letter 2898,

httn://www. danvinnroiect. ac. uk/clarwiiiletters/caleiular/entrv-2898. Iitrnl (3 Dec. 2008).

27 C.R. Darwin to W.H. Harvey, 24 Sept. 1860, Letter 2922, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.dai'winDioiect.ac.uk/darwiiileners/caiendai/einrv-2922.htnil (2 Dec. 2008).

28 W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 24 Aug. 1860, Letter 2898,

httn://www.danvinoroiect.ac. uk/darwinletters/calendcir/entr\’-2898.html (3 Dec. 2008).
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without giving greater credit to the idea of a divine power such as the bees and ants 

whose instincts are transmitted through communities of neuters rather than through 

inheritance as suggested by natural selection.29 Despite Harvey’s emphasis on notions of 

the divine, Darwin characteristically refused to be drawn into a theological discourse. He 

rather directs Harvey towards a forthcoming theological article on natural selection by 

Asa Gray in the American Journal o f Science which he believed would be of interest to

on
him on theological matters.

Harvey wrote a further letter in response to Darwin on 8 October 1860 which addressed 

and readdressed some of the scientific points of contention between the Englishman’s 

views and his own. There was little referring to the divine except for one point where he 

declared that: ‘variations arising from altered conditions &c, being impersonal, may 

fairly be referred to secondary causes;—but the other & infinitely the larger class of 

unresolved variations, including correlation of organs or modelling after a preconceived 

pattern, imply personality, & therefore (to avoid pantheism), I ascribe them to the 

creator’.31 This letter seems to be the last in this correspondence as Darwin appears not to 

have responded on this occasion. Harvey for the most part seemed willing to accept the 

possibility of natural selection as a cause of variability over time but found that he could 

not agree with Darwin on all grounds. He was perhaps at his greatest variance to Darwin

29 Ibid.

30 C.R. Darwin to W.H. Harvey, 24 Sept. 1860, Letter 2922, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/darwinletlers/calendar/entrv-2922.html (2 Dec. 2008).

31 W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 8 Oct. 1860, Letter 2943, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.iik/darwinietters/calendai7entrv-2943.html (2 Dec. 2008).
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regarding the role of the divine in nature, although this did not become a controversial 

topic between the two men due to Darwin’s reluctance to be drawn into such discussions. 

Analysing Harvey’s views in this fashion gives us greater insight into what might have 

been the opinion of many leading Irish academics, many of whom would have also been 

religious men.

Harvey’s associate in the department of geology at Trinity College, Samuel Haughton 

remained a lifelong opponent of Darwin’s work. Haughton was another deeply religious 

man and an ordained minister of the Church of Ireland. David Spearman writing on 

Haughton illustrates that the geology professor challenged Darwin on scientific rather 

than religious grounds, as he claims that Haughton was a man who would not hold 

religious views that were contrary to reason. His own estimate of the geological age of 

the earth in his Manual o f geology first published in 1865 was that the earth was far older
  on

than Ussher’s estimate calculated from the biblical record of less than 6,000 years. Here 

Spearman implies that Haughton must have in some way accepted the metaphorical 

rather than factual interpretation of Genesis and therefore his opposition to Darwin’s

QQ ,
hypothesis must have been based strictly on scientific opinion. However, in reality, it is 

hard to escape the possibility of religious bias on the part of Haughton, even if science 

was his chosen field in the defence of the old order. In the preface of his second edition 

of the Manual o f geology he declared that his view that there was a creator who set out

32 Samuel Haughton, Manual o f  geology (London, 1866).

33 T.D. Spearman, Samuel Haughton: Victorian polymath. A lecture delivered to the National Committee 

fo r  the history and philosophy o f  science o f  the Royal Irish Academy, 4 December 2001 (Dublin, 2001) p .2.
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the formation of the world in much the same way as an intelligent shoemaker would 

make a pair of shoes. He also stated that ‘I can no more imagine an abstract creator a la 

Lamarck, or a la Darwin, than Martinus Scriblerus could imagine a universal lord mayor 

without his horse, gown and gold chain.’34 Haughton, too, was a scientific heavyweight 

during this period and alongside holding the chair of geology at Trinity College he was 

heavily involved in studies of physiology. He was greatly concerned with the study of 

comparative anatomy and the fruit of this work came in the publication of his Principles 

of animal mechanics in 1873, a topic which he had also lectured on for many years at that 

point.35

Haughton was quick to come out in opposition to Darwin’s hypothesis. In 1859, after the 

joint presentation of Darwin’s and Wallace’s papers to the Linnaean Society, but before 

the publication of the Origin Haughton had already openly dismissed the concept during 

an address to the Geological Society of Dublin.36 By 1860 he had begun publishing 

articles arguing against Darwin. The first we see is an anonymously written article which 

appeared in the Natural History Review which at that time was the main organ of 

communication for the large and active naturalist community in Dublin. In this article 

entitled ‘Biogenesis’ Haughton says that ‘to establish a character for subtlety and skill, in 

drawing large conclusions on this subject from slender premises, the first requisite is, 

ignorance of what other speculators have attempted before us in the same field: and the

34 Samuel Haughton, Manual o f geology (London, 1866) pp vi-vii.

35 Idem, Principles o f  animal mechanics (London, 1873).

36 Annual address to the Geological Society o f  Dublin 8 February 1859 (Dublin, 1859) ppl6-18.
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second is, a firm confidence in our own special theory. Neither of these requisites can be 

considered wanting in those who are engaged in the task of reproducing Lamarck’s theory 

of organic life, either as altogether new, or with but a tattered threadbare cloak, thrown 

over its original nakedness.’ 37 This was a response common to many academics 

worldwide that were unfavourable to Darwin’s ideas. His contention was that not only was 

Darwin’s theory founded almost entirely upon speculation, but also, that this speculative 

theory belonged originally to Lamarck and the differences between the two men’s work 

was negligible. After discussing Lamarck’s theory of development he points out that the 

natural selection theory was the only addition Darwin made to the Frenchman’s work, and

38that even this was an argument borrowed from Malthus’ theory of population. Part of 

Lamarck’s theory was the law of imitation where, for example, a monkey progresses 

through the imitation of man. Darwin’s theory was based rather on natural selection. 

Haughton mockingly attributes the difference in the two theories to a difference in 

nationality: ‘the Frenchman with the vivacity and perception of the ridiculous belonging to 

his nation, seizes upon the quality most likely to elevate a monkey into a man, selects the

faculty of imitation The Englishman on the other hand, firmly believes his theory,

and, with a confident faith in the power of food and comfort, equally characteristic of his 

country, elevates the desire to supply the stomach into a law of sufficient force to convert 

an eel into an elephant or an oyster into an orang-utan’.39

37 Natural History Review, ii (Dublin, 1860) p.23.

38 Ibid p.27

39 Ibid p.28.
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Haughton claimed that all theories of biogenesis were based on three unwarrantable 

assumptions that bring down the whole house of cards. Firstly, that there is an indefinite 

variation of species in one direction. He believed that all things in nature are in motion but 

balance around a centre or equilibrium which does not change. He say’s that Darwin’s 

theory does not account for the consistency of the ass, ostrich or cat over 3,000 years.40 

Secondly, that the causes of variation assigned, through cross breeding with Buffon, 

imitation with Lamarck and natural selection with Darwin, were not sufficient to account 

for the effects to be produced. In arguing against this he launches into a lengthy discussion 

on the economy of wax production with bees, an example which we see below from 

Darwin’s correspondence had greatly angered him.41 The third assumption which 

Haughton took issue with was the idea that succession implied causation. This assumption 

he considered to be the greatest logical blunder by the theorists. Here Haughton gives an 

example from mineralogy saying that if a chemist put forward the idea that lime had 

developed from potash he would be considered to be a lunatic.42 Haughton then continues 

on with an attempt to dismantle all such theories of ‘biogenesis’ and attacks the many 

naturalists of the day who he declares must be ‘untrained in the logical faculties’ to 

subscribe to such theories of speculation.43 While this is an anonymous article it is quite 

straightforward to establish Haughton as its author since there is a section dedicated to the 

study of bee cells in relation to the origin of species. It is exactly the same as a paper he 

read before the Natural History Society of Dublin in 1862 and also very similar to an

40 Ibid p.29.

41 Ibid p.30

42 Ibid p.31.

43 Ibid
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article in the Annals and Magazine o f Natural History in 1863.44 Darwin and his 

supporters were also aware of this as Hooker wrote to Darwin in 1862 to confirm that 

Haughton was the author of the review and described him as being of ‘large capacity’ but 

without any ‘faculties of imagination or discovery’. 45By 1862 Haughton had lost 

whatever apprehension he may have had in 1860 and gained enough confidence in his 

resistance to Darwinian theory to publish articles in his own name.

Darwin portrays his anger at Haughton’s article in the Natural History Review in a letter 

to Joseph Hooker in June 1860 asking: ‘have you seen Haughton's coarsely-abusive article 

of me in Dublin Mag. of Nat. History. It outdoes even N. British & Edinburgh in 

misapprehension & misrepresentation.-I never knew anything so unfair as in discussing 

cells of bees, his ignoring the case of melipona which builds combs almost exactly 

intermediate between hive and humble-bee. What has Haughton done that he feels so 

immeasurably superior to all us wretched naturalists & to all political economists, 

including the great philosopher Malthus.’46 In 1860 this first year after the publication 

Darwin met a huge amount of opposition to his paper and spent much time defending 

himself against attacks such as those of Haughton and Harvey. He continued in this letter

44 See Samuel Haughton, On the form  o f  the cells made by various wasps and by the honey bee with an 

appendix on the origin o f  species (Dublin, 1863) and Alvar Ellegard, Darwin and the general reader: the 

reception o f  D arwin’s theory o f  evolution in the British periodical press 1859-1872 (Goteborg, 1958) p.46.

45 J.D. Hooker to C.R. Darwin, 12 Nov. 1862, Letter 3802, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinDroiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calendar/entrv-3802.html (15 Oct. 2008).

46 C.R. Darwin to J.D. Hooker, 5 Jun. 1860, Letter 2821, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calendar/entrv-282l .html (3 Dec. 2008).
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that: ‘this review (Haughton’s), however, & Harvey’s letter have convinced me that I must 

be a very bad explainer. Neither really understand what I mean by natural selection. I am 

inclined to give up the attempt as hopeless. Those who do not understand, it seems, cannot 

be made to understand.’47 The letter by Harvey to which Darwin was referring was one 

forwarded to him by Hooker, who was a mutual friend of both men. Harvey had 

corresponded with Hooker in May and June 1860 regarding the theological implications of 

the natural selection theory. 48 Hooker had forwarded one of these letters to Darwin and 

Darwin hoped to reply to Harvey directly with the intention of explaining the role of the 

natural selection theory. Haughton’s criticism of the natural selection theory and his work 

on wax production in bee cell’s clearly struck a chord with Darwin and he seemed to find 

it to be a terribly unfair review. He had corresponded with Joseph Hooker, Charles Lyell 

and Asa Gray expressing his anger and defending himself against Haughton’s ideas on 

bees. In one of these letters to Lyell he writes of Haughton that: ‘He is more coarsely 

contemptuous than even Mr. Dunns in N. British and overdoes everyone else in 

misrepresentation. I never knew anything so unfair as his ignoring in his remarks on bee's 

cells the almost exactly intermediate comb of melipona; and so in many other cases. It 

consoles me that he sneers at Malthus, for that clearly shows, mathematician though he 

may be, he cannot understand common reasoning’.49

47 Ibid.

4S C.R. Darwin to J.D. Hooker, 29 May. 1860, Letter 2816, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calendar/entrv-2816.html (3 Dec. 2008).

49 C.R. Darwin to Charles Lyell, 6 Jun. 1860, Letter 2822, Darwin correspondence project, 

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calcndar/eutrv-2822.lnml (3 Dec. 2008).
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In Haughton’s Principles o f animal mechanics he lays down his findings regarding the 

organization of limbs and muscles in animals. One of the conclusions of this work is that 

as far as bones, muscles and joints are concerned the permanence of species is secured. 

Therefore, there can be no common ancestor for different species, a conclusion which 

could not support Darwinian theory in any w ay.50 Haughton circulated his work through 

the relevant streams of the academic community, as was customary, and received a 

number of interesting responses. These are collected in his private scientific papers 

available at Trinity College Library. Fellow Carlow-man John Tyndall, at the Royal 

Institution wrote: ‘accept my very best thanks for the gift of your important work. I see 

that it embodies the substance of your admirable lectures in this place, which I ranked at 

the time among the most remarkable that I ever heard.’51 Greta Jones quite rightly points 

out that Haughton, who gave lectures on Darwin’s theory to his students at Trinity 

College, could be seen to have inadvertently stimulated interest in evolution by natural 

selection even if he was deeply against it.52 The bishop of Meath, Charles Parsons 

Reichel, stated that it was rare to find a study which scientist and theologian could agree 

on and suggested that this was one of those rare few.53 The Catholic front took a similar 

appreciative line when Charles William Russell, President of St. Patrick’s College 

Maynooth, described it as ‘the most original and ablest exposition of the great doctrine of

50 Oxford dictionary o f national biography,

http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/view/article/12616?doePos=2 (26 September 2008).

51 Samuel Haughton, Scientific papers (1873) p .3.

52 Greta Jones, ‘Darwinism and Ireland’ in David Attis (ed.). Science and Irish Culture, i (Dublin, 2004) 

p. 119

53 Samuel Haughton, Scientific papers p.5
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design, which our age has produced.’54 However, Darwin himself was clearly 

disappointed by the conclusions of the book when he wrote to Haughton from his home 

in Kent in April, 1873: ‘I am much obliged for your kindness in having sent me your 

Animal mechanics. Although the subject is beyond my reach, I have read enough about 

your researches to be able to appreciate a certain extent, their very high value. I grieve 

that our theoretical views about the organic world differ so widely.’55 Interestingly, 

Richard Owen, a well noted outspoken opponent of Darwin’s theory responded to 

Haughton’s work with great praise. Haughton may have been defensive of the old order 

of science based on the fixity of species as so much of his studies and teaching had been 

based around that principle and he observed that Darwin appealed to the ‘young, the 

enthusiastic and the inexperienced’.56

Haughton was one of the few men in Dublin who mounted a substantial scientifically 

based challenge to Darwinian theory and alongside Harvey was one of the few whose 

work triggered a direct response or received recognition from Darwin himself. It would 

be incorrect to give the impression that there were no academic voices in favour of the 

new hypothesis nor that the discussion was limited to the academic community at this 

early stage. The two most prestigious academic societies in Dublin, the Royal Irish 

Academy and the Royal Dublin Society both exhibited early signs of support for 

Darwin’s work. Conversely, in England there was a ‘conspiracy of silence’ whereby the

54 Ibid

55 Ibid p.4

56 Alvar Ellegard, Darwin and the general reader: the reception o f  Darwin in the British periodical press 

1859-1972 (Goteborg, 1958) p.55.
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older and more prestigious a society the less they were willing to address the issue of 

Darwin.57 The Royal Society in London never discussed Darwinism between 1859 and 

1870. Ireland’s most prestigious societies were more willing to risk discussing the 

volatile subject. In a series of 12 lectures given at the Royal Dublin Society in 1860 and 

1861 by John Robert Kinahan, the Professor of Zoology, there was one lecture devoted 

to: ‘Life in its fossil aspect’. In this lecture he addressed the various notions of evolution 

and discussed the ‘falsehood and absurdity’ of previous progressive and degradation 

theories and then goes on to discuss the ‘Natural selection theory: its extreme 

probability’.58 Unfortunately there seems to be no surviving copy of this lecture in full 

but merely a record of the syllabus in the Proceedings o f the Royal Dublin Society. 

Interestingly William Harvey delivered a series of lectures on the subject of botany at the 

RDS in 1861 which one can be certain gave less credit to Darwin’s recent work. RDS 

scientific lectures were typically open to all and therefore Kinahan’s lectures may have 

reached a broader audience than lectures delivered at higher education institutions or 

scientific clubs and societies.

In 1866 the Royal Irish Academy elected Charles Darwin as an honorary member and 

interestingly there were other Darwinians short listed for the distinction, Joseph Hooker, 

Thomas Huxley and John Tyndall.59 John Locke delivered an address before the Royal 

Irish Academy in 1865 which was published as a pamphlet and also appears in the

57 David L. Hull, ‘Darwinism and historiography’ in Thomas F. Glick, The comparative reception o f 

Darwinism (Austin, 1974) p.399

58 Proceedings o f  the Royal Dublin Society: 1860-61 (Dublin, 1861) p.45

59 Royal Irish Academy minutes o f  the committee o f  science (9 February 1866) p. 17
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Proceedings o f the Royal Irish Academy in which he argued against the Darwinian notion 

of society’s progression from savagery to a civilised state. He argued rather that both 

have always existed alongside each other.60 The idea of applying the concept of the 

evolution of society from a barbaric to a civilised state first came from Herbert Spencer 

in his work Progress: its law and cause from 1857, which predated Darwin’s work but 

later became known as Social Darwinism. Gradualism was becoming an increasingly 

accepted universal truth throughout the second half of the nineteenth century and this 

paper is one of the earliest discussions of the evolution concept applied to society that we 

find coming from Dublin. Locke who seems to have been a religious man based on this 

paper argued that mankind’s primitive form was in fact civilised in what he calls the 

Adamic era and barbarism was the result of war and invasion which plunged once 

civilised societies into decay. He also refutes the idea of mankind evolving from more 

primitive forms. Rather Locke believed that by: ‘applying the observed numerical 

statistics of succession and increase to the antiquity of man, the solution will be found to 

confirm the mosaical period of 6,000 years since the creation of Adam. Exceed that 

period by even a small proportion of the hundreds of millenniums assigned by some to 

the past duration of our race, and then making the amplest allowances for all the checks

to fecundity, inevitable, or fortuitous man must have multiplied up to this date to

such an extent as to render collective existence impossible within his present 

circumscribed domain, except the cumulative pressure of population was stemmed by a 

universal cannibalism, or a wholesale exodus at stated periods to some other planet was 

found practicable. To such monstrous and absurd conclusions are those driven, who reject

60 John Locke, Antiquity o f man: an essay (Dublin, 1865).
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the evidence of revelation, history and experience, for the wild inventions of unchastened 

imaginations’. 61 Clearly Locke believed Ussher’s calculation of the age of mankind and 

was opposed to all modern theories that required extending this age by many thousands 

of years.

Locke attempts to prove his opinion on mankind’s independence from any kind of 

evolutionary process using the aboriginal people of Australia as an example. He 

considers the missing link in mankind’s evolution and says that while Australia’s 

aboriginals are the most ‘debased form of the human organism’ it so happens that there is 

no trace of the Simians that would link man to primates in living or fossil form and 

declares his shock that modem anthropologists propound such a strange theory. Locke 

concludes his paper by outlining his three main points which: ‘both sacred and secular 

history accord with human experience in authenticating, first the mosaical limit of 6,000 

years since the creation of man; secondly, that civilisation, not savagery was his primitive 

condition; and thirdly, his utter incapability of self renovation from moral and physical 

decadence, apart from extern aid and instmction. From the days of Adam even to the 

ascendant enlightenment of this nineteenth century of dispensation, civilisation and 

savagery have dwelt together upon the earth, associated although in contrasted aspects; 

and their continuance, without coalescing, awaits the solution of the providential, not 

geologic future’. 63 This lecture delivered by Locke is very interesting, not just because of

61 John Locke, ‘On the antiquity of man’ in Proceedings o f  the Royal Irish Academy, ix (1864-6) p.201.

62 Ibid p.206.

63 Ibd p.208-9.
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his attempts to defend the old order and biblical history of the world but also because it is 

one of the first to address the idea of the evolution of society. Furthermore, because it 

was a lecture grounded in biblical belief delivered before an institution that elected 

Darwin an honorary member only one year later.

The famous English zoologist Edward Blyth came to Dublin and gave addresses in 1863 

and 1864. Blyth had recently retired after a long career as a naturalist. He was a great 

correspondent of Darwin and was responsible for providing him with much of the 

information he used in his work regarding domestication and sexual differences in birds 

and animals. He was considered to have been an enthusiastic Darwinist after the 

publication of the Origin.64 At a meeting of the Natural History Society of Dublin in 

January 1863 Blyth was asked to give some remarks as Haughton could not attend. Here 

he discoursed on breeding and hybridity in pigeons. He discussed the impossibility of 

rigorously defining species and explained in detail the views held by Darwin and ‘the 

large and increasing body of naturalists of superior qualifications who participate in his 

opinions’.65 Blyth had also addressed the Royal Irish Academy a year earlier ‘On the 

animal inhabitants of ancient Ireland.’66 In the same volume of the Dublin Quarterly 

Journal o f Science we see another article relating to the subject of species read before the 

Geological Society of Dublin by Alexander Carte on the former existence of the polar

64 Oxford dictionary o f national biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/view/article/2725 

(30 September 2008).

65 Dublin Quarterly Journal o f  Science, v (1865) p. 34.

66 Ibid, iv (1864) pp 149-52.
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bear in Ireland. In this address Carte indulges us with a discussion on the remains of polar 

bears found to date in Ireland. He also mentions the recent increased interest in the 

remains of man and is interested to know how far down into the earths crust such remains 

will be found before they become undistinguishable from lower forms of life. Carte 

considers the gradualist model of change in forms of life as the ordinary rule but seems to 

regard the abrupt appearance of certain fossils as unaccountable in that system and that 

man would not be included in this gradualist process based on findings so far.67 This 

concern with the existence of sudden abrupt changes in nature was a concern of many of 

the opponents of Darwinian gradualism and was something which we can see was also 

mentioned by Harvey in his correspondence with Darwin in I860.68

It is clear that the subject of Darwinism was greatly discussed among the academic 

community during this early period and that opinions were certainly mixed on the subject, 

even from a purely scientific point of view. Outside of the world of academia there was 

some discussion of Darwinism in some more popular periodicals. The Dublin Review was 

a Catholic periodical available in Dublin at this time, it was founded in 1836 and Daniel 

O’Connell and Cardinal Wiseman were among its founders. Although the Dublin Review 

dealt with a large amount of Irish topics and there were a great deal of Irish contributors it 

was actually published in London. In 1860 the periodical printed a review of the Origin 

which was very much written from a religious point of view but was in no way ignorant of

67 Ibid p. 143

68 W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 24 Aug. 1860, Letter 2898, Darwin correspondence project, 

httD;//www.darwinoroiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calendar/enli-v-2898.htnil (2 Dec. 2008).
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the scientific weight of Darwin’s work. The article displays the confidence of the author in 

his faith. It declares that faith is not at the mercy of every fresh theorist on the mysteries of 

creation. He believed if one were to remain tranquil such enemies would either devour 

each other or new theories in science would eventually cancel one another out.69 Despite 

this the author describes Darwin’s work as ‘so valuable, and approves itself to us 

individually as so genuinely scientific, the basis of the facts is so unusually broad and 

comprehensive, the reasoning is so dispassionate, and the writer shows himself throughout 

so keen-sighted to every objection, that we cannot say how grieved we are that the book 

should be marred by the introduction of so gratuitous and repulsive an idea, or that the 

theory should be carried to such unreasonable lengths.’ The article goes into a thirty 

page discussion on the topic, disagreeing with Darwin on several points. Firstly, that there 

cannot be a classification or genealogy of all species as he negates the difference between 

species and varieties. The author was at odds with Darwin for dismissing the biblical 

concept of the deluge. He also says that he has failed to prove the necessity for the 

enormous periods of time involved in the production of significant variation in species

71while changes in domestic animals can be made over extremely short periods. He 

claimed that Darwin could not account for the non-appearance of forms throughout all 

stages of the world’s history nor for the vast diversity of forms found in earliest fossils in 

the earliest geological strata.72 As regards Darwin’s book, it had convinced him of the 

great variability of plants and animals and that variations which give an advantage would

69 Dublin Review  (1860) p.51.

70 Ibid p.52.

71 Ibid p.78.

72 Ibid p.79.
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probably be perpetuated and other forms would become extinct. However, the author 

failed to believe given the evidence that ‘all existing species of the same group have 

descended from one progenitor.’73 The points raised in this article may seem slightly 

arbitrary but the arguments used by this author in defence of biblical creation against 

Darwin’s concept of the origin of species are ones which we see recurring in the religious 

reactions throughout the period.

In the Dublin University Magazine in 1860 two articles were printed relating to Darwin 

and both of these responded favourably to the work. This periodical had no official 

connection to the university but contributors were typically Trinity educated men and 

generally covered political and literary topics. Isaac Butt was amongst its founding 

members and contributors to the periodical included Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu, Samuel 

Ferguson and William Wilde. In the February issue Christopher Grim wrote an article 

‘My club table’ in which he laid out some of the ideas of Darwin’s work in relatively 

straightforward terms and he recommended it ‘earnestly to all readers, and deprecating 

the use of the theological tomahawk in the discussion of a matter in which science alone 

has a right to speak’.74 He explains that the theory sought to prove that the view which 

most naturalists held and Darwin once held that each species has been created 

independently is erroneous.75 The author also mentions that he is glad that the Edinburgh 

Review had not yet offered a critique on the book as he believed that the work was

73 Charles Darwin, The origin o f  species by means o f  natural selection (London, 1985) p. 306

74 Christopher Grim, ‘My club table’ in Dublin University Magazine, lv (1860) p.235

75 Ibid
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worthy of people offering their own opinions. Grim was also aware of the situation with 

Wallace and explains to the reader that Darwin’s work was rather hastily published and 

believed that the Origin would eventually form one part of a much larger work.

Later on that year the other article which was printed on the subject in the Dublin 

University Magazine appeared under the simple title of ‘Palaeontology’. The anonymous 

author offers his interpretation of Darwin’s work and tells the reader that ‘without 

accepting all the conclusions of the author and without entering upon those questions that 

have been and will continue to be disputed, there is an abundance of matter in this 

volume which all naturalists must value, and which even for the general reader is as 

interesting as it is novel’. While explaining how Darwin’s theory works the author 

clearly shows that he finds no problem holding Darwin’s theory alongside the acceptance 

of the existence of a divine creator. ‘There is nothing in this view of the method of 

creation that can be regarded as derogatory to the power and dignity of the great creator; 

for, the gradual derivation of species from varieties, under the action of a law imposed on 

organization, is as great an exhibition of power as the occasional infraction of a law, or 

the constant recurrence of special acts of creation.’77 The author continues that Darwin 

believed that the objections to his work lay in the imperfection of the geological record 

which if to be seen as a history of the world, then, they had yet seen a minute part to date. 

The author, who seems to have been in the department of palaeontology at Trinity, 

believed that their studies of geology would in due time be rewarded by the ‘development

76 D.T.A., ‘Palaeontology’ in Dublin University Magazine, lv (1860) p.716.

77 Ibid p.718.
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n Q
of the real law of progress, whatever law that may be’. However, in the second part of 

the article the author makes reference to fellow palaeontologist Richard Owen who 

actually became an outspoken opponent of Darwin. Despite this the author communicates 

that Owen’s work on the unity of creation remains one of the most important results of 

the study of natural science.79 This article is remarkably open-minded and the author 

clearly does not see any of his religious or scientific principles threatened by Darwin’s 

findings.

Trinity College had conveyed a full array of opinions on Darwin’s work from Haughton’s 

scientific opposition down to the attempts to reconcile the idea of a creator with the new 

theory in the Dublin University Magazine. In Trinity’s Catholic counterpart, St. Patrick’s 

College Maynooth, there was less evidence of discussion of Darwinism during the 1860s. 

Walter McDonald (who becomes important to this study later on) was training for the 

priesthood at Maynooth in the 1870s. McDonald in his Reminiscences described being 

taught philosophy of a very bald nature by a Mr. Hackett during his student years. He 

exclaimed that ‘Darwin was then revolutionizing thought; but we overturned him in two 

or three brief sentences’.80 He further explained that the materialistic and agnostic 

schools of thought that arose in England in the wake of Darwin with men such as Spencer

78 Ibid p.722.

79 Ibid lvi ‘Palaeontolgy II’ (1860) p.34.

80 Walter McDonald, Reminiscences o f  a Maynooth professor (London, 1925) p. 66
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and Huxley were almost completely overlooked and that in Maynooth they were educated 

in an outdated fool’s paradise as if it were the eighteenth or sixteenth century.81

There is little else to be found in the way of references to Darwin’s work coming from 

Maynooth during this early period, although we have already seen the president of the 

college Charles William Russell responding favourably to the non-Darwinian findings of 

Haughton’s Animal mechanics. One major exception to this rule was Gerald Molloy the 

Dublin bom Professor of Theology at Maynooth from 1857 to 1874 prior to moving on to 

the Catholic University in Dublin. Molloy, although a theologian, had a great interest and 

ability in the sciences, particularly in the field of geology. He published a book Geology 

and revelation in 1870 which had originally been run as a series of articles in the Catholic 

periodical the Irish Ecclesiastical Record. This work deals primarily with the origins of 

the earth rather than the origins of species but displays sympathies with Darwin’s work 

and is also important as an example of a theologian dealing with scientific modem 

thought during this period. Fortunately a large body of Molloy’s private papers has 

survived and are held at the Russell Library at Maynooth. This largely untapped resource 

is a collection of private notebooks, publications and lecture series, written by Molloy 

who helped popularise science in his time through various popular lectures. Much of 

these notebooks contain his thoughts on theological and scientific matters. There is a 

good body of notes on this matter of geology and revelation from his days at Maynooth. 

The papers also include a large number of notes and lectures on the topic of electricity

81 Ibid.
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which seems to have been his main preoccupation during his time at the Catholic 

University in Dublin.

Molloy believed that it was possible to reconcile the Genesis account of creation with the 

geological evidence of the age of the earth and this is evident also from his private 

papers. He believed that recent discoveries in the field of geology were not a threat to the 

place of God in the story of creation but rather allowed for God using secondary causes 

over long periods of time as opposed to direct divine intervention. Molloy thought that 

Genesis and the newly established lengthy geological eras could fit together if there was a 

reconsideration of the time frame of the book’s account of creation. This can be seen 

clearly from his private papers held at Maynooth. In a private journal dated from 1863 he 

attempts to defend the bible’s story of creation by looking at it from different 

perspectives. Geological evidence had rid the world of the notion that only 7,000 years 

had passed since creation, to counter this Molloy suggests that perhaps 7,000 years had 

passed since the creation of Adam instead. Molloy suggests that the six days of creation 

may have not been consecutive or alternatively that we should take a different 

interpretation of ‘one day’ which could really be an entire age.82 This type of defence of 

Genesis was becoming quite common among theologians at this time and later in the 

century metaphorical interpretations of the story of creation were becoming more 

common.

82 Gerald Molloy, Notebook 1863 (Russell Library, Maynooth, Molloy Papers, MS 1, i).
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Like Darwin himself, Molloy looked to Charles Lyell as the great authority in the field of

83geology. In his private papers Molloy discusses Lyell’s work, the Antiquity o f man. This 

was a book written by Lyell later in his career which took into account the recent findings 

in the fossil record of humankind dating them back to prehistoric times and also gave a 

favourable review to Darwin’s 1859 publication of the Origin.84 Lyell in his earlier work 

had not given his approval to evolution as a concept but did so after Darwin’s work. He 

allowed the idea that humans could be included in this system in a physical sense but 

making exception for the mental and moral aspects of mankind since he himself was a 

religious man.85 Molloy in his private notes referred to Lyell rather than Darwin as he 

considered him to be the most eminent writer on the matter of antiquity of the earth at 

that time. Molloy believed that the theories of modern geology did not require more than 

7,000 years of history for their account of mankind. He said no remains of man had been 

found in the earliest strata of the earth but some traces had been found in later strata and 

declared that these discoveries have recently led to very extravagant and unfounded 

conclusions.86 Molloy was generally quite open-minded regarding scientific matters and 

also seemed willing to have a reconciliatory approach to the interpretation of the bible. 

Despite this, he clearly had difficulty accepting the inclusion of man as part of the 

framework of beings that had developed from simpler forms of life. Lyell himself was at 

this point slowly coming to accept Darwin’s hypothesis. In other parts of these private

83 Charles Lyell, Antiquity o f  man (1863)

84 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography

htlp://www.oxfoiddnb.com,iproxv.nuim.ie/view/article/17243?docPos=2 (3 September 2008)

85 Ibid

86 Gerald Molloy, Notebook 1863 (Russell Library, Maynooth, Molloy Papers, MS 1, i).
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notes we see him trying to confirm that man had not existed in the earlier periods and 

making defences against some of the ideas involved in evolution. He discusses 

ethnography and argued that science did not yet fully understand the impact of climate on 

race and that it would be quite possible for such skin colour differences that exist today to 

have occurred over only 200 generations.87

Molloy displays his awareness of Darwin’s work in his 1873 book Geology and 

revelations. Although he does not discuss in detail the antiquity of man in this case he 

does discuss other parts of Darwin’s work such as his theories on the subsidence of the 

ocean bed as one example.88 He also addressed the age of mankind briefly in a chapter 

dealing with geological chronology and the succession of organic life in which he clearly 

emphasises that man was the last work of creation: ‘No bone of man, no trace of human 

intelligence is to be found in any bed of rock that belongs to the primary, secondary or 

tertiary formations. It is only when we have passed all these, and come to the latest 

formation of the whole series, nay, it is only in the uppermost beds of this formation, that 

we meet, for the first time, with human bones, and the works of human art. Thus it 

appears pretty plain, even from the testimony of geology, that man was the last work of 

creation; and that, if the world is old, the human race is comparatively young.’89 Here 

Molloy clearly displays his opinion that despite the recent discoveries of geology and the 

evidence for a much greater antiquity of the earth, that the age of mankind is

87 Ibid

88 Gerald Molloy, Geology and revelations (London, 1873) p .155

89 Ibid p.260.
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comparatively young and therefore the biblical interpretation of mankind could still be 

upheld.

Molloy also touches on the subject of evolution of species although there is no mention 

of the word ‘evolution’ or reference to the work of Darwin directly but he rather once 

again refers to Lyell as his authority on the matter. He quotes directly from Lyell’s 

Principles o f geology to demonstrate that there has been through the ages a gradual 

transitional pattern of living organisms: In passing from the older to the newer members 

of the tertiary system we meet with many chasms, but none which separate entirely, by a 

broad line of demarcation, one state of the organic world from another. There are no 

signs of an abrupt termination of one fauna and flora, and the starting into life of new and 

wholly distinct forms. Although we are far from being able to demonstrate geologically 

an insensible transition from the Eocene to the Miocene, or even from the latter to the 

recent fauna, yet the more we enlarge and perfect our general survey, the more nearly do 

we approximate to such a continuous series, and the more gradually are we conducted 

from times when many of the genera and nearly all the species were extinct, to those in 

which scarcely a single species flourished which we do not know to exist at present’ .90 

His conclusion then is that: ‘the extinction and creation of new species has been the result 

of a slow and gradual change in the organic world’.91

90 Ibid p.263

91 Ibid.
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Molloy also takes a step towards discussion of the natural selection theory when he writes

that: ‘we find a gradual advance in the types of animal organisation from the humbler

and more simple forms of structure to those of a higher and more perfect character. That 

form of organisation is regarded among zoologists as the more perfect in which there is a

92  • •greater number of organs specifically devoted to particular functions’. This idea of a 

transition of forms through species carrying forward the organs that are suited to ensure 

their survival is the basis of the natural selection theory. Molloy divides all forms of 

animal life into two basic divisions, vertebrate and invertebrate, and then charts the 

appearance of the progressive forms of vertebrates including man on this scale. ‘The 

vertebrate animals do not all make their appearance at once , but come in successively 

according to the same scale of organic perfection, - the fish appearing first, then the 

reptiles, then the birds, and lastly the mammalian. Even among the mammalian, a well 

defined order of progressive succession has been observed, which finally culminates in
QO

the appearance of man, the last created and most perfect of animals’. This can be seen 

in a table of geological formations, included here below, made by Molloy which shows 

the first appearance of the various forms of animal life with man at the top of the scale. 

94Even though the very intention of Molloy’s book was to uphold the veracity of scripture 

through accounting for modern scientific discoveries, this inclusion of man on an 

ascending scale of animal life was an extremely outlandish move for a Catholic 

theologian.

92 Ibid p.267.

93 Ibid p.268.

94 Ibid p.269.
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TABLE OF GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS,
SHOWING THE FIRST APPEARANCE ON THE EARTH OF THE VARIOUS

FORMS OF ANIMAL LIFE.

Gigantic Mamma
lian quadrupeds, 
now e r tin Ot.

Shells of minuto an i
malcules composing 
the W hite Chalk.

Extraordinary develop
ment of marino Reptiles,

Oldest Fossil Mammal.

Ì H um an  bon«« 
an d  w orks of 

_________ hum sD  a r t .
B B C S H T .

PM T'fW O

Fossil FiBh in great abundance.

Most ancient Fossil Fish; found 
near Ludlow, on the borders ot 
Herefordshire.

Eozoon Canadenst ; oldest known Fossil

Earliest trace o f Birds.

First appearance o f Reptiles; 
Archegosaurus ; discovered in 
the Coal Measures near Stras- 
burg, 1M7.

Gerald Molloy’s ‘Table o f geological form ations’ in Geology and revelation, 1873.
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The second part of this book is dedicated to the reconciliation of the Genesis account of 

creation with modem geology, a theme we have seen already in his private notes. In this 

he explains that he accepts the geological theory and extreme antiquity of the earth but 

attempts to maintain the Genesis story by re-interpreting its words. He examined two 

hypotheses which may allow Genesis and geology to stand in agreement. The first is the 

idea of an indefinite period of time between the creation of the world and the first mosaic 

day and the second is the idea that the days of creation could be long periods of time 

instead of days in their literal sense. Molloy is also aware that readers may consider these 

hypotheses to have ventured into dangerous ground and so he offers a number of similar 

opinions held by eminent men to help reassure them. These eminent men included 

Cardinal Wiseman who Molloy claimed had inclined to such opinions in lectures he had 

delivered thirty years earlier on the connection between science and religion.95 Molloy 

then declares that there is: ‘nothing in the mosaic narrative, when carefully examined, at 

variance with the hypothesis of an indefinite interval between the creation of the world 

and the work of the six days. And, in the second place, we contend that it is quite 

consistent with the usage of sacred scripture to explain these days of creation as long 

periods of time’. 96Having examined both hypotheses, and offering a chart of 

readjustment of geologic time and the mosaic days, Molloy comes to the conclusion that 

either could be legitimate explanations for the findings of modern geology and a 

successful reconciliation with revelation. Molloy’s conclusion shows that he felt he had

95 Ibid p.357.

96 Ibid.
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defended scripture against any question regarding its veracity that had arisen from 

modem geology.

Molloy’s conclusion in Geology and revelation mentions that he had hoped to return in 

future to the second branch of the investigation, in reference to the teaching of the bible

Q7as regards the antiquity of the human race. In Molloy’s private notes we see that he was 

still concerned with this topic in the 1880s. At this point in his career he had left 

Maynooth and had been a professor at the Catholic University until it eventually

98dissolved whereupon Molloy became involved with the Royal University. In these 

private notes we see him preparing something on the Geological evidence o f the antiquity 

o f man in 18 87 . 99 He discussed the various remains of man from neanderthals down to 

modem man. He claimed that man had already occupied all the earth’s continents as early 

as the quaternary period (the period in which the continents assumed their modem 

configuration) and that they already existed in the form of several clearly distinct races.100 

He makes one significant allusion to Darwinian theory here when he states that because 

of the evidence of man from this early period that there is ‘great reason to believe that all 

races came from one common stork’.101 Even in his later career we still find among his 

notes attempts to reconcile scripture with science. For example, he tries to maintain the

97 Ibid p.432.

98 Oxford dictionary o f national biography http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/view/article/35056 

(6 September 2008)

"G erald Molloy, Notebook 1887 (Russell Library, Maynooth, Molloy Papers, MS 7, i).

100Ibid p.3.

101 Ibid.
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story of Noah and the deluge by introducing a number of assumptions to account for the 

geological records of modem times.102

It is interesting to see how this man of science who was also a theologian dedicated so 

much time and effort to trying to maintain the position of religion in an age of rapid 

scientific discovery. Walter McDonald when discussing Molloy in his Reminiscences 

mentions how the professor had been preparing this second volume on the antiquity of 

man and explains that Molloy had chosen to keep his opinions to himself as ‘he had no 

taste for martyrdom’.103 The climate of discussion had become more hostile in this later 

period and any publication on this subject was much more likely to arouse a controversy. 

Thomas Duddy has included Molloy’s Geology and revelation in his collection of 

contemporary works entitled The Irish response to Darwinism. In his introduction to the 

collection he describes this work quite accurately as a milestone in the Irish reception of 

evolutionary ideas owing to Molloy’s attempt to consider and reconcile both the scientific

104
and the theological points of view equally and dispassionately. Such attempts at a 

reconciliation of faith and science became much more difficult for Catholics later in the 

century as we will see later with Walter McDonald during his tenure as professor in 

Maynooth.

102 Idem, Notebook 1888 (Russell Library, Maynooth, Molloy Papers, MS 7, ii)

103 Walter McDonald, Reminiscences o fa  Maynooth professor (London, 1925) p.54.

104 Thomas Duddy (ed.), The Irish response to Darwinism, i (Bristol, 2004). p xxiv.
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The first period of this fifty year study, which this chapter covers, ends at 1874.

However, it is important to remember that in 1871 Darwin published his next important 

work the Descent o f man in which he applied the theory of evolution to mankind and 

aroused more controversy on the subject. By the 1870s Darwinism as a movement of its 

own far surpassed the boundaries of Darwin’s original work. Darwinism began to have 

implications on all of society as the concept of evolution was applied to it by certain 

academics, namely Herbert Spencer, who we have seen was the father of Social 

Darwinism and introduced the idea of the survival of the fittest in human society. There 

was great concern among religious and conservative quarters over this growing wave of 

modem thought and this can be seen clearly by the 1870s. We see a series of responses to 

Darwinism and its related forms of modern thought in the monthly Catholic periodical 

the Irish Ecclesiastical Record, which had been founded by the Archbishop of Dublin 

Paul Cullen to be a link between Ireland and Rome in 1864. In May 1873 the Record 

published an article simply entitled ‘Darwinism’ which was reprinted from a popular 

lecture delivered to a mixed audience in America and was clearly triggered by Darwin’s 

publication of the Descent o f man three years earlier.105 The anonymous author under the 

pseudonym, J.G.C, unsurprisingly comes down against Darwin in relation to both the 

story of creation and the descent of man and does his best to dismantle Darwin’s theory 

of natural selection and in his work on the descent of man from the apes by picking holes 

in his work and pointing out its moral deficiencies.

105 Patrick J. Hamell, Index to the Irish ecclesiastical record, 1864-1917 (Dublin, 1959) and Charles 

Darwin, The descent o f  man (London, 1871).
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This article for the most part is quite mocking of Darwin’s ideas and the author displays 

that he was a deeply religious man as one would expect from this periodical. The author 

tells us that man’s ‘pedigree is the question of the hour. If on this question we consult the 

naturalist’s college of heraldry, we shall be puzzled to determine -  so much pursuivants 

differ -  whether we descend from a chimpanzee or a gorilla, from a jelly or from a 

seaweed, or derive from a collection of gases electro-chemically combined. For my part I 

am content to accept my pedigree under the hand and seal of the oldest king-at-arms that 

we know. He had his tabard from God. He wrote about thirty four centuries ago; the duty 

having been placed on his shoulders, and the authority furnished by the creator himself, 

he has recorded our pedigree in the book of Genesis. If anyone is not content with a 

genealogy that runs back six thousand years, let him take Darwin for his guide, and let 

him be assured that under such guidance he may “travel further and speed worse” \ 106 

This statement makes clear his preference towards a scriptural history of the world ahead 

of Darwin’s efforts. The author claims that Darwin cannot account for the ‘countless 

millions of transitional forms (that) are unnoticed in the broad volume of nature’s 

annals’.107 He also continues on with an attempt to disprove the possible transition from 

apes and baboons to man’s current physical and mental state. In his conclusion J.G.C. 

shows his opinion on Darwin’s attempts to explain the beginnings of religion among 

mankind whereby ‘religious devotion consists of love, complete submission to an exalted 

and mysterious superior, a strong sense of dependence, fear, gratitude and hope for the 

future , and then maintaining that all this in the germ may be witnessed in “the deep love

106 J.G.C., ‘Darwinism’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, ix (1873) p.337-8.

107 Ibid p.350
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of a dog for his master’” .108 As a result of this the author claims that the ‘tendency of his 

doctrines is -  if not to eliminate creative action altogether out of the universe of mind and 

matter, and to reduce the order of harmony of nature to the results of blind fortuitous 

forces, which would be to obliterate God altogether -  at least to place the creator at such 

a distance from his works that his supervision, providence and justice may be safely 

ignored’.109 Darwin’s affront on the position of God was clearly the authors greatest 

concern. He then rounds this off with a quote from Agassiz that the ‘transmutation theory 

is a scientific mistake, untrue in its facts, unscientific in its methods, and mischievous in 

its tendency’.110

J.G.C is also quite aware of the nature of Darwinism as a movement or concept itself at 

this point. He explains that the word (Darwinism) is popularly associated with man’s 

descent from the apes but that is also covers a much ‘wider area of scientific significance, 

embracing a complex of opinions involved and unfixed, undergoing modification, and 

losing coherence to that degree that Darwin is no longer the best exponent of Darwinism 

or its most formidable champion.’111 This is an extremely apt and accurate understanding 

of how Darwinism had developed by the 1870s and it is interesting to see this kind of 

awareness in Ireland at that time. Darwin’s name and work had become the flagship for 

the armada of modem thought which was bombarding contemporary society and its 

morals and traditions.

108 Ibid p.361

109 Ibid.

110 Ibid.

111 Ibid p .141.
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The Irish Ecclesiastical Record also ran a series of five articles over the years 1873 and 

1874 on the subject of ‘The Church and modem thought’, the author of which not being 

disclosed in the periodical. This series aimed to deal with all branches of modem thought 

and displays some considerable arrogance as it declares in the first article that it is ‘only 

from the Catholic Church that the infidel element of modem thought can meet with any 

forcible answer, or any effectual opposition’.112 Although these articles do not deal 

directly with Darwin’s work they do show the Catholic Church’s standpoint in Ireland on 

the various forms of modem thought including those strains which would fall under the 

heading of Darwinism. In the first two articles it is made quite clear that intellectual 

authority is a primary concern and that the Church is the only one that can offer effective 

authority when it comes to the progress of the human mind. The origin of modem thought 

is said to be Protestantism as it explains that the intellectual basis of that religion is the 

rejection of intellectual authority.113 This was an argument seen quite frequently among 

Irish Catholic circles and we see later on how discussions of modem thought simply 

became another battleground for the conflict between Catholicism and Protestantism.

Early in the first article the author lays out the Catholic Church’s interpretation of the 

aims and implications of modem thought in relatively straightforward terms: ‘The origin 

of this “modern thought” is to be found in Protestantism as a system -  and its tendency is 

a tendency which, indeed, is no longer a mere tendency, but a full development into pure

112 ‘The Church and modem thought’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, ix (1873) p.494.

113 Ibid p.498.
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naturalism. Some of its leading assumptions are -  and they are assumptions which, 

beyond all others, should be branded as “unscientific” -  that there is no such thing as “the 

supernatural” -  or at least, that if there be, it cannot be brought within the scope of human 

knowledge; that physical experiment is the sole test of scientific truth, and that, 

consequently, any proposition not capable of submitting itself to that test, thereby forfeits 

any claim to the attention, not to say the adherence, of the human mind; that there is, in 

the domain of matter, such a “reign of law”, that God himself cannot interfere in its 

working, and in the domain of morals such a “law of evolution” that the human will 

counts for nothing in the production of history; that consequently miracles are myths, the 

sediment, as it were, of unscientific ages past, and that responsibility is a bugbear, which 

having served its purpose with the intellectual children of a pre-scientific period, may 

now be relegated to the domain of exploded superstitions, and be substituted by the 

infallible dogma, that even if a man does wrong, he is only fulfilling a certain law that 

works in spite of him to the progress of the species’ 14 Although the author admits that 

the statements of modern scientific men within their own field are worthy of credence he 

states that: ‘it has become more than ever necessary to distinguish between the statements 

of scientific men on the proper subject matter of their science, and their arbitrary 

assumptions and crude theories by which they make unwarrantable incursions into the 

sciences in which.... they are complete beginners -  more in need of teaching than 

competent to teach’.115

114 Ibid pp496-7.

115 Ibidp.500.
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The articles then embark on a discussion of views on the formation of modem thought as 

originating from Descartes’ model of philosophy and then through Spinoza, a disciple of 

Descartes, who popularised pantheism, with naturalism singled out as the main root of 

error in all modem thought (these systems of philosophy will be discussed in detail in the 

next chapter). The author discusses the noted Darwinists Huxley and Tyndall and their 

attempts to disprove religious beliefs such as the efficacy of prayer. He believes that 

although physical science regards itself as the only true science that the reality is that the 

human intellect is too limited to ever attain comprehension of the absolute truth, ‘it may 

apprehend the existence of absolute truth, it cannot comprehend it’.116 For the church the 

main problem lay in the rejection of the supernatural by modem science and philosophy, 

this was simply unacceptable.

The church was already fighting the rise of positivism, a school of philosophical thought 

led by Auguste Comte until his death in 1857. Positivism espoused the denial of all non

sense based knowledge and therefore anything supernatural. Darwinism had now taken 

the mantle as the main ideological challenger coming from ‘atheistic’ quarters as it took 

on its role as the symbolic mainstay of all modem thought. This early period in Dublin 

and Ireland does not compare to England in the intensity of the debate over Darwinism 

that was taking place. Despite this, there was a clear awareness of his work in scientific 

quarters at least, with a wide range of opinions coming from this community and men of 

science such as Harvey and Haughton making their mark on the debate internationally. It 

is also clear that by the early 1870s Darwinism had by then become recognised as a

116 Ibid, x (1874) p. 238
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movement as seen clearly from the ‘Darwinism’ article in the Irish Ecclesiastical Record. 

However, the threat it posed to the order of society was not fully realised or 

acknowledged until John Tyndall’s Belfast address in 1874 in response to which the 

religious community took a defensive stance against science.
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3. The Tyndall Catalyst

In 1874 Irish born scientist John Tyndall stood before the annual meeting of the British 

Association for the Advancement of Science gathered in Belfast to give his presidential 

address and boldly declared the independence of the scientific world from the intellectual 

authority of religion. ‘The impregnable position of science may be described in a few 

words. We claim, and we shall wrest, from theology the entire domain of cosmological 

theory. All schemes and systems, which thus infringe upon the domain of science, must 

in so far as they do this, submit to its control and relinquish all thought of controlling 

it’.117

Tyndall’s belligerent words were very much intended to arouse controversy among 

religious and scientific communities and in this they succeeded. This controversial 

address was a catalyst which increased debate regarding Darwinism and related forms of 

modern thought to an unprecedented level. This single address defines and shapes an 

entire period in the study of the Darwin debate in Dublin and indeed in Ireland as a 

whole. We saw in the previous chapter that the debate in Dublin regarding modem 

thought was beginning to heat up in the years immediately prior to 1874 and given that 

context it is not surprising that one man seeking controversy could cause the whole 

situation to erupt.

117 John Tyndall, Address delivered before The British Association assembled at Belfast with additions 

(London, 1874) p.61.
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Given that this period and indeed this chapter is shaped so significantly by the words of 

one man it seems important to give a description of John Tyndall’s background. John 

Tyndall was bom in Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow in 1820. He was bom into a Protestant 

family which had settled in Ireland in the seventeenth century and his father was in fact

an Orangeman. His father seemed to have instilled in him his great interest in theological

118debate which was characteristic of his entire career. Although he was not from a 

particularly wealthy background he still received schooling until the age of seventeen. He 

spent a period working in the Ordnance Survey in both Ireland and England and later 

working as a rail engineer in England during the railway boom. Tyndall then went on to 

Marburg in Germany where he completed his doctorate in science under the famous 

chemist Robert Bunsen. After this he began to focus on physics in particular and it was in 

this field which he became a renowned scientist.

In 1851 Tyndall went to Berlin to carry out research in diamagnetism and his work here 

brought him to the attention of the Royal Institution in London where he was invited to 

give a lecture in 1853. The Royal Institution was a great centre of scientific research and 

boasted some of the most renowned scientists of the day including Michael Faraday. This 

was a golden opportunity for Tyndall, who was struggling to find a professorship at a 

university. He had already developed an outstanding ability in public oratory and 

intended to utilise this to its fullest at his Royal Institution lecture. Fortunately he made

118 Burchfield, Joe D., John T y n d a ll-A  biographical sketch in Brock, W.H., McMillan, N.D. and Mollan, 

R.C. (eds) John Tyndall: essays on a natural philosopher (Dublin, 1981) p .l
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such an impression that three months after this lecture he was offered the position of 

professor of natural philosophy at the Royal Institution itself. Offers of positions at 

various institutions came pouring in but the opportunity to work at the Royal Institute 

was one which he could not refuse. In fact he went on to spend the rest of his professional 

life there. Here he perfected his lecturing techniques and became particularly renowned 

for his popular public lectures attracting large audiences due to his ability to make 

difficult concepts understandable. He is considered to be one of the great popularisers of 

science in his time.

One crucial difference in the climate for discussion before and after Tyndall’s historic 

address was Darwinism becoming a central tenet of a movement known as scientific 

naturalism. Earlier in the nineteenth century right down into the 1860s it was quite often 

believed that there was no necessary conflict between scientific and religious truths, 

science could in fact help re-enforce religious views and we have seen this already with 

men in Dublin such as Haughton and Molloy. However, this changed significantly in the 

third quarter of the century as a result of this scientific naturalism movement and the

119 Image available at http://understandingscience.ucc.ie/img/sc John Tyndall.jpg (12 Jan. 2009).
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opinions of the men leading it into battle. The most influential group of scientists that 

pushed for this change were the group of nine prominent scientists in London which came 

to be known as the X Club. John Tyndall was one of these nine alongside other scientific 

heavyweights like Thomas Huxley and Herbert Spencer. It began as an informal dining 

club of friends in 1864 who met monthly to discuss issues of science. Between them they 

dominated scientific circles for almost thirty years. Their shared value was a devotion to

190‘science, pure and free, untrammelled by religious dogmas’. To quote Frank Turner 

scientific naturalism as a movement likewise sought to ‘create a secular climate of opinion 

that would permit the theories and practitioners of modem science to penetrate the 

institutions of education, industry, and government for the material progress and social 

amelioration of the nation’.121 Scientific naturalism wanted to establish laws of 

development in all things without any necessary reference to spiritual or theological 

considerations. Darwinism and its defence was a central part of this movement. These 

naturalists believed that society could only progress through the pursuit of science. The 

advocates of scientific naturalism believed that the scientific method was the only way to 

investigate reality. They did not necessarily deny the possibility of the supernatural in an 

atheistic fashion. Some such as Huxley would describe themselves as agnostic and John 

Tyndall as we shall see later would certainly not have described himself as an atheist. The 

liberation of science from the imposition of any creed’s intellectual authority was far more 

important than any individual scientist’s views on life and the existence of God.

120 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/templates/theme- 

print.isp?articleid-92539 (31 March 2008).

121 Frank Turner, ‘Victorian scientific naturalism and Thomas Carlyle’ in Victorian Studies xviii (1975) 

p.325
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In the years leading up to the Belfast address he wrote on a number of issues which 

aroused debate back in Dublin. As part of Tyndall’s great quest to bring science to 

ordinary people he published a series of detached lectures and essays in 1871 under the 

title Fragments o f science; for unscientific people. Among these articles he presented

arguments against both the possibility of miracles and the effectiveness of prayer. Here he 

tried to rid ordinary people of what he believed to be nonsensical notions and indeed 

barriers to progress in society. These discourses on prayer and miracles instigated quite a 

discussion in Dublin among Catholic theologians. We also see that although Tyndall was 

based permanently in London his work was followed with a keen eye in Ireland as he was 

this country’s most prominent scientist.

In the series of articles on ‘The Church and modem thought’ in the Irish Ecclesiastical 

Record which was touched on in the last chapter we see responses to Tyndall’s earlier 

work on miracles and prayer. Here the Catholic Church laid out its position in relation to 

modem thought and by this they were referring broadly to naturalism and allowing 

various philosophical notions to fall under that heading. The articles upheld that 

Protestantism was the origin of modern thought as it denied any external authority and 

allowed for private judgment on matters of religion.123 For them the intellectual authority 

of the church was absolutely necessary for the progress of the human mind and the 

Catholic Church represented the only effective opposition to the rising tide of modem

122 John Tyndall, Fragments o f  science; fo r  unscientific people, ii (London, 1879).

123 ‘The Church and modem thought’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, ix (1873), p.498
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thought. This was in sync with Pope Pius DCs Syllabus o f errors from 1864 which 

condemned naturalism alongside the concepts of rationalism and pantheism.

In one of the articles in the Irish Ecclesiastical Record Tyndall’s opinions on miracles and 

prayer are dealt with directly. In their opinion he clearly saw miracles as utterly 

impossible citing Tyndall’s opinions on God stopping the rotation of the earth or 

appearing as a burning bush.124 In relation to prayer Tyndall is quoted from his Fragments 

o f science publication as saying that ‘Granting the power of free will in man... and 

assuming the efficacy of free prayer to produce changes in external nature, it necessarily 

follows that natural laws are more or less at the mercy of man’s volition, and no 

conclusion founded on the assumed permanence of these laws would be worthy of 

confidence’.125 Effectively Tyndall considered the ordinary Christian doctrine on the 

subject of prayer to be untenable.126 The article further claims that this concept of 

naturalism not only attempts to strip man of his religion but completely remodel society 

based on its hollow template leaving us with; ‘reason without revelation, intellect without 

faith, will without grace, society without the church, humanity without the incarnation, the 

world without God’.127 This is clearly not the kind of society in which a devout Catholic 

would wish to live. The article then continues on in an attempt to disprove the naturalists 

and claiming that the fundamental flaw with the philosophy is found in its concept of the 

origin of the world, that a creator acts directly only at the origin of the creation and after

124 Ibid, x (1873) p.104.

125 John Tyndall, Fragments o f  science, ii (London, 1879) p.36.

126 ‘The Church and modem thought’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, x (1873), p. 106.

127 Ibid p. 107.
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that can only act through secondary causes. Denial of the existence of the supernatural to 

them is absurd since they believed that the very idea of the existence of the supernatural 

has influenced the evolution of human history more than any other factor.128

Overall this discourse between the Catholic Church in Ireland and Tyndall is fairly typical 

of the dispute between men of science and religion at that time. However, this seems quite 

tame in comparison to the controversy which followed Tyndall’s famous address to the 

British Association. So why did Tyndall’s address manage to inflame this debate to such a 

degree? The content of the address was a very important factor but other factors including 

the context and location of the event were crucial in making Tyndall’s address one of the 

most notorious events in the clash of science and religion in the nineteenth century 

English speaking world.

As mentioned earlier the event was the annual meeting of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science. The mission of this society was ‘to give a stronger impulse and 

a more systematic direction to scientific inquiry; to promote the intercourse of those who 

cultivate science in different parts of the British Empire with one another and with foreign 

philosophers; to obtain more general attention for the objects of science and the removal

1 9Qof any disadvantages of a public kind that may impede its progress’. This was certainly 

a motto to which John Tyndall and the movement of scientific naturalism could relate.

128 Ibid p. 109.

129 The History o f  the British Association, available at The British Association http://www.the-ba.net/the- 

ba/AbouttheBA/HistorvoftheBA/index.htm (2 April 2008).
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The British Association’s annual meeting was a standard feature in an X Club member’s 

diary. Each year this annual meeting took place in a different city and each year a 

president was nominated to chair the proceedings. Part of the tradition of the presidential 

position was an inaugural address. In earlier years this address was merely a summary of 

the year gone by but throughout the 1860s the addresses had become more and more 

animated with presidents taking the opportunity to express their opinions on the place of 

science.

Tyndall’s address would not be the first one to cause controversy. As we have seen an 

earlier famous debate had taken place between Thomas Huxley and Archbishop 

Wilberforce in 1860 over the Darwin’s hypothesis in the Origin o f species published less 

than a year earlier. Tyndall would not be the first Irish voice heard at the meeting either. 

Richard Whately Anglican Archbishop of Dublin had given an address in the 1867

meeting in Dundee arguing against X-Clubber John Lubbock over the Darwinian notion of

1 in  • •man’s advance towards civilisation from a state of barbarism. This viewpoint was 

similar to that presented by John Locke in his paper delivered at the RIA in 1865 which 

was mentioned in the previous chapter. Tyndall had himself also given a lecture to the 

British Association in 1870 at its meeting in Liverpool, but unlike Belfast no controversy 

was provoked.

The meeting took place in the Ulster Hall in Belfast in August 1874 and a convocation of

130 Alvar Ellegard, Darwin and the general reader: the reception o f D arwin’s theory o f  evolution in the 

British periodical press 1859-1872 (Goteborg, 1958),p.81
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members of the X-Club were in attendance. Huxley himself also gave a lecture at the same 

meeting. In Tyndall’s address he first presented a history of the great scientific thinkers 

down through the ages from Democritus and Lucretius through Newton and Copernicus 

down to Darwin and Spencer. Much weight is obviously given to Darwin and his 

contemporary exponents. This is aimed to be an alternative history of thought with 

Tyndall overlooking the medieval Christian contributors. He then moves on to discuss the 

position of science in contemporary society and throws down the proverbial gauntlet that 

was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: ‘the impregnable position of science may 

be described in a few words. We claim, and we shall wrest, from theology the entire 

domain of cosmological theory. All schemes and systems, which thus infringe upon the 

domain of science, must in so far as they do this, submit to its control and relinquish all 

thought of controlling it’.131 Tyndall was not only protesting the notion of church 

interference in scientific matters but also going so far as to demand theologians’ 

submission to a new intellectual world order. Such a strong declaration would not go 

unnoticed anywhere but especially so in 1870’s Belfast.

Alongside his attack on the authority of the church, Tyndall also laid out his position on 

materialism and displayed his pantheistic views of the universe, neither of which were 

acceptable dogmas to organised religion. Tyndall was unusual even among his peers for 

openly using the term materialist in relation to himself as the term carried quite a 

considerable stigma. It was the notion that the only thing that can be proven to exist is

131 John Tyndall, Address delivered before The British Association assembled at Belfast with additions 

(London, 1874) p.61.
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physical matter. His views on pantheism are not clearly expressed but it is clear from 

reading his work that he believed in the pantheistic notion that everything in the universe 

is part of God and at the same time all things are God. Essentially it says that God and all 

things in the universe are equivalent, this God is an impersonal one who does not act 

directly in things, quite the opposite to a theistic personal God believed in by Christian 

creeds. Tyndall’s spiritual sentiments in this regard owe much to his respect and 

friendship with Thomas Carlyle. Many believed that these concepts of materialism and 

pantheism could only lead to immoral behaviour in society. Towards the end of Tyndall’s 

address he attempted to soften the blow of his words allowing some space for the concept 

of a divine mystery and recognising the importance of religious sentiment to mankind but 

the damage had been done already and it evoked even more controversy than he perhaps 

intended.

Belfast, like Dublin, was a hotspot for amateur scientific activity at the time, very much 

orientated around the Protestant middle classes with societies like the Belfast Naturalist 

Field Club extremely active during the period. However, it was also the centre of a very 

strong evangelical movement. David Livingstone puts it well when he says what better 

place for the X-clubbers, who wished to free science of its shackles, than Calvinist

132
Belfast. To put the address further into context it came just three years after two other 

important events in the history of science and religion both in 1871. The first was 

Darwin’s second large publication, the Descent o f man which outlined the evolution of

132 David N. Livingstone, ‘Darwin in Belfast: The evolution debate’ in John Wilson Foster (ed.), Nature 

in Ireland: a scientific and cultural history (Dublin, 1997) p.395.
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man and which sparked further controversy in intellectual circles. The second major event 

of that year which is important to keep this discussion in context was the finalization of 

the disestablishment of the Church of Ireland. This blow to the authority of the once 

established church must have been a delight for Tyndall as he pursued the establishment 

of the scientific faith in its stead.

In Tyndall’s BAAS lecture in Liverpool four years earlier he had put forward the opinion 

that evolution as a hypothesis was quite compatible with ‘the existence of all those virtues 

to which the term Christian applies’133 In fact Tyndall quite typically saw religion as 

being compatible with scientific theory such as evolution. So once again what was the 

difference with the Belfast address? Matthew Brown in answering this question believes 

the reasons were a combination of: the religious atmosphere of Belfast in the 1870s, the 

particular structure of the views expressed on scientific and religious faith and also his 

critique of religious conversion.134 Conversions were a major topic of discussion during 

the 1870s particularly among the evangelical circles for whom it was extremely important. 

Brown goes so far as to say that Tyndall’s discussion of the concept of spontaneous 

generation in the address (the notion that non-living matter could spontaneously convert 

into living matter) was part of a wider secular reaction to religious conversion in the latter 

half of the nineteenth century, explaining also that instantaneous religious conversion was

133 Brown, Matthew, “Darwin at church: John Tyndall’s Belfast address” in Murphy, James H. (ed.), 

Evangelicals and Catholics in nineteenth century Ireland (Dublin, 2005) p.239.

134 Ibid.
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1 "35one of the final challenges to the ideology of Darwinian gradualism.

Cardinal Paul Cullen, 1803-1878.136

Leaving Tyndall’s issue with spontaneous generation aside, there was another more 

substantial reason for Tyndall’s anti-clerical stance in the Belfast address. This reason was 

quite simply his great mission to liberate science from the grasp of the Irish Catholic 

hierarchy and in particular in the area of scientific education. Here we find that the 

motives behind Tyndall’s address are tied closely with the university question in Ireland. 

There was an ongoing debate about the inclusion of sciences in the curriculum of the 

Catholic University in Dublin. Tyndall in the prefaces to the published version of his 

address makes his opinions quite clear. He considered Cardinal Cullen Archbishop of 

Dublin and chief campaigner for the establishment of a recognised Catholic university to

135 Ibid p.235.

136 Image available at hUo://mulUtexl.uec.ie/images/lhLimbnails/42Q.ipg (12 Jan. 2009).
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be ‘erecting spiritual barriers’ against the intrusion of ‘infidelity into Ireland’. He also 

mentions a memorial written by the students and ex-students of the Catholic University to 

the episcopal board of the university expressing their dissatisfaction with the curriculum in 

relation to science.138 By the time of Tyndall’s address this document he claimed had 

vanished from public view. He further quotes them as stating that if ‘scientific training be 

unattainable at our University, they will seek it at Trinity, or at the Queen’s Colleges, in
I  O Q

not one of which there is a Catholic professor of science’ . The memorialists also 

complained that there were no Catholic names known in connection with the physical and 

natural sciences to which Tyndall responds that this was the complaint of any free minds 

where a priesthood exercises dominant power.140 Later government enquiries into the 

university question were caught up with the question of whether the Catholic bishops 

would allow the teaching of Darwinism and a very hostile and evasive approach to 

answering this question was taken by the bishops. 141 Tyndall saw the Catholic hierarchy 

as perhaps the greatest barrier to his push for scientific naturalism in Ireland. For Tyndall 

education and particularly scientific education was the most important vehicle for the 

modernisation of society and it is no wonder he felt the need to address it so strongly in 

his native country.

137 John Tyndall, Address delivered before the British Association assembled at Belfast with additions 

(London, 1874) p.xxxv.

138 Ibid p.xvii

139 Ibid p.xviii.

140 Ibid p.xix.

141 Greta Jones, ‘Scientists against home rule’ in George Boyce and Alan O ’Day (eds), Defenders o f the 

union (London, 2001) p. 193.
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This next part will focus specifically on the reactions to the Belfast address in Dublin and 

discuss the impact of Tyndall on the place of science and religion in the capital city. In 

Dublin there was a great debate aroused by the Belfast address, so much so that Tyndall 

becomes quite a household name in the periodical press in the years which followed. 

Neither Catholic nor Protestant responses were positive towards Tyndall’s address in 

general but there were considerable differences in the arguments which they voiced. One 

striking feature is a general displeasure with the nature of Tyndall’s address, that it was 

given in a place where there was no opportunity for debate and discussion. Tyndall no 

doubt was well aware of this and it was part of the reason why it generated so much 

controversy in the weeks, months and years which followed.

The meeting itself was publicised in the media quite well. The Irish Times dedicated 

considerable page space towards reporting the whole affair. This paper was founded in 

1859, coincidently the same year as Darwin’s publication of the Origin and was a 

Protestant owned and edited publication which was printed in Dublin. One year earlier in 

1873 it had been acquired by the Amott family who brought the politics of the paper 

towards a very unionist orientation. The paper gives considerably more attention to the 

Protestant reactions to the Tyndall controversy as we shall see below, particularly with its 

coverage of various Protestant church sermons. It reported on the Association’s 

proceedings as they happened, in fact a large tract of Tyndall’s address was reprinted for 

all to read. The reporter must have been a man of science as he was very favourable 

towards the address describing it as being full of passages of great beauty and.emphasising
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that Tyndall’s great point was the attainment of the freedom to discuss the science of 

Lucretius, Bruno, Darwin and Spencer.142 The following day the paper printed a 

somewhat biographical article on Professor Tyndall, probably aimed at relatively ordinary 

people who were unfamiliar with his background. It declares that Tyndall’s great aim was 

to ‘break down the barriers that have too long existed between men of science and the 

world at large’.143 It describes Tyndall’s work as an exponent of scientific learning 

through his great skill at popular lecturing. It hails a change that is taking place led by him 

to move science forward in the public domain and the removal of any disadvantages to its 

progress. These positive responses which appeared early on in the Irish Times would 

actually prove to be the exception rather than the rule.

Numerous written articles appeared in the churches organs of communication. The Church 

of Ireland newspaper the Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette ran an article only a few days after 

the address dealing with it specifically. The first edition of this newspaper was printed in 

1856 in Suffolk Street, Dublin and it is still in existence today under the name of Church 

of Ireland Gazette which it changed to in 1900. The newspaper generally contained a 

number of reprinted Irish sermons and reviews of the latest publications. With the recent 

disestablishment of the Church of Ireland it is not surprising that the Gazette took an 

interest in Tyndall’s address as this would have been viewed as another debasement of the 

authority of that church. This article from September 1874 scorns Tyndall for his

142 Irish Times, 20 Aug. 1874, Irish Times Digital Archive

www.ireland.com/newspaper/archive/1874/0820/P£002,html#Ar00201 (15 Nov. 2007).

143 Ibid, 21 Aug. 1874, www.ireland.com/newspaper/archive/1874/0821 /P»006.htm1#Ar00602 (15 Mar.

2008).
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aggressiveness towards religion and claims that there is no need to believe there are any 

serious attempts to restrain the progress of science among the Protestant denominations. 

Tyndall had been looking for the freedom to discuss the questions of science. However, 

this article responds by asking: ‘Who forbids the discussion? Who denies the right of 

search? In our opinion, science would be more dignified if it ceased to pretend that anyone 

seriously restrains or interferes with it. Professor Tyndall was elected President of the 

British Association, although no person mistook him for a Christian. The British 

Association was welcomed to Belfast by men of all Protestant denominations, who never 

dreamed that the slightest reticence would be imposed upon its members by respect for the 

dearest convictions of the living or the last hope of the dying. ’144 It is interesting to see 

that the author shows just as much anger on this point regarding the right to discuss 

science as it shows regarding the theological implications of Tyndall’s scientific opinions. 

Perhaps Tyndall’s affront on this matter was truly directed at the Catholic church and the 

science curriculum at the Catholic University in Dublin. Responses such as this from the 

reformed churches may have been what induced Tyndall to explain his position on 

Catholicism and scientific education in the preface to the published version of his Belfast 

address.

The writer in the Gazette was clearly of the opinion that the scientific discoveries of the 

day could be reconciled with faith. One concession to science in this reconciliation is the 

admission of the great age of the earth saying that theologians had: ‘surrendered any 

notion that the world was non-existent a few thousand years ago, or that within a week 

after it bounded ready made out of the void Adam and Eve were cultivating the soil of

144 Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette 23 Sept. 1874.
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Eden. Science has reminded them that the scripture represents the seventh day as lasting 

still, and that all believe as entering into its rest; and taught by this experience they are 

quite ready to accept as much as science has shown to stake her credit upon’.145 Despite 

his reconciliatory opinions it did not override the author’s anger at Tyndall’s address. The 

writer is unhappy that Tyndall’s history of science does not distinguish between the 

reformed church and those beyond the Alps. He argued that the great reformation of 

thought and philosophy owed itself to the great reformation of religion. He believed that 

Tyndall whom he describes as the greatest living experimentalist had wasted a great 

opportunity to teach people in his own province by instead choosing to hurl abuse at their 

faith.146

The article admits that there are two main theories of existence now evident. For him, the 

theological theory is the clear winner over its modem scientific rival: ‘One(theology) 

teaches that a personal God made the world by repeated modifications of matter which he 

in the beginning created. Grant its premises of a personal God, and its conclusion presents 

no difficulty for his perfection and accounts for the orderly and methodical progress of 

creation as exactly as development can do. Nor is this theory embarrassed, as its rival is, 

by the impossibility of leaping over certain vast chasms, from death to life, to the 

mammalia, to consciousness, to reason, to adoration’.147 Furthermore, despite the author’s 

alleged open mindedness to scientific work he does not subscribe to the Darwinian theory

145 Ibid.

146 Ibid.

147 Ibid.
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of evolution which Tyndall puts forward in his address or indeed Spencer’s application of 

evolutionary theory to society. He believed evolution as a hypothesis had not yet sufficient 

evidence to be considered a proven theory also vouching that any society built upon such 

a theory would ‘rend itself to pieces within twelve months’.148 Tyndall had admitted in his 

address that such theories were not yet proven and would likely undergo much 

modification. The author highlights this weakness and states that: ‘when we grant the 

postulate of atoms impelled by some attraction or affinity, you still need a “mysterious 

power”, an “insoluble mystery”; you are still unable to produce any “experimental 

demonstration”; you are still dependent upon theories which “may be wrong”, and are 

certain to be “modified”’.149 The article denounces the notion of society moving forward 

through the survival of the fittest, as if this were true he asks how society could have 

progressed from the Roman arena in earlier times to hospitals, almshouses and poorhouses 

in modern times. Needless to say he credits Christianity as the great moral influence 

which denounces this concept of the survival of the fittest and the driving force towards 

civilisation. The article also highlights that Tyndall left the existence of religious 

sentiment in mankind utterly unconsidered. The conclusion states that when Tyndall and 

Spencer have settled the difficulties of their own theories then they shall discuss with them 

the difficulties and evidences of theism. This newspaper article is quite a comprehensive 

and confident riposte to Tyndall’s address and given the then recent history of the Church 

of Ireland may be seen to show its ability and familiarity with defending its own existence.

A month later in the Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette we find another article which makes

148 Ibid.

149 Ibid.
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direct reference to Tyndall and also to the evolution theory. This comes under the title of 

‘Science and revelation’ and is printed under the ‘topics of the day’ section of the Gazette 

written by F.F. Carmichael.150 Carmichael seeks to quell the fear of recent startling 

scientific theories endangering the realms of revelation and theism. He claims that these 

theories are based upon great amounts of speculation and are therefore not scientific fact. 

He warns that: ‘the infallibility denied to theologians is not to be hastily predicated of men

of science private interpretations are no more allowable in science than in

prophecy.151 He makes reference to Tyndall and Henry Charlton Bastian who was famous 

for arousing controversy regarding the concept of spontaneous generation. Carmichael 

claims that these two men refuse to enter controversy with other men who were less 

scientifically qualified than themselves regarding their so called facts. He writes that the ‘ 

“infinite azure of the past” is pretty but by no means scientific’ which is a direct reference 

to the ambiguous closing remarks of Tyndall’s address.

Unlike the article on Tyndall’s address a month earlier in this paper, Carmichael did not 

believe that it was yet possible to reconcile theology and science in any way. ‘Science 

from the very nature of the case cannot boast finality. The time has not yet arrived when 

the question of reconciling science with revelation, supposing that they require to be 

reconciled, can be fairly agitated. The question lies just now, not between revelation and 

the fully and finally ascertained facts of science, but between revelation, as fixed, and

150 Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette, 22 Oct. 1874.

151 Ibid.
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science as in a state of progress. Geology, ethnology, biology, philology, anthropology, 

have all sprung up in the last century, and every year is adding to the facts on which they 

rest, and not unfrequently witnessing a complete change of opinion as to the value of 

phenomena hitherto regarded as unquestionable’. 152 The author contends that much of the 

fault with scientific theory is the tendency to use inductive reasoning from the particular to 

the general and he includes theories of evolution under this heading: ‘The same fallacy 

vitiates all the absolute conclusions of the several forms of the evolution theory. It is quite 

possible that “the manifold wisdom of God” may not be restricted to one invariable 

method of communicating life. Evolution may be true of many orders of God’s creatures, 

and yet not true of all’.153 His strong conclusion exudes his confidence in the established 

order of things: there has been nothing established as undoubted scientific fact, 

irreconcilably hostile to theistic or revealed beliefs. Our position as Christians remains...

unaffected, a n d  is likely to remain so.’154 Carmichael’s article as a whole is far more

conservative in nature than the coverage of Tyndall’s address in the Gazette which 

attempted to address the issues of modern scientific theory on sciences terms and 

acknowledging a necessary amount of reconciliation between the two disciplines.

Tyndall’s address sparked an utter tidal wave of sermons preached in Dublin, particularly 

in relation to materialism and pantheism. The Protestant sermons in particular were very 

rigorous in their analyses and responses to the Carlowman. A great number of these

152 Ibid.

153 Ibid.

154 Ibid.
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sermons found their way into print through reports or direct reproduction in newspapers 

such as the Irish Times and the Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette and large numbers of them 

found publication in pamphlet form. The publication of so many of these sermons 

highlights the popularity of discussion of this controversial topic at the time. Much of the 

initial energy of the Catholic responses to Tyndall went towards the discussion of the 

university and scientific education question. However, in the Irish Times we find mention 

of a pastoral letter from the Catholic bishops of Ireland intended as a reply to Tyndall and 

Huxley’s materialism which was circulated in the various Catholic Churches of the 

diocese of Dublin on the first Sunday of November 1874. This came under the heading of 

‘The Roman Catholic bishops on materialism’ and read in full as: ‘A pastoral letter from 

the Catholic archbishops and bishops of Ireland, intended as a reply to the recent 

addresses of Professors Tyndall and Huxley and others, was read yesterday in the various 

Catholic Churches of the diocese of Dublin. Their lordships declare that the theory which 

recognizes in matter the promise of every form of life is of pagan origin, and was that 

which was taught by the pagan philosophes who flourished 600 years before Christ and 

whose condemnation was pronounced by Plato and Aristotle’.155 There are far less 

published sermons regarding these topics from the Catholic church compared to Protestant 

sermons in Dublin. This probably reflects the usage of the print media rather than the 

actual number of sermons that addressed the issue as we can see from the numerous 

articles in the Irish Ecclesiastical Record that the threat of modem thought was also a 

major preoccupation in the Catholic church in Ireland. Perhaps the usage of a common

155 Irish Times, 2 Nov. 1874, Irish Times Digital Archive
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pastoral letter to address the issue reflects the more centralised working of the Catholic 

church as opposed to the separate and very individual sermons preached from Protestant 

pulpits.

One of the most important figures in Dublin to preach a sermon on the matter was George 

Salmon, not only head of Trinity’s divinity school but also an established mathematician 

and man of science, he was a fellow of the Royal Society and had received many awards 

for his academic work. He was in a unique position as a preacher to be able to give a 

critique of Tyndall with a scientific understanding. He preached two sermons in the chapel 

of Trinity College in late 1874 on topic of Theism and modern science in which he 

discussed Tyndall and also the concept of evolution. These were published in pamphlet 

form in the same year by the publishers to the university Hodges, Foster and Co. on 

Grafton Street. Salmon, discussing the evolution hypothesis states that: ‘we have been 

told, however, that modem science can refer all the wonders of teleology to natural 

causes. The key is supposed to be found in the doctrine of evolution, which Mr. Darwin

has done so much to popularise I can imagine the possibility that hereafter some theory

of evolution may be so established (as fact) but I am far from thinking that this stage has 

been at present approached. In the progress of scientific discovery guesses ever precede 

proofs. The imagination of the enquirer hurries on to a generalisation long before it can be 

arrived at by any process of demonstration’.156 While he understood that this theory was 

not yet proven, he was open to it as a possibility but also didn’t think that ‘theological

156 George Salmon, Theism and modern science: two sermons preached in the chapel o f  Trinity College 

Dublin in Michaelmas term, 1874, (Dublin, 1874) p.9.
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systems should see the possibility of the theory as a threat’.157

George Salmon, 1819-1904.158

For Salmon the progress and discoveries of evolution should not make one ‘feel that the 

evidence of a creator had been lost, but rather that a higher conception had been obtained 

of the majesty of his works’.159 Salmon believed that the question raised by the idea of 

evolution was not: ‘what power exerted itself in ages past but what we are to think of that 

power which rules the universe now’.160 For Salmon the force of evolution was not a 

threat to theism but allowed for the existence of a creator and the evolution of animals 

could be viewed as the creation process at work every day. In the second of these two 

sermons he refers directly to Tyndall with regard to his opinions on the immovable

157Ibid p . l l .

158 Image available at http://www.tcd.ie/provost/images/g salmon Ira.ios (12 Jan. 2009).

159 Ibid p. 16

160 Ibid p. 18
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religious sentiment in mankind. Salmon argues against Tyndall’s notion that religion 

should only have free sway within its own sphere and the idea that emotions should be 

banished from the sphere of knowledge. To this Salmon retorts that our emotions refuse to 

arise if there is not a basis of knowledge to justify them, people cannot love a God whom 

science has proved to be a non-entity.161 So while Salmon was quite open to the scientific 

theories, such as evolution, supported by Tyndall he was very much against the separation 

of the spiritual and academic spheres. This is understandable given his own position in 

both spheres and one could infer that many of Ireland’s academics could have felt likewise 

given that so many of them were also members of the clergy.

The Church of Ireland bishop of Meath, Charles Parsons Reichel, was very outspoken and 

resolute in his opposition to Tyndall’s address and the philosophy it tried to advance. 

Reichel preached several sermons on this subject in Dublin over the next few years and 

these were extensively reported in the press. In a sermon preached in the Concert Hall in 

September 1874 he condemned Tyndall for attempting to reduce religion to something 

mechanical, because by doing so it would remove its spiritual and moral influence.

Reichel accuses Tyndall of assuming the non-existence of a creator and challenges him on 

this point. He claimed that Tyndall was undisciplined by mathematics and that his 

opinions were not representative of the majority of scientific men and even rejected by 

many of the highest intellectuals of the British Association. To prove the existence of a

161 Ibid p.34.

162 Irish Times, 21 Sept. 1874, Irish Times Digital Archive
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creator Reichel used the example of planetary motion and the inevitable end of the 

planetary system. Reichel declared that: ‘if matter would have an end it must have had a 

beginning; if this universe would have an end in time, it must have had a beginning in 

time. The universe was known to be similar to a watch or a clock that was wound up, and 

as it was impossible to deny the power that wound up the latter so it was impossible to 

question the power that kept the former in motion. Now that power they called God’. In 

this response to Tyndall Reichel focused greatly on the assumed threat to the existence of 

God posed by Tyndall’s address and did not tackle the main issue that Tyndall actually 

brought to the table, which was, the idea of scientific liberation and separation from 

theology. This slightly misguided riposte by Reichel helps exhibit the clergy’s instinctive 

fear of the threat of modem scientific thought and also a measure of difficulty challenging 

scientists on scientific terms.

This was an address of a moderate nature in comparison to the one given by Reichel a 

month later at the annual visitation of his diocese held in Dublin at the Metropolitan Hall. 

Here he discussed Tyndall’s defence of materialism and pantheism and furthermore 

attempted to dismantle his views on evolution and the origin of life. This address tackled 

Tyndall in a much more thorough fashion than that of a month earlier and actually 

discusses the issue of Tyndall’s conflict between science and religion. He showed his 

contempt for Tyndall’s opinions on the religious sentiment in mankind in much the same 

was as Salmon did by denouncing the notion that: ‘all these feelings and emotions like the 

human intellect itself are nothing more than “the result of the play of organisms and

163 Ibid.
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environment through cosmic ranges of time’” .164 Reichel believed that there was no need 

to create this antagonism between science and religion claiming Tyndall ‘seems all 

through his address to be haunted by the idea that there is some hereditary and

irreconcilable antagonism between science and religion between religion, as such,

and true science, there neither is, nor can be, any real opposition science is the

instrument or medium through which God’s manifestation of himself in nature is 

intelligibly apprehended. And as he is essentially one and unchangeable so there can be no 

real diversity or want of harmony between the laws of nature and the utterances of 

revelation. Any apparent difference between them must be due to error inseparable from 

man’s finite capacity, either in the interpretation of nature or the interpretation of revealed 

truth, or in both’.165 This address by Reichel was later published on behalf of the clergy of 

his diocese so that they would have a full and satisfactory reply to Tyndall.

The notion of pantheism which Tyndall is seen to have propounded is something which 

we see Reichel take further issue with a few years later in a sermon delivered at St. 

Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin in June 1877, and also published as a pamphlet. This system 

of thought he credits to Spinoza and having been recently revived holds it in great 

contempt as the basis of almost all modem unbelief.166 He also states that: ‘theism may be 

difficult, but pantheism is impossible. The God of Spinoza is no God at all. The gulf of

164 Irish Times, 15 Oct. 1874, Irish Times Digital Archive

www.ireland.com/newspaper/archive/1874/1015/PgQ06.html#Ar00605 (15 Mar. 2008).
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atheism yawns before his believers’.167 The strength of Reichel’s conviction shows the 

growing threat of modern philosophical thought to established organised Christianity in 

the years immediately after the Tyndall controversy.

Keeping on the subject of Protestant reactions to Tyndall’s address there are two other 

significant contributors from this domain. Firstly, there was the newly formed Dublin 

Clerical Association which was founded in the wake of disestablishment. At the inaugural 

meeting of this society in late 1874 two essays were read and later published on the 

subject of materialism and were well publicized in the notices of books section of the Irish 

Ecclesiastical Gazette. One by Rev. W Sherlock entitled ‘Recent materialism’ and the 

other by Rev. Arthur Gore Ryder ‘Materialism and the incarnation’ which was also 

delivered as a sermon in Donnybrook. Both of these were discussed in detail in the 

Gazette. Gore Ryder’s essay still survives in pamphlet form in the National Library of 

Ireland which had been published together with a sermon he delivered in Donnybrook the 

day before the Dublin Clerical Association meeting.169 Both essays are perhaps less 

scientific than the criticisms offered by the likes of Salmon but both men were credited by 

the Gazette as very competent critics who they believed, when put alongside Reichel’s 

sermons and essays, gave the Church of Ireland the right of claiming the scalp of the 

President of the British Association. It is also interesting to see that the reviewer 

acknowledges the fact that the labour of reconstructing the church since disestablishment

167 Ibid p.7

168 Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette, 23 Dec. 1874.

169 Arthur Gore Ryder, Materialism and the incarnation (Dublin, 1874).
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had distracted many away from such questions and that they were proud to have more

170than one competent reply to Tyndall’s ‘materialistic speculations’.

The review immediately lays out its position on the evolutionary theory: ‘Supposing for a 

moment that the theory were true, recognising the existence of the great evolutionist, who 

at first stamped the order by which the process was to be carried on to its completion, we

do not see what fact of revelation would be thereby contradicted.......It makes all the

difference, however, when the existence of the great evolutionist is ignored, as Professor 

Tyndall ignores it, and matter by itself, by inherent of its own “potentialities”, is made to 

account for the varied phenomena of nature’.171 So once again we see an example of the 

Church of Ireland taking a reconciliatory approach to the idea of evolution, providing 

there is the acceptance of a divine originator to the whole process, which is referred to 

here as a great evolutionist. We also see here a clear concern coming from theistic quarters 

regarding Tyndall’s pantheistic views on nature whereby matter and the divine are 

somehow synonymous. The article continues on with its discussion of evolution and seeks 

to at least ensure that its readers are sure that man could have no part of this process. It 

highlights that the theory is not proven and that it is rejected by Mivart and also by 

Wallace regarding mankind. It concludes by declaring that ‘Christians guided by the light 

of revelation know that man was created in the image and likeness of God (not of a 

monkey), and that nothing can be higher than that’.172 Gore Ryder in his essay highlights

170 Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette, 23 Dec. 1874.

171 Ibid.

172 Ibid.
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the danger with Tyndall’s pantheistic view of man and nature as homogenous both in 

origin and evolution, then, things like free will, morality and piety would become just 

‘baseless phantoms’.173 For those men at the Dublin Clerical Association and at the 

Gazette there was a possibility of somewhat accepting modem evolutionary theories but 

the anger was aroused instead by the difference between their theistic, and Tyndall’s 

pantheistic, views of the divine.

Alongside the Dublin Clerical Association and Gazette the other great contributor to 

Protestant discussion on Tyndall seems to have been the evangelical movement in Dublin. 

Robert Watts, head of the Assembly’s College in Belfast, had become a notorious 

opponent of Tyndall immediately after his address by condemning him from the pulpits in 

Belfast. Watts came to preach at the Metropolitan Hall, the centre of Dublin’s evangelical 

movement on Abbey Street. His refutation of Tyndall in Belfast was already in print. In 

this lecture to the Young Men’s Christian Association which was reported on in the Irish 

Times he tackled the issue again and also went to great efforts in his attack on Huxley’s 

address at the same meeting. For Watt’s so called atheism could find no common ground 

or fellowship with theism in the field of scientific investigation. He contended that Huxley 

and Tyndall had abused their position in entering the field of theology and that a crisis had 

come when Christian men could no longer submit to the ignorance of the existence of God 

by scientific men.174 Watts although seemingly out of his depth in scientific understanding

173 Arthur Gore Ryder, Materialism and the incarnation (Dublin, 1874).
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tried to argue that an apparent difference in scientific conclusions between Huxley and 

Tyndall somehow proved the existence of God. The report tells us that: ‘he asserted that 

the two professors, starting with the same stock of atoms, had arrived at totally different 

conclusions. Huxley asserted that our impressions of everything around us were liable to 

be deceived; Tyndall, that nothing could be true of which we could not present a distinct 

picture to our imagination. The one was a materialist, the other an idealist. By their 

differences they afforded another proof that there was a God above the atoms, who 

fashioned all things to his own wise ends’.175

While much of the Catholic reactions to Tyndall seem to have focused on the place of 

science in education, his work still became a regular point of discussion in Catholic 

circles. In a series of two articles run in the Irish Ecclesiastical Record on the subject of 

‘Revelation, geology and the antiquity of man’ there are constant references to him and 

his supposed profane observations made at the meeting of the British Association in 

Belfast.176 This is an anonymously written piece which was signed simply H.E.D. at the 

end of the second article. It is tempting to speculate that Gerald Molloy may have been the 

author given its subject matter and the periodical in which it appears but this would be too 

hard to substantiate. It may at least be seen as a sign that this had become increasingly 

perilous subject matter for Catholic clergy to openly sign their name to. The author 

charges many modem scientists such as Tyndall and Darwin with responsibility for the 

rise of unbelief in modern times and questions the strength of their conscience. These

175 Ibid.

176 ‘Revelation, geology and the antiquity of man’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, i (1880) p.263.
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moral implications were then becoming increasingly evident in Ireland: ‘even in our own 

country, whose faith is a proverb, young men educated under liberal scientific professors 

show tendency to free themselves from moral and intellectual restraints’.177 For the 

remainder of this first article the author discusses modem geological discovery. Having 

satisfied himself that there was no discrepancy between the facts of geology and the words 

of revelation the author moves on to discuss the more controversial topic of the antiquity 

of man in the second article.

In this second article, which discussed the antiquity of man, the author claims that no 

evidence of an ancient pre-historic man had been found and nothing can be found of man 

deeper than the most recent strata of the earth’s surface. The theories of prehistoric man 

were said to be based on false assumptions and: ‘when we find such assumptions as these 

regarded as established facts, we are prepared from flippant, if not profane, observations, 

such as that made by Mr. Tyndall at the last meeting of the British Association in Belfast; 

“there can be no doubt as to the fact that man existed before all history’” .178 Prehistoric 

man is said to be a myth and a fiction and the author argues that man has existed only for a 

few thousand years with his proof in the authority of the bible. He also claims that there is 

scientific evidence to back the account of Noah’s deluge. The article tries to create an 

appearance of a major difference of opinion between Tyndall and Darwin which is 

predominantly untrue in that: ‘Tyndall will have us to believe that man has been upon the 

earth for ten thousand years, or twice that period, but all through as man. Darwin tells us

177 Ibid p.187.

178 Ibid p.262
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that man has been on the earth myriads of years, but not as man all through, but as an ape 

or a monkey. The human skulls and flint instruments of Tyndall are against the theory of 

Darwin’s gradual development; and Darwin’s animate leaves and intellectual shell-fish 

and talking baboons have no place in the caves of the extinct animals or the stalagmite 

beds of Tyndall and his followers’.179 In reality, Tyndall gave great weight to Darwin’s 

hypothesis regardless of what date either of them considered man to first exist in his 

modern form. The writer then continues with an intention to disprove Darwinian theory. 

Man, he argues, had not evolved from the gorilla and the dividing line between the two 

was said to be the line that divides instinct from reason. He also opposes the Darwinian 

notion of society’s progress from barbarism to civilisation referencing a number of great 

ancient civilisations. His conclusion is that Darwin’s theory needs to be abandoned as it 

fails to stand the tests of experience and hard facts. This discussion of Darwin and 

Tyndall’s work coming from Catholic quarters is a well written and methodical piece of 

prose but seems somewhat outdated in its arguments and certainly slightly neglectful of a 

lot of evidence that had appeared on the side of science. It appeared as though the Catholic 

Church had not come up with any original way to defend itself and its teachings against 

the tide of modem scientific thought. It would be slightly later in the century that we see 

more powerful radicalised defences coming from this domain.

Regular references to Tyndall can also be found in, the nationalist newspaper, the 

Freeman’s Journal in relation to Catholic meetings which discussed the subject of modern 

thought. One such example was a meeting of the St. Kevin’s branch of the Catholic Union

179 Ibid.
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at Camden Street in November 1877 at which a speech was delivered regarding their 

general dissatisfaction with the encroachment of immoral materialism on to Irish shores. 

Here the speaker discusses Tyndall in relation to modem thought: ‘one of the chief high 

priests of the new school was Professor Tyndall, and on any subject connected with 

natural science there was no higher authority, but we failed to see the connection between 

the dissecting room and the sanctuary, and into the higher sphere we declined to follow

him. Professor Tyndall’s doctrine degraded humanity, subverted moral law, obliterated the

180division between right and wrong, and reduced society to chaos (applause)’.

The British Association brought its annual meeting to Irish shores again in 1878, this time 

to Dublin. This received a great amount of media coverage in Dublin ever since it had 

been chosen as the host city a year earlier at the BAAS meeting in Plymouth. Clearly the 

controversies of 1874 were making many curious about the outcomes of this next meeting 

in Ireland. Tyndall, very much at the height of his career decided against addressing the 

meeting. English mathematician, William Spottiswoode delivered the presidential address 

on a purely mathematical matter which aroused no controversy whatsoever. One 

interesting matter that did arise was that Samuel Haughton had expected to have been 

elected to the presidential chair for Dublin, being the most eminent scientist based in the 

city. The Freeman’s Journal reported that this had been blocked due to Haughton’s recent

1S0 Freeman’s Journal, 14 Nov. 1877, Irish Newspaper Archives
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outspoken views as a nationalist and Home Ruler.181 This is quite likely given the 

imperialistic nature of British science and the British Association. Tyndall was quite likely 

part of this conspiracy against his fellow Carlow-man. He had become an avid anti-Home 

Rule campaigner believing that the state would be dominated by the Catholic Church and 

that Irish science would suffer death if cut off from the empire.

It is clear from all the examples examined so far that there was a enormous expression of 

discontent with Tyndall and the principles he purported. The dissenting voices were 

always more likely to speak louder. However, we can see from some other examples that 

he was not completely demonised. We have already seen that the original report in the 

Irish Times on the Belfast address had shown no signs of discomfort with the speech that 

had been delivered. The Freeman’s had even defended Tyndall in 1878 against a reviewer 

in London’s Quarterly Review who berated him in relation to a lecture which he had given 

in Birmingham on science and man who they claimed had scolded Tyndall like a class 

student. Perhaps Tyndall’s Irish nationality was more important to the writers at the 

Freeman’s than his scientific philosophy. They make it clear that they are not apologists 

for his views but declare that his ‘opinions should not disentitle him to rational treatment, 

as if he were an Irish political prisoner’.182 Trinity College’s Historical Society, in a
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meeting in November 1875, expressed what they considered to be the general opinion of 

the Irish regarding Tyndall, when its auditor in the course of his address: ‘mentioned the 

names of eminent Irishmen -  amongst others that of Professor Tyndall, and said that while 

rejecting his theology and philosophy, Ireland rejoiced in his scientific discoveries and felt 

justly proud of her brilliant son.’183

We have seen that most of the religious reactions are not just responses to Tyndall’s 

denouncement of theology’s authority on science alone but also flat rejections by the 

theologians of Tyndall’s own spiritual world views, materialism and pantheism. However, 

it also becomes clear that the discussion of science and modem thought in relation to 

religion had at the same time become an arena in which Protestant and Catholic thinkers 

could battle it out against each other regardless of their position on the scientific subject 

matter. Catholics claimed that materialism was a product of Protestantism and its personal 

interpretative view of the bible. Materialism then eventually leads on to atheism and thus 

atheism was the ultimate end product of the Protestant faith. Protestants on the other hand 

generally tried to take pride in their open minded and progressive view towards science 

and most still believed that it could be reconciled with the bible somehow. They instead 

accused the Roman Catholic faith of being a barrier to science and progress in society 

through its ignorance and condemnation of advances in the discipline.

Another striking feature of these theological responses was the difference in the approach

183 Irish Times, 11 Nov. 1875, Irish Times Digital Archive
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of Catholic respondents compared to those of the reformed faiths. Protestant discussion on 

the whole utilised scientific reasoning in discussions regarding Tyndall to a far greater 

extent. There are a number of reasons why this may have been the case. Firstly, many of 

these Protestant clergymen would have received a far higher level of scientific education 

and as we have seen some of these were in fact leading academics in the field of science. 

Another factor is the nature of the religion. Reformed faiths were in the position to use 

their own interpretation of the bible in these discussions while among Catholics the 

intellectual authority on scripture remained in Rome. Catholics may have also felt less 

impetus to defend their position against Tyndall’s attack given that Pius IX had already 

officially condemned materialist ideology ten years earlier. More obviously Archbishop 

Cullen’s drive against the teaching of modern scientific thought to Catholics in third level 

institutions also played a major role in creating this environment.

Among the more serious discussions of Tyndall’s address and the ideology it upheld there 

were also some satirical and humorous reactions in the press also and it seems irresistible 

to include some examples here. Both of these were published in the Irish Times as re

prints from Punch magazine. The first one ‘Democritus in Belfast’ was printed only a few 

days after the address. This is its closing verse;

I f  Tyndall’s last word be indeed the last 

Of Hope and Faith hence with each rag and tatter 

A black cloud shrouds our future as our past 

Matter, the wise man’s God: the Crowd’s- no Matter
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Here we see a mocking critique of Tyndall’s concept of materialism and indeed pantheism 

whereby God is material and the religious sentiment of the people pushed into 

insignificance. Then we see a different viewpoint put forward from Punch again a few 

months later. This shows a much more conciliatory view of the questions of science and 

religion.

‘MATTER’

Portly Old Swell (on reading Professor Tyndall’s Speech)

“Dear me! Is it possible! Most Extraordinary!

(throws down the Review) That I  should have been

Originally a ‘Primordial Atomic Globule ’.......

Satisfactory Solution 

Facts in Geology and Egyptology,

Very momentous as touching chronology,

Seem to run counter to facts o f Theology,

Very well, never mind. What if they do?

These facts and those facts as well may be true,

Truth and Truth ne’er can at variance be:

All truths will some day be proved to agree,

Seemingly different truths let us say,

184Are equally true in a different way.
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Ruth Barton in her study of Tyndall’s pantheism argues that it is too simple to put Tyndall 

strictly on the side of science in this great debate as he had displayed concerns for both 

sides of the divide. But leaving aside Tyndall’s own philosophy it seems impossible to

185apply this to Dublin. Tyndall comes out quite clearly on the side of science. Tyndall 

may have seen his role in the scientific liberation of his native country as some sort of 

noble crusade which he felt obliged to undertake given that there was no real movement 

for scientific naturalism in Irish society. His aggressive Belfast address as we have seen 

seemed to have the effect of infuriating all creeds in Dublin. Liberating scientific 

education from the grasp the Catholic hierarchy was vital in his mission and Tyndall 

would later on become an avid anti-Home Rule campaigner believing that science in 

Ireland would only suffer under such as system where the state was likely to be dominated 

by the Catholic Church. The measure of his success in evangelising Irish society in the 

scientific faith is a matter of opinion but it is impossible to deny the impact of John 

Tyndall on the great intellectual debate of Darwinism in the nineteenth century in Dublin 

and Ireland as a whole.

Ruth Barton, ‘John Tyndall, pantheist: a rereading of the Belfast address’ in Osiris, iii (1987) p. 134.185



4. Darwinism develops.

The Darwin debate in Dublin had been engulfed in the controversy of the Tyndall address 

in the second half of the 1870s and this period saw a level of debate that remained 

unequalled at any other stage of this study. By the following decade the concepts and 

ideas that had been promoted earlier on had truly seeped into the consciousness of 

academics and the everyday man. People began to view their own existence in a different 

way regardless of whether or not this had been a conscious decision. Essentially the 

concept of Darwinian gradualism had gained much acceptance even if issues such as 

human evolution were still a very volatile subject. Such a change in mindset is not unique 

to Ireland but quite in tune with the change that had taken place across the western world. 

However, the unique cultural context of Ireland results in a number of independent 

outcomes to this change. Within theological circles we observe many examples of the 

same style of attempts to reconcile these new world views with long held scripture based 

beliefs but we also see attempts by some to draw a line in the sand between scientific and 

religious beliefs. Outside of these circles we see a number of interesting new 

developments in the reception and impact of Darwinism and other related concepts.

Firstly, let us examine theological discussions of Darwinism and modern thought in 

Dublin during this period. We see two major responses coming from this quarter, one 

from each of the main Christian faiths. James Houghton Kennedy delivered a series of 

lectures at Trinity College over the years 1888 and 1889 on the subject of Natural
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theology and modern thought. This series was known as the Donnellan lectures and were 

run periodically since the end of the eighteenth century on theological topics. In the third 

part of this series he delivered a lecture on ‘Design and natural selection’. The author put 

forth his argument in favour of design showing its evidence throughout nature and then 

later went on to discuss the concept of natural selection. His understanding of these 

concepts seems quite basic and very black and white as he sets them up as straight 

substitutes for one another. His belief was that any development theory could not be 

consistent with the mechanical view of the world and therefore would only further the 

argument in favour for design; he believed that many so called materialists were therefore 

contradicting themselves on this point. He continues on to assess the natural selection 

theory put forward as the sole agent of development. He attempted to display poor logic 

underpinning natural selection: ‘in inquiring whether the doctrine of natural selection can 

be an adequate substitute for the doctrine of design, we must first of all bear in mind that 

the law of natural selection can act only by destroying the unfit, not by producing the fit. 

Those who oppose it for design, must contend that order is produced out of an infinite or 

at least an immense number of chance combinations by the elimination of the unfit. It can 

produce nothing, and can develop nothing further than by letting it alone. Therefore, to 

regard it as a positive cause would show great confusion of thought.’ The logic was 

that natural selection could not possibly be an origin of existence since all things which 

have died out in the struggle for life must have come into existence and to perfection 

before natural selection could test them, reaching this perfection therefore is evidence of

186 Ibid
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design. 187 His belief was quite clear that, although there is plenty of evidence in nature 

for the struggle for life and the concept of adaptation, development theories and 

particularly the natural selection theory offered little in terms of proof of origins 

compared to the principle of teleological design.

This argument put forward by Kennedy does not exhibit much strength in scientific terms 

but it may have been simplified for the purpose of lecturing. Kennedy’s lecture is also 

much more typical of the theological defences used in the earlier period of this study and 

in this regard occurs too late to have any major impact on the Darwin debate in Dublin. 

This argument which appears to be quite outdated may also be an indicator of some loss 

of cohesion in the Anglican Church in Dublin. It was the last major Church of Ireland 

defence against modem thought that we see coming from Dublin in the nineteenth 

century and is a remarkably limp one. In the period of this study marked by the Tyndall 

debate Church of Ireland clergymen had acted as the frontline against modem thought. 

This may be because they were initially enlivened by their recent disestablishment but 

after almost twenty years this vitality seems to have been spent, at least in Dublin. This 

was a contrast to what took place in Belfast during the same period where men such as 

Robert Watts remained steadfast in their opposition to Darwinism. Watts even 

republished his original response to Tyndall’s address again in 1888.

187 Ibid p. 128.

188 Robert Watts, ‘Atomism -  An examination of Professor Tyndall’s opening address before the British 

Association 1874’ in The reign o f causality (Edinburgh, 1888).
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In the Catholic Church we also see that some of the defences against Darwinism and 

modem thought remain quite similar to before. However, the crucial difference in this 

period for the Catholic Church is the uncompromising approach now taken. There was a 

line drawn in the sand between science and faith. The only major exception to this was 

Walter McDonald the Maynooth theologian and scientist who will be discussed in detail 

later in this chapter. The perfect example of this new hard-line approach to modem 

thought was Jeremiah Murphy. Murphy was the most vigorous Catholic opponent to 

Darwinism in Ireland at the end of the nineteenth century in Ireland. Although a Canon 

from Cork, Murphy is included here because of his contributions to the Irish 

Ecclesiastical Record. Murphy rose to prominence in the Darwin debate due to his 

engagement and disagreement with the work of English biologist St. George Mivart. 

Mivart’s attempt to reconcile evolution with the Catholic faith was a controversial topic 

in the greater Roman Catholic world and also in Darwinian circles. Murphy, a very 

conservative and traditional Catholic pitched himself against the idea of such 

reconciliation and directly engaged with Mivart in a literary debate in the 1870s and 

1880s in various periodicals including the Irish Ecclesiastical Record.

He published an article on ‘Evolution and Genesis’189 and another article ‘Darwinism’ in 

18 84.190 In the former article Murphy puts forward his argument against Mivart and his 

attempts to embrace the evolutionary concept alongside revealed faith. The strength of 

Murphy’s opposition caused Mivart to respond directly to a number of his points in an

189 Jeremiah Murphy ‘Evolution and genesis’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, v (1884) pp756-67

190 Jeremiah Murphy, ‘Darwinism’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, v (1884) pp584-94
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article ‘Modem Catholics and scientific freedom’ in 1885 in the July edition of 

Nineteenth Century.191 Murphy’s other article in the Irish Ecclesiastical Record, entitled 

‘Darwinism’ is a straightforward display of his rejection of the theory of evolution and an 

assault on modem scientific thinkers. Murphy acknowledges that theories of evolution 

existed before Darwin, but that he was responsible for its popularisation. For Murphy the 

conclusions of Darwin’s work were unscientific, illogical and degrading. He viewed the 

Darwinian movement as the newest and most dangerous of heresies. He was greatly 

angered by modem scientists completely ignoring the established revelation on the origin 

of mankind and contends that: ‘our scientists must then remember that on them lies the 

burthen of proof. Logically they are bound: 1. to disprove, utterly, the arguments in 

favour of revelation; and 2. to establish their own theories by conclusive arguments. The 

former they have not seriously attempted; the latter, they have utterly and ignominiously 

failed to do. It would then be unreasonable, illogical, to displace such a revelation for an 

unproven -  a doubtful hypothesis’.192 Murphy does acknowledge the fact that Darwin 

was actually more cautious in his assertions than his ‘disciples’ and declares that none of 

these disciples had succeeded in disproving the arguments in favour of revelation or

193succeeded in proving their own theories by conclusive arguments. He uses some 

arguments seen many times before, such as the lack of geological and paleontological 

evidence for the evolution of man claiming that we only find man in the most recent 

formations of the earth’s cmst and that transition between man and ape cannot be traced.

191 St. George Mivart, ‘Modern Catholicism and scientific freedom’ in Nineteenth Century, xviii (1885) 

pp30-47.

192 Jeremiah Murphy, ‘Darwinism’ in The Irish Ecclesiastical Record, v (1884) p.589.

193 Ibid.
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Darwin could also not account for the transition from instinct to reason which separates 

man from animal. 194

He shows his opinion of Darwin and other modern scientists when he quotes a quip by 

Carlyle that Darwin had ‘by no means satisfied me that men were descended from 

monkeys, but had gone far towards persuading me that he and his so-called scientific 

brethren had brought the present generation of Englishmen very near to monkeys. A good

sort of man is this Darwin, and well meaning, but of very little intellect And that is

what we have got: All things from frog spawn. The gospel of dirt, the order of the day’.195 

Murphy is clearly trying to belittle Darwin as part of his effort to create an impassable 

gulf between faith and modem scientific conjectures. In his quest to create this black and 

white division Murphy displays his conservative Catholic views by defending a literal 

interpretation of scripture at least in relation to the creation of man during a period when 

it was becoming more acceptable to adopt a metaphorical interpretation. For Murphy the 

revealed account of the creation of man was straightforward and literal therefore 

evolution was completely untenable.196 While there was certainly a move towards ultra

conservatism in the Catholic Church during this period as exhibited by Murphy’s 

writings, we shall now see that it was not shared right across the board in Catholic Ireland 

in relation to modern thought.

194 Ibid p.591

195 Ibid p. 592.

196 Mariano Artigas, Thomas F. Glick and Rafael A. Martinez, Negotiating Darwin: the Vatican confronts 

evolution 1877-1902 (Baltimore, 2006), p. 246
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Don O’Leary in his insightful book Roman Catholicism and modern science points out 

that the Irish Ecclesiastical Record had also allowed the expression of the opposite 

opinion, coming from another priest John S. Vaughan who published articles challenging 

Murphy’s views on human evolution in the periodical.197 Vaughan held a view that 

evolution could be applied to man in a physical sense but not to his moral and spiritual 

development. 198 O’Leary further points out that for this to happen there must have been a 

significant minority of the clergy in favour of reconciling human evolution and Catholic 

doctrine.199 This is certainly true and one such individual in Ireland was Maynooth 

professor Walter McDonald. McDonald gained notoriety as a radical thinker in Catholic 

circles. A former student of Gerald Molloy, McDonald also wished to harmonise modem 

scientific fact and religious doctrine. A polar opposite to Murphy in most regards, 

McDonald was absolutely fascinated by Mivart’s work. McDonald was handed a primer 

on Mivart’s philosophy as a joke in 1884 but ironically it triggered his mind to such an 

extent that he decided to dedicate the rest of his life to the study of the sciences as a 

theologian. He credits Mivart with making him understand that all metaphysics including 

natural theology is based on the physical sciences. And that if the understanding of nature 

has progressed so much since the time of Copernicus then the system of metaphysics 

needs to be reformed on parallel lines, which would then react at once in theology.200 

Regarding the concept of evolution McDonald acclaimed Mivart’s work over Darwin’s 

when he mentioned his study of Mivart’s work on The Genesis o f Species which he said

197 Don O ’Leary, Roman Catholicism and modern science: a history (London, 2006), p .86

198 John S. Vaughan, ‘Faith and evolution’ in Irish Ecclesiastical Record, vi (1885) pp481-96, pp723-36.

199 Don O ’Leary, Roman Catholicism and modern science: a history (London, 2006) p .86

200 Walter McDonald, Reminiscences o f  a Maynooth professor (London, 1925) p. 89.
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was: ‘now, of course is behind in many details, sets forth clearly the principles of 

evolution. This, no doubt is largely due to Darwin’s unsuccessful effort; but that it should

be done so soon, and in the face of the consensus of approval with which Darwin’s work

201was then received is proof sufficient, and even abundant, of Mivart’s genius’ .

In 1898 McDonald published his work on kinetic energy Motion: its origin and 

conservation: an essay. He declares that his purpose in this book is to vindicate for 

Catholic professors the right to teach in accordance with the kinetic theory of activity in 

relation to any science physics, metaphysics, theology etc. The essential concept 

behind McDonald’s work was that God was the original source of all kinetic energy in 

nature. If the physical law that energy could neither be created nor destroyed was to be 

upheld then, for McDonald, there was space for God to be that energy’s original source. 

Taking this kinetic view of nature McDonald believed that the controversy between 

scientist and theologian would be greatly reduced since the material universe is incapable 

of producing any new substance so therefore there must be a superior being who 

generates them.203 ‘Thus God reveals himself in nature as the conservator or continual 

creator of every substance faculty, motion and shade of reality.’204 McDonald also seems 

favourable to the concept of evolution as he gives a number of example of how lower 

forms can produce higher ones such as frogs from tadpoles and embryos from sperm cells

201 Ibid.

202 W alter McDonald, Motion: its origin and conservation: an essay (Dublin, 1898) p.vii.

203 Ibid p.416.

204 Ibid p.418.
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OAf
and attempts to disprove a number of arguments against evolution. He says that there is 

no denying that there is a significant amount of error with modem science but admits that 

there is a proportionate error in metaphysics and theology. McDonald saw it as a 

mistaken view of theologians to think that when they read the work of modem thinkers 

that he should be prepared to ‘propound in the face of modem physical science whatever 

he may find to have received commonly two or three hundred years ago.’ If they did 

this the Ptolemaic system of astronomy would still be followed. Metaphysics and 

theology are rather connected with and in part derived from these portions of physical 

science and need to develop alongside.207

While some of McDonald’s understanding of science may have been flawed in this work 

it was a massive effort by an Irish theologian to embrace modem science. It was also very 

daring to suggest that theology had significant flaws and revisions were now necessary 

because of advances in modem science. McDonald had already met with opposition to 

some of his work earlier at Maynooth as a result of his rival professor Daniel Cohalan 

taking action against him with the college authorities. Motion too met with opposition 

and in this case directly from Rome. William Walsh the Archbishop of Dublin brought 

McDonald to the attention of Cardinal Logue and in 1899 the publication was banned and 

McDonald forbidden from teaching his ideas to his students. McDonald sought

205 Ibid p.401.

206 Ibid p. ix

207 Ibid
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clarification on what was unorthodox in his book but was never given an answer. 

McDonald published another work in 1903, The principles o f moral science, which was a 

work in moral theology (the Church would describe theology as a science). In a 

discussion of the importance of responsibility he says that Spencer claimed that the 

notion of responsibility or duty is diminishing as society moves forward and moralization 

increases. McDonald admits that: ‘evolutionists appeal to the progress already made in

European morals, hospitals built better treatment of the poorer classes....’. 209 He

doesn’t doubt that this is true but he does not believe that we necessarily have a greater 

respect for virtue than our forefathers simply because we are better educated in the 

sciences and arts.210 This is another interesting reference to the concept of Darwinian 

progression whereby society moves from barbarism to a state of civilisation which was 

becoming more deeply imbedded in the minds of society. While he indirectly shows an 

acceptance of the basic principles of evolution and the idea of the survival of the fittest he 

maintains that God has an important role in maintaining morals. McDonald received an 

imprimatur from the Archbishop of Dublin for this book but despite his success in 

publishing this work he was regularly at odds with authority again in the years that 

followed.

During the period in which McDonald met with opposition from Rome for his work 

Motion there was what might be considered to be a movement growing within

208 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxv.nuim.ie/view/article/52704 

(3 September 2008).

209 Walter McDonald, The principles o f  moral science: an essay (Dublin, 1910) p .168.
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208
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Catholicism known as modernism. The idea of modernism was, in its most basic sense, a 

viewpoint that Catholicism needed to develop and modernise in line with the modem 

world. It was not a unified movement and the men who propounded these new concepts 

generally would not label themselves as ‘modernists’. It concerned itself with matters

911relating to science, psychology, critical history and the human sciences. The two men 

at the front of this school of thought were Alfred Loisy and George Tyrrell. Loisy was a 

French priest and professor at the Institut Catholique du Paris until his dismissal in 1893. 

In Loisy’s biblical criticism the Five thesis he essentially denied the strength of scripture 

and the literal interpretation of parts of the bible, including Genesis. This along with a 

number of works written between 1901 and 1908 were condemned by the Church.

Tyrrell was bom in Dublin and raised as a member of the Anglican faith in Ireland. After 

failing to get accepted to Trinity College Dublin, Tyrrell departed for London at 18 years 

of age and shortly after converted to Catholicism. He joined the Jesuits and was ordained 

a priest in 1891. Tyrrell like Loisy challenged the interpretation of scripture declaring that 

‘God has revealed himself ... not to the theologian or the philosopher, but to babes, to

fishermen, to peasants ... and therefore he has spoken their language, leaving it to the

212others to translate it (at their own risk) into forms more acceptable to their taste.’

Tyrell wanted to address what he considered to be burning intellectual problems in the 

Church and to do this he had to publish his work under pseudonyms. He published a

211 Patrick J. Corish, Maynooth College, 1795-1995 (Dublin, 1995) p.249.

212 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography
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number of works from 1902 to 1909 which challenged Roman Catholicism’s teachings 

and the role and position of the very institution itself.

Pope Pius X, 1836-1914. 213

Pius X who became Pope in 1903 is often considered to have invented the idea of 

modernism as a movement. This is a credible theory since so many different concepts 

were included under this umbrella term, many having little or no association with any of 

the others. In July 1907 Pius X published a decree the Lamentibli Sane which condemned 

65 different propositions that he considered to be heretical all labelled under term 

modernism. This was cemented later that year by another encyclical the Pascendí 

Dominici Gregis which included an oath to be taken by priests and teachers against so 

called modernism. Patrick Corish summarises the main points denounced by the

213 Image available at httn;//wwvv.havelshouseofhistorv.com/Pius%20X. i r>a (12 Jan. 2009).
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encyclicals as the following: a denial that certain knowledge of the supernatural was 

possible; an assertion that God was immanent in the individual soul to the extent that the 

Church was no more than the social organisation of those who believe; and a strict

214compartmentalisation of Church teaching and ‘scientific’ theological research. These 

encyclicals formalised the Catholic Church’s move against modem thought which had 

then been taking place for quite a number of years in a more covert fashion where there

‘Descent of the modernists’ by E.J. Pace, 1922.215

214 Patrick J. Corish, Maynooth College, 1795-1995 (Dublin, 1995) p.249

215 Image available at http:/Avww,imagefree.org/freeimage/ViewImage.asp.\?imagelcl=220670 (12 Jan.

2009).
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had already been a number of denunciations and excommunications for many Catholics 

including Mivart. McDonald did not consider himself to be a modernist, although that 

was a label which was often applied to him. At the college in Maynooth McDonald was 

trying to drive forward reforms in education particularly by making a wider array of 

knowledge available to the students. During an effort to have a greater range of 

periodicals and newspapers made available in the library McDonald had some measured 

success and noted that ‘the modest reform continued, till the authorities in Rome got 

frightened over modernism, and we were thrown back, practically to the old order of 

things.’216 The education of seminarians in Maynooth and across the Catholic world had 

become even more limited and out of date than it had been when McDonald was a 

student years earlier.
*

McDonald was also at the head of an effort to establish a new ecclesiastical periodical in 

Ireland. He did this with the Irish Theological Quarterly set up in 1906 whose purpose it 

claimed was not to compete with the Irish Ecclesiastical Record but rather focus more on 

philosophy, science, history and literature. However, the foundation of this periodical had 

rather unfortunate timing just one year before Pius X’s encyclical. As a result McDonald 

ended up severing his connection with the periodical since it was so greatly enfeebled to 

properly discuss those matters for which its creation was intended. McDonald wrote in 

his Reminiscences of the affair that: ‘we were unfortunate in the time at which our project 

was commenced, as the modernists not only lamed but killed us. They aimed at progress, 

so did we, therefore we were modernists. It was of no avail to claim modernistic views:

216 Walter McDonald, Reminiscences o f  a Maynooth professor (London, 1925) p. 194.
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were not our whole aims modernistic? If we were not modernists, should we not be 

content with the IE Record? Is it not a strange, sad thing that I, who not only hate 

modernism, but feel contempt for it, should be classed as a modernist by so many, even 

high-placed ecclesiastics as I know I am? The modernists have set back the hands of 

progress in the Church, dear knows how many years -  far beyond my time, I expect.

Were it not for them we might have been able to struggle on: is it any wonder that I 

dislike them? Though indeed it is not for any harm they have done to me that I dislike 

them primarily, but for what they teach, as well as for what they have done. It was

217hypocritical and mean of Loisy and Tyrrell to pretend to remain in the Church.’

Clearly McDonald was enraged by this great setback to his attempts towards progress and 

it wasn’t until 1967 at the Second Vatican Council that the hangman’s noose connected to 

modernism was removed. McDonald may not have considered himself a modernist but 

his espousal of Mivart’s philosophical ideas and his work on Motion certainly would 

have put him in that category for many in the Church. This supports the idea that 

modernism was not actually a coherent movement but was simply an invented label used 

by the church as part of an effort to quell those members seeking unorthodox changes 

from within. McDonald considered his main dedication to be the ‘truth’ whether that 

brought him into conflict with the teaching of the Church or not. He believed that any 

Church teaching that could not deal with a scientific conclusion could be deemed as a 

non-definitive teaching and many could therefore be rejected without disloyalty to the 

Church. He thought that a choice between a scientific conclusion and a definite teaching

217 Walter McDonald, Reminiscences o f  a Maynooth professor (London, 1925) pp 328-9.
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of the church should be straightforward duty of a Catholic theologian. He genuinely 

believed that that the traditional teachings could be modified to suit the new scientific 

conclusion and in fact draw strength from it. McDonald, however, was swimming against 

the tide and his reconciliatory approach was doomed to failure as a result of the Roman 

authority above him. In many ways he was lucky not to have suffered the same fate as 

Mivart, Loisy and Tyrrell by being excommunicated from the Church. There may have 

been a significant number of Catholics in Dublin who wished to embrace both science 

and faith together. However, McDonald stands out as an unusual example of a Catholic 

theologian that was stubborn enough in his attempts to do so facing the ever growing tide 

of conservatism in the Catholic Church.

Moving back outside the inner sanctum of the Roman Catholic Church we encounter a 

direct reaction to Darwinism from the quarter of the literati. This came from Dublin 

polymath George Sigerson who wrote ‘Genesis and evolution’ in the New Ireland Review 

in 1894. Sigerson was deeply immersed in Irish literary and political life. A qualified 

doctor by profession and practising neurologist, Sigerson was just as well known as a 

litterateur as he was a man of science. Having presented scientific papers at institutions 

such as the Royal Irish Academy he was also a great contributor to Irish culture with 

major works on Irish history and the Irish language. 218 His name is immortalised through 

to today from the Sigerson university Gaelic football trophy which he founded in 1911. 

Sigerson had corresponded with Darwin regarding botanical matters and told the 

Englishman in a letter from 1863 that he had read the Origin o f species ‘with so much

218 ‘George Sigerson: Obituary’ in the British Medical Journal (March, 1925) p.428.
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pleasure.’219 Darwin was also said to have recommended Sigerson for membership to the 

Linnaean Society. The New Ireland Review was a purely literary periodical (although it 

was certainly considered to be a Catholic organ) and likewise Sigerson’s article 

‘Genesis and evolution’ was written in a literary rather than scientific fashion. Duddy 

who has included Sigerson’s article in his collection of responses to Darwinism is quite 

apt in his introduction to the work as being ‘unusual in that it praises evolution on ethical

grounds, specifically for undermining racialist theories of mankind and replacing them

221with a far more commendable idea of a common human ancestry.’

Sigerson, as a Christian, sought to disprove that belief in a divine being was something 

which developed slowly over the course of history. Instead he believed that ‘on man’s 

first appearance on earth the knowledge of the existence of the supreme father was 

imparted to the created immortal soul.’222 Sigerson hence needed to counter the argument 

put forward from what he calls the Voltairian school in which each race of man 

developed in its own separate centre or ‘Eden’, because if the races of man had developed 

separately his belief could not stand.223 So in an unusual interpretation of science he 

claimed that the evolution theory had abolished this great scientific objection of mankind

219 George Sigerson to Charles Darwin, 8 July 1863, Letter 4236, Darwin correspondence project 
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developing in different places. This he claimed had since the previous century been an 

‘insurmountable obstacle to the acceptance of the Christian belief in the unity of the 

human race, and the brotherhood of man’.224 But now ‘this impregnable obstacle, 

however, has vanished like an ice-berg, under a tropic sun, and wherefore? Because the 

evolution theory, whose very name sounds hostile, has destroyed it, and proved at least 

this much, that all races of mankind may, as holy writ declares, have sprung from 

common parents’.225 He also says that although evolutionary theory abolished what he 

claimed was the greatest objection to Christian belief that this fact was not yet well 

known.

He furthermore discussed the story of the deluge which we have seen was a great concern 

of many theologians analysing the veracity of biblical history. He explains that ‘the 

continent of Lemuria, upon which the first of the human family are said to have appeared, 

and from which they migrated in many directions, was submerged beneath the Indian 

Ocean, and the memory of this submergence may(perhaps) be correlated with the account 

of the deluge contained in the bible, and the traditions of a great flood preserved by so

9 0 f \many scattered fragments of the human race’. Effectively the Darwinian proof of 

mankind originating in one centre of creation helped prove the unity of the human race 

and even contributed to the proof of a biblical account that had been a major subject of 

inquiry among theologians for decades. He did also mention the obvious fact that many

224 Ibid.

225 Ibid p.25.

226 Ibid p.26.
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of those ‘materialist’ advocates of evolutionary theory did not believe in a divine creator 

or an immortal soul. To this he asserts that ‘the position which they uphold is self

contradictory and self-destructive. For if it were true that this belief in a divine being and 

an undying soul were false, then the progress of the human race would have resulted in

reducing us mentally far beneath our animal ancestors..............the hypothesis of the

materialists cannot stand. There has been either no progress or progress corroborates 

faith’. Sigerson did not tackle the question of whether or not man evolved from lower 

forms but still found no problem using one particular aspect of Darwinian theory as proof 

for his argument. Sigerson may not have entirely embraced evolution but this is certainly 

an interesting case if only for its unusual use of Darwinian science to help uphold the 

concept of a divine creator.

Questions regarding the nature of race, as addressed by Sigerson, were to some extent an 

academic preoccupation of this period and are important to the study of the development 

of Darwinism. Much of this interest in race in Ireland was connected to a myth that arose 

regarding the belief that the Irish people and the Irish language had descended directly 

from an Aryan Celtic origin. This idea of the Irish as Celts was pushed to prominence in 

the early nineteenth century with much work of significance appearing in the period of 

this study during the Irish revival. Darwinian science sought to trace the origin of man 

and had triggered a number of related questions. Sigerson was concerned with proving 

that all races of man had a common origin while we see that many others were instead 

trying to define and differentiate their race. A fascination with the Aryan Celt existed in 

other European countries but in Ireland it was fabricated to develop a sense of national
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identity and as a tool to de-Anglicise the country. Discussions of the Aryan idea littered 

the pages of periodicals like the Dublin University Magazine and the Dublin Review for a 

number of years. The social sciences of anthropology and ethnography were in their 

infancy at this stage and there was no shortage of study and discussion on the subject of 

race. An array of race theory developed and was generally centred on differentiation in 

physical appearances and in language. John Beddoe may have been important in 

stimulating the discussion in Ireland when he attempted to apply his ‘Index of 

negrescence’ to the Irish nation in a paper entitled The Kelts o f Ireland read before the 

Anthropological Society of London in 1870. 227 His idea was to chart the racial 

differences through studying large samples of hair colours. Beddoe had difficulty 

discerning any real pattern to race in Ireland and believed that the original Aryan Celtic 

people had intermixed with so many other races in Ireland over the centuries that there 

was no racial purity on the island. However, with studies of language this situation is 

reversed because in Ireland the native language was considered to be much closer to 

purity in terms of its Celticism. R.V. Comerford in his survey of contemporary ideas of 

Irish racial origins tells us that: ‘from a linguistic point of view Gaelic was the prime 

exhibit in the Celtic display, and the interest shown by continental scholars was a source 

of considerable pride for the small number of Irish people paying attention to such 

matters’.228

227 Chris Morash, ‘Celticism: Between race and nation’ in Tadhg Foley and Sean Ryder (eds), Ideology 

and Ireland in the nineteenth century (Dublin, 1998) p.210.

228 R.V. Comerford, Ireland: Inventing the nation, (New York, 2003) p.71
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A publication which most likely stimulated interest in this subject in Ireland was the work 

by Ulick T. Bourke, Canon of Tuam Cathedral, The Aryan origin o f the Gaelic race and 

language in 1875.229 A review of this work in the Irish Times tells us that the ‘Aryan 

Kelts, who had crowded into Europe long before the time of Homer, brought with them 

thousands of years ago that language which it has been the policy of our rulers for 

centuries to stamp out’ and attributing the destruction of Irish manuscripts to the Danes 

and hostile acts of the English nation. 230 The book also challenges the Darwinians 

alleged views on the diversity of languages: ‘we have much that will assist them who 

reverence the holy scriptures and hold in abhorrence the fanciful theories of such men as 

Huxley and Tyndall- for we have it proved to demonstration that there once existed on 

earth a unity of language, a unity which is over and over again spoken of in the books of 

Moses’.231

Beddoe also had a method of measuring intelligence based on facial angles in which the 

Irish scored poorly due to their broad jaw-line compared to that of the Anglo-Saxons. We 

can see this displayed in caricatures in publications like Punch where the Irish are 

portrayed in an ape-like fashion. James H. Murphy while writing on the Fenians mentions 

that ‘hostile British attitudes to Ireland drew heavily... both on a racism that was derived 

from a Celtic-Anglo-Saxon debate going on in intellectual circles and from a parody of

229 Ulick T. Bourke The Aryan origin o f  the Gaelic race and language (London, 1875)

230 Irish Times, 30 Oct. 1875, Irish Times Digital Archive

www.ireland.com/newsDaoer/archive/1875/1030/PgQ06.html#Ar()()600 (15 Mar. 2008)

231 Ibid.
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Darwinism’.232 Comerford’s work on the subject also highlights that on one hand the 

racial character of the Celt had been favourably depicted by men such as Oxford’s 

Matthew Arnold as a source of great creativity in literature while on the other hand a 

belief was held by some that the Celts lacked the required qualities for self- 

government.233 This question of the ‘Celts’ ability to govern themselves became 

increasingly significant with the Home Rule movement in the late nineteenth century. 

Edward Hagan discusses the use of the Aryan myth by the Anglo-Irish ascendancy during 

a period in history when they were beginning to lose their grip on power in Ireland. Here 

he mentions Dublin’s men of letters James Joyce and William Butler Yeats in connection 

with this Aryan movement. He asserts that the ‘Catholic view of the Church as being for 

everyone fits quite well with James Joyce’s pluralism. Given the prevalence of the Aryan 

myth it is not surprising that a Catholic Joyce would create a polygenetic hero of Ulysses

234with a bit of everything in him -  Irish, Semite, Hungarian, Catholic, Jew, Protestant.’ 

Hagan also shows the influence of the Aryan discussion on Yeats’ 1894 play The land o f 

heart’s desire in which a woman abandons Catholicism and modern society and instead 

chooses life with the faeries and Ireland’s ancient religious traditions. Yeats portrays the 

Aryan obsession as the return to the ancient traditions. His Ireland has a triumph over the 

death of the ascendancy but his victory is ironic as ‘Aryan improvement results not in

OIC
dominance, but in the restoration of ambiguity’.

232 James H. Murphy, Ireland a social cultural and literary history 1791-1891 (Dublin 2003) p l20

233 R.V. Comerford, Ireland: Inventing the nation, (New York, 2003) p71.

234 Edward A. Hagan, ‘The Aryan myth: A nineteenth century Anglo-Irish will to power’ in Tadhg Foley 

and Sean Ryder (eds), Ideology and Ireland in the nineteenth century (Dublin, 1998) p.204

235 Ibid p.205.
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A more scientific side to the racial discourse during this period in Dublin can be seen 

with Alfred Cort Haddon. Haddon, an Englishman, was a driving force behind the future 

professionalisation of anthropology and had come to Dublin as a professor of zoology in 

the Royal College of Science in 1880.236 As was the case with almost all anthropologists 

of the time Haddon was a strong Darwinist in his views and this is evident in his work. 

Haddon made a major contribution to scientific discourse during his time in Dublin. He 

carried out numerous ethnographical studies and founded the Dublin Anthropometric 

Laboratory at Trinity College with Daniel Cunningham from which they carried out a 

major survey of the people of the Aran Islands over 1891 and 1892.237 The Aran Islands 

were regarded by anthropologists to represent the most uncontaminated region of Irish 

people in an ethnological sense. The islands had already been a subject of interest before 

Haddon with Beddoe visiting on his study of Ireland and also Dublin surgeon and 

naturalist William Wilde who brought a party from the British Association there on a 

study in 1857.

Greta Jones in her study of Haddon discusses the Irish pre-occupation in the 1890’s with 

the idea of an ancient civilisation. She found that there was a contested territory in the 

interpretation of Ireland’s primitive past. For those involved in the Gaelic revival the 

study of the ‘primitive’ was to be used to forge a distinct Irish concept of nationality but

236 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography http://www.oxforddnb.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/view/article/33626 

(15 Sept 2008).

237 A.C. Haddon and C.R. Browne, ‘The ethnography of the Aran Islands, County Galway’ in Proceedings 

o f  the Royal Irish Academy, ii (Dublin, 1893).
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for Haddon the study of the ‘primitive’ was necessary as it was soon to be overwhelmed 

by modern society and lose its distinctiveness through external economic and 

technological development.238 We see the interest in the former interpretation of the 

primitive coming from the non-scientific investigation of the islands by Dublin writers 

like Yeats and also John Millington Synge who published a journal of his stay there in 

1907 which helped win him international acclaim.239 In Ireland the interest in race which 

was aroused by Darwinism is clearly important in the context of the cultural revival. 

Interestingly the same interest in race produces very different results elsewhere owing to 

different cultural settings. For example, in Prussia the notion of racial superiority was a 

key part in the drive towards German unification which culminated in their victory in the 

Franco-Prussian war in 1871 thus confirming for them the idea of racial progress.240

Another concept which was related to Darwinism was the idea of eugenics. Darwin’s 

cousin Francis Galton inspired by the Origin o f species had dedicated many years to the 

investigation of the nature of human heredity. He was led further into coining the term 

‘eugenics’ which was the improvement of human heredity through intervention. The 

basic idea was that to improve the biological standards of the race you needed to ensure 

that those with high abilities were encouraged to have large numbers of children and 

inversely those who were perhaps insane or weak minded should be prevented from

238 Greta Jones, ‘Contested territories: Alfred Cort Haddon, progressive evolutionism and Ireland’ in

History o f  European Ideas, xxiv (1998), p. 205.

239 J.M. Synge, The Aran Islands (Dublin, 1907).

240 David L. Hull, ‘Darwinism and historiography’ in Thomas F. Glick, The comparative reception o f  

Darwinism  (Austin, 1974) p.396.
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procreating. The first form which could be called positive eugenics could be promoted 

through tax incentives and the latter which was negative eugenics could be achieved

941through things like state implementation of sterilisation of unfit people for example.

Many who took up the eugenics cause were more concerned with the negative eugenics 

concept. It was taken to extremes by the Nazi movement giving the term ‘eugenics’ much 

more negative connotations today. The basis of the eugenics movement was that it was 

the duty of the state to limit the multiplication of the least fit citizens. Darwin himself had 

left the door open for the movement when he pointed out the problem with the relaxation

242of natural selection in modem society whereby the less fit now survive. The eugenics 

movement came a little late to Ireland, leaving it slightly outside of the scope of this 

particular study. However, it is worth noting that a National Public Health Congress was 

held in Dublin in 1911. At this meeting eugenics were discussed and further promotion 

was agreed. This resulted in the foundation of eugenics societies in Belfast and an effort 

was made to establish one in Dublin which met once but never again subsequently.243 A 

national eugenics society existed later with many prominent members including Yeats 

and the Guinness family.244

241 Oxford dictionary o f  national biography http://www.oxforddnb.com.iproxY.nuim.ie/view/article/33315 

(18 Sept 2008)

242 Peter Bowler, Evolution: the history o f  an idea (London, 1984) p. 274.

243 Greta Jones, Jones, Greta, ‘Eugenics in Ireland: the Belfast Eugenics Society, 1911-15’ in Irish 

Historical Studies, xxviii (1992), p. 83.

244 Ibid
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By the close of the nineteenth century we see a major success for Darwinism in an 

educational context. The Dublin Natural History Museum in 1890 began a rearrangement 

of their collection. Their ‘History of animals’ exhibit was displayed in a format which 

followed the progression of reasoning in Darwin’s Origin o f species and a study on this 

has been carried out by Juliana Adelman.245 The museums curators George Scharff and 

Robert Carpenter were outright Darwinians. They believed not only in evolution but in 

the process of natural selection and this is clear from the layout of their museum 

display.246 At this juncture this opinion seems to have been shared by a number of 

Ireland’s scientific luminaries. They avoided any potential controversy involved with the 

display by the omission of two key things. They never mentioned the name Darwin in the 

display (although natural selection was used) and they did not include ‘man’ or human 

evolution in the display. Adelman accurately observes that this caution exhibited by the 

museums curators confirms that in late Victorian Ireland evolution had become an 

acceptable term and field of study but ‘Darwinism’ still aroused fear and carried many 

negative connotations.247 Another interesting aspect of this was Carpenter’s belief that the 

study of Darwin’s work and natural history might put some perspective on the Anglo- 

Irish political struggle, whereby in the great expanse of geological time the ‘duration of 

the struggle of Teuton and Celt had been but as a day.’248 This may have been a bit too

245 Juliana Adelman, ‘Evolution on display: promoting Irish natural history and Darwinism at the Dublin 

Science and Art Museum’ in the British Journal fo r  the History o f  Science, xxxviii (2005) pp 411-36.

246 Ibid p.427.

247 Ibid p.428.

248 G.H. Carpenter, ‘Mingling of the north and south’ in Irish Naturalist, v (1893) p.68.
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ambitious for a natural history display but there is no doubt that this museum popularised 

the Darwinian view of development as it reached almost half a million visitors per year.

Discussion of Darwinism in an educational context is appropriate since this study ends in 

1908. One of the significant factors of this date to the discussion of Darwinism was the 

conclusion to the debate over the education system which culminated in 1908 with the 

passing of the Irish Universities Act. This established the National University of Ireland 

with three constituent colleges Cork, Dublin and Galway, Maynooth as a recognised 

college and Trinity College opting to remain a separate entity. The format for the 

instruction of science, and modern concepts with Darwinian evolution as their flagship, in 

universities had now been a major topic at government enquiries into education for 

decades. The Act passed in 1908 finally put to rest the question of format for Irish 

universities and although these colleges were secular by nature the Catholic hierarchy 

maintained considerable influence on the boundaries of education. The encyclicals of 

1907 had formally laid down the Catholic position against all aspects of what it called 

‘modernism’ and we see far less in the way of open discussion of Darwinism in this 

context, with the notable exception of Bertram Windle, President of the Queen’s College 

Cork, who embraced a form of derivative creationism. The British Association also 

visited Dublin again in 1908 and celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Origin with 

Darwin’s son Francis Darwin holding the presidents chair and delivering a speech on 

natural selection. The Irish Independent reported on the event and referred back to a 

prediction made by Huxley in Dublin thirty years earlier. This prediction was that, by the 

time of this meeting in 1908: ‘conclusions that are now thought to be going to shake the
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foundation of the world will have become part of every-day knowledge, and nobody will 

be one whit the worse.’249 Given that Huxley also falsely prophesised thirty years earlier 

that he himself would not be at that meeting, it is not surprising that the world’s 

acceptance of these controversial ideas by 1908 was not as universal or clearly defined as 

his prophecy had foreseen.

249 Irish Independent 2 Jun. 1908, Irish Newspaper Archives

hUp:/Avww.irishnewsarchive.eoin/Defaull/Skins/lN A/Client. asn?Skin=INA&enter=true&AnpNanie=2&A 

W =1234120371846 (15 Mar. 2008).



5. Conclusion: Darwin 200.

Studies of Darwinism typically focus on the question of the controversy which it aroused. 

This is understandable given its course of history and this thesis for the most part is no 

real exception. The existence of controversy is perhaps not an adequate reason alone to 

justify historical research. However, Darwinism’s iconic position at the head of a wave of 

modem thought in the late nineteenth century which had far reaching affects throughout 

society creates a far greater justification for such an examination. This study of the 

Darwin debate in Dublin, 1859 -1908, produces a number of distinctive results in the 

history of Darwinism and also offers a unique perspective on that period of Irish history. 

In the early phase of this thesis we get an insight into the structure and work of a 

significantly large and active scientific community in Dublin. Although this was a very 

vibrant community it had only a few men of great stature in the international scientific 

community. Scientific discussion of Darwinism in Dublin we have seen was almost 

inextricably linked to the ecclesiastical world as so many scientists in the city were 

ordained clergymen.

This investigation also sheds new light on some of the inner workings of the universities 

and the issue of scientific instruction in higher educational reform. The question of 

intellectual authority is important throughout the study in both clerical and secular 

domains. The struggle for this authority gave shape to the educational ethos at higher 

institutions for years to come. The clash of science and religion highlights the strengths
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and weaknesses of the two main churches in Ireland and in many ways displays the 

nature of the relationship between the two. Generally, the Church of Ireland was much 

more open to discussion of Darwinism from a reconciliatory perspective from the offset, 

while the Catholic Church showed a certain amount of complacency in this initial period. 

Tyndall’s Belfast address invigorated both faiths into discussions of man’s origins, 

biblical veracity and the role of the churches in society but both within different contexts. 

The Church of Ireland had suffered disestablishment only a few years earlier and any 

further threat to the authority which they held over their flock was assured to prompt a 

powerful response. The Catholic Church was experiencing a rise in influence from Rome 

as a result of Cullen’s ultramontane views and over the remainder of the period Rome 

tightened its grip on intellectual authority. While Darwinism was slower to arouse major 

controversy in Dublin than it was in London, Tyndall’s address truly acted as the catalyst 

which brought the furore in Dublin to an unanticipated level in the mid-1870s. This short 

period in Dublin is perhaps an example of the most intense clash of Darwinian science 

and religion that took place anywhere in the world in the nineteenth century.

Darwinism created space for reconsiderations of man’s place in the world and as a result 

a number of new questions were raised, particularly regarding race. This new interest in 

race affected both the scientific and cultural spheres in Dublin from the ethnographical 

studies conducted from Trinity College to the question of national identity in the context 

of a cultural revival. When Darwin sought to find the origin of species he never would 

have considered that Darwinism might have had an impact on Ireland when it sought to 

reclaim a sense of ‘Irishness’ by looking towards its own origins. The paradigm shift
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caused by Darwinism becomes increasingly difficult to measure as a study moves further 

away from science but Darwinism’s influence on the cultural climate in late nineteenth 

century Dublin is quite tangible. As we saw with the Dublin Natural History Museum, 

Darwinian evolution had gained a great deal of acceptance by the turn of the century but 

the name still carried a great stigma from the many of years of clashes and debates 

throughout society. People’s fears of displaying sympathies with such modem thought as 

Darwinian science were even further augmented by the conservatism of the Catholic 

Church and its increasing radicalisation against such ideals.

The position and importance of both Darwin’s name and his scientific work have 

constantly developed over the last century and a half. The Origin initially shocked both 

scientific and religious circles firstly for its intrinsic content. Soon afterwards the great 

intellectual movement of Darwinism began to take full stride with broad ranging effects 

across society far beyond the original aims of Darwin’s book. In the twentieth century the 

synthesis of Darwin’s work with Mendelian genetics finally gave his work the scientific 

credibility he never enjoyed during his own lifetime. In our lifetime the current debate 

between creationists and evolutionists exhibits great similarities in the nature of the 

conflict and the arguments used when compared to what took place over one hundred 

years ago. Now in the 21 century we have arrived at the Darwin 200 celebration, which is 

the bicentenary of the man’s birth and the 150 anniversary of the publication of the 

Origin. Dublin plays host once again to much discussion of questions of Darwinism at 

these celebratory lectures and events and the newspapers articles and television 

documentaries that are constantly highlighting the significance and importance of
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Darwin’s work. The numerous conferences and publications on the topic today, show that 

Darwinism has perhaps now further developed into its very own exciting field of 

historical research.

Satirical image of Darwin in The Hornet, 1871.250

250 Image available at http://www.iupui.edu/~instd/al03/darwin ape.ioa (12 Jan. 2008).
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Appendices

Three appendices have been included to allow the reader the benefit of viewing some of 

the primary source material used in researching this work. None of these three sets of 

sources have been included in Thomas Duddy’s 2004 collection of primary materials,

The Irish response to Darwinism. These sources have not been used in any previous 

writings on the topic of Darwinism in Ireland and offer a sample of some of the scientific 

discussion which took place and also the views of the Catholic Church and the Church of 

Ireland on the matter of modem scientific thought.

Appendix A is the correspondence between William Henry Harvey and Charles Darwin 

in 1860 consisting of three letters in total. The transcripts are directly taken from the 

Darwin Correspondence Project online at Cambridge University and cited in the 

bibliography.1 This is worth including here, not just to sample some of the scientific 

discussion taking place, but also because Darwin’s Irish correspondence is relatively 

scarce. Appendix B is from the Protestant newspaper the Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette. 

This is an article regarding John Tyndall’s 1874 British Association address.2 Appendix 

C is the article on ‘Revelation, geology and the antiquity of man’ from the Catholic
- — "3monthly periodical the Irish Ecclesiastical Record in 1880. Both Appendix B and C 

contain images scanned directly from the primary sources held at Trinity and Maynooth.

1 W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 24 Aug. 1860, Letter 2898,

lutD://www,darwinDroiect.ac.uk/daiwinletters/calendar/entrx-2898.htnil, C.R. Darwin to W.H. Harvey, 24 

Sept. 1860, Letter 2922, Darwin correspondence project,

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.iik/darwinIetters/calendar/entrv-2922.html and W.H. Harvey to C.R. Darwin, 

8 Oct. 1860, Letter 2943, Darwin correspondence project,

http://www.darwinproiect.ac.uk/darwinletters/calendar/entrv-2943.html (2 Dec. 2008)

2 Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette 23 Sept. 1874.

3 ‘Revelation, Geology and the Antiquity of M an’ in The Irish ecclesiastical record, i (1880) pp 185-93; 

ibid ii (1880) pp260-72.
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Appendix A: 

Correspondence of William Henry Harvey and Charles Darwin

Harvey, W. H. to Darwin, C. R., 24 Aug 1860.

Trin. Coll. Dublin— 

Aug. 24. 1860

My dear Sir

I have taken advantage of the summer vacation to finish the reading of your book, & 

considering what has already passed between us on the subject, I feel bound to tell you 

that my opinions have been, at least modified. It is true that I cannot as yet (probably 

never shall) receive the theory of Natural Selection as a satisfying explanation of the 

Origin of species—but I am willing to admit that it explains several facts which are not 

otherwise easily to be accounted for. Until however something more is known of the 

inciting causes of the Variation & Correlation o f Organs, which in Nature ever go hand 

in hand, I can only regard Natural Selection as one Agent out of several;— a handmaid or 

wetnurse—so to say—but neither the housekeeper, nor the mistress of the house.

So long as you deal in generalities I can usually follow your arguments assentingly.

Many of the facts brought forward illustrate your general principles & fit well into the 

place assigned them. But unhappily, my assent is most ready in cases where your data are 

fewest\ and I find that particular instances, intended to illustrate how Natural Selection 

has acted or might be supposed to act in certain cases, almost always incline me to 

withdraw my assent to the previous argument.
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Thus, when—following your argument—I am half inclined to admit the successive 

development of species from species, I come to your Illustrations, instead of my faith in 

my teacher being confirmed, I am absolutely repelled, & forced to suspect some 

undetected flaw in his line of reasoning. For instance, the speculation on the bear & the 

whale, of which I dare say you have heard enough, simply made me laugh.But that on the 

Ostrich & a bustardlike-bird (p. 134), though less improbable, is almost as fanciful; for, if 

your previous statement of the reason why ground feeding birds have imperfect wings be 

a vera causa, it is just as likely that the Ostrich may be a decreasingly corpulent Dinomis 

acquiring wings in its efforts to escape from a recently selected Lion. The modem 

Ostrich assuredly does use its wings constantly, both in running, & in flapping its sides in 

hot weather.— Again, the imagined adaptation of the tube of the red-clover to the 

proboscis of an improved domestic bee (p. 95) seems to me referable to the times of the 

"may-bees" only;—and lastly (for it is useless to say more, since the result on my mind 

has been uniform), what you say (p. 392) of insular trees belonging to orders which 

elsewhere include only herbaceous species, seems to me to be unsupported by sufficient 

evidence. You cite no particular trees, & I may therefore be wrong in guessing that the 

Orders you allude to are Scrophularinece& Compositce; & the insular trees the Antarctic 

Veronicas & the arborescent Composite of S. Helena, Tasmania &c. But—in S. Africa, 

Halleria (a Scrophularinea) is often as large & woody as an apple tree; & there are 

several S. African arborescent Composite (Senecio & 01denburghia).-Besides, in 

Tasmania at least, the arborescent Composites are not found "competing with herbaceous 

plants alone, & growing taller & taller by overtopping them" & so being converted "first 

into bushes & ultimately into trees"; for the most arborescent o f them all (Eurybia 

argophylla, the Musk-tree) grows, not among bushes & herbaceous plants but in 

Eucalyptus forests, where it forms an undergrowth to trees so hopelessly taller than itself 

that competition is impossible.-And so of the S. African Halleria, which is a tree, among 

trees. What the conditions of the arborescent Gerania of the Sandwich Islands may be I 

am unable to say, or whether you allude to them. I cannot remember any other instances; 

nor can I accept your explanation in any of the cases I have cited.
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The Chapters of your Essay that weigh most with me are the latter ones.— The fact of an 

orderly succession of forms throughout geological eras suggests the notion of an orderly 

transmutation of species successively from epoch to epoch.— The facts of geographical 

distribution, making allowance for residua, seem to me favourable on the whole to a 

theory of successive mutation; particularly as regards the biology of outlying, small 

islands.— The facts of Embryology & of morphology are favourable to belief in an 

intimate relationship of organism to organism throughout nature; & this relationship is 

explicable on the hypothesis of a community of descent: & though these facts are not 

contrary to a notion of separate creation they are unexplained by it.— But if Creation be 

the finished work of a single Divine Author a common-plan may be anticipated 

throughout; there will be a "wheel within a wheel", the same idea endlessly repeated & 

endlessly diversified; the same results arrived at by innumerable different contrivances. 

There will thus arise, between the different organisms, graduated similarities & 

diversities, & these will suggest relationship; but the real blood-relationship may be no 

more than that between different patent contrivances for accomplishing the same end. 

Watt's steam-engine is not necessarily the parent of all steamengines.— The major facts 

of classification therefore, the subordination of group to group, appear to me to be 

perfectly consonant with a theory of separate creation.

But there are other facts of classification which certainly favour the view of mutation, & 

these are what you have most enlarged on in the early chapters. The tendency of forms to 

vary; the impossibility of distinguishing between species & variety; in many cases the 

difficulty of drawing a clear line between genus & genus, order & order, class & class, & 

even between the vegetable & animal kingdoms;—these are difficulties to the believer in 

separate acts of creation & are perhaps the strongest evidence in favour of a doctrine of 

mutation. But it does not therefore necessarily follow that the mutation has been effected 

through "natural selection" alone.

For some years back I have contented myself in believing in the absolute creation of 

"natural species" as distinguished from "book-species"; allowing "book-species" to have 

originated by variation within limits. But I must freely confess that my "natural species"
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are purely ideal, & never can be absolutely made plain to the senses. It is for such species 

as these that Mr. Hopkins contends in Frazers Magazine.

At p. 484. you state your belief "that animals have descended from at most only 4 or 

5 progenitors, & plants from an equal or lesser number";—and you admit that analogy 

suggests that "a ll organic beings may have descended from some one primordial form, 

into which life was first breathed by the Creator". Now, if you admit 4 or 5, or even but 

one, primal organisms, you admit so many "natural species", in the same ideal sense that 

I have been accustomed to do. The difference between us at starting is merely as to the 

number of originally created forms; a difference in degree & not one in kind. We both 

believe that Life was first given by the Creator. Hitherto I have believed in thousands of 

"natural species"; nor do I yet see any absurdity in so believing. I may yet be driven 

back, by evidence, step by step, as you have been, into the narrows, & back even to one 

primordial form; but so long as we hold that form to have been " created", we cannot be 

said to be infidels. To my mind there is no more difficulty in believing in 50, or 500 or 

5000 absolute acts of creation, than in believing in one solitary creative act;—nor do I see 

greater difficulty in believing in many successive acts than in few or many simultaneous 

acts; but you seem to feel a difficulty in both these cases. What has once occurred, may 

occur more than once.

Again, at p. 483, you ask, "W ere all the infinitely numerous kinds of animals & plants 

created as eggs or seed, or as full grown"? To this it is sufficient to reply; was your 

primordial organism, or were your 4 or 5 progenitors created as egg, seed or full grown? 

Neither theory attempts to solve this riddle, nor yet the riddle of the Omphalos.

In a former letter I troubled you with a few remarks on the geological difficulties of the 

Theory, & I have still something to say under this head.

Granting the highly developed condition of Silurian fossils we are driven to seek for the 

"primordial form" in some much earlier bed, "long before the first bed of the Silurian 

was deposited". At p. 285, you calculate the denudation of the Weald at 306,662,400 

years, or at the lowest 150 to 100 millions of years. We shall not trouble ourselves to
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compute thereby the enormous length of the post-silurian epoch (from the present year, 

back to the date of the first Silurian bed);—but let us endeavour to conceive, guided by 

palaeontological evidence, the probable length of the pre-silurian-orgamc period, from 

the lowest bed, back to the bed of the Primordial Form. Little as we know of Silurian 

Animals we know at least that they were greatly diversified, many of them highly 

organised, and probably very far removed from a "primordial form", & if we could fully 

unveil the buried world of that era, it would probably compel us to push back our 

"primordial" some millions of centuries further than the known evidence now obliges us 

to do.

But how is palaeontological evidence to be applied so as to compute a probable lapse of 

time? Granting that species & genera divaricate in the manner explained by your diagram 

of divarication, we may observe the number of fossiliferous beds through which well 

marked & nearly allied genera extend; remaining mutually distinct below, and 

undivaricated above. Taking the group of Mollusca, I find, among the fragmentary 

evidence collected by the palaeontologist, that between 20 & 30 molluscan genera which 

have numerous living species, are represented by fossil species in Silurian strata, & 

considering our very small acquaintance with Silurian fossils I think this a large number.

I cannot doubt that many other genera which at present seem to fail a little above the 

Silurian will yet be traced down into it. Every fresh discovery will add to the lapse of 

time, required to gather in the divarications to a primordial.

But let us take Patella & Chiton, two well-marked & nearly allied Silurian genera, having 

numerous modem as well as ancient species. The fossil Chitons have the same number of 

valves, similarly arranged & sculptured as their modem congeners, & except the 

subgenera Chitonellus & Cryptochiton, neither very different from the type, I know of no 

generic divarication. Now if Chiton & Patella, littoral shells, living side by side on the 

same rocks, have continued with the same habits, the same organization, generically 

undivaricated since the first bed of the Silurian was deposited; may not these same two 

genera go down through lower strata with the same habits, the same organization & 

generically disunited to some indefinitely distant primal sea, before a tendency to 

coalesce exhibit itself; & may they not then go down through an equally indefinite but
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probably much longer period before an animal half-patella & half-chiton, the common 

progenitor of both will be found? But suppose us to have reached this Chitona-patella: 

can we believe it to be the common progenitor of all Mollusca? Certainly not, for Chiton 

& Patella are far removed from the lowest of the Molluscan series.— But to hunt back 

for a common progenitor of Molluscs through supposed forks of an imaginary family-tree 

would be a very hopeless task, and when at length, after fresh myriads of centuries we 

had traced this parent of Mollusca, we should have to go still further down, & probably to 

an equally remote era before the common progenitor of Mollusca & Articulata were 

found;—& this low organism might still be myriads of centuries removed from your 

ultimate Protozoon.

By your theory, the changes from generation to generation are infinitessimal; & to the 

continued accumulation of such changes through vast periods is due the present 

diversified condition of the organic world. But till I began this conjectural calculation I 

had no conception of the smallness of an infinitessimal generic difference. Judging now 

by the differences which may have modified the organization of Chiton & other 

molluscan genera during the whole post-silurian epoch, I can only liken each small 

cyclical divergence to the distance between two of the striae on some microscopic test- 

object! Well may those naturalists who believe in the cyclical fixity of a variable type be 

forgiven when they see so large, so ancient & so widely diffused a genus as Chiton is so 

persistently slow in its progressive development. I am tempted to think that" festina 

lente" ought still to be our motto, in receiving a theory of unlimited divarication.

Moreover, we must bear in mind, that as, in imagination, we descend through pre-silurian 

beds toward our first organism, many circumstances conspire to render every successive 

step slower & slower. For you tell us that higher & more improved forms alter quicker, 

but low, unimproved forms endure longest & alter most slowly. We know how long 

Chiton & other molluscan genera have endured & flourished, & how slowly they have 

altered, if altered at all, in organization. In every step below them therefore we must 

allow still longer periods of stability, still slower cycles of change.— Besides, at every 

step downwards, we encounter fewer & fewer forms; hence, there will be less & less 

"struggle for life" in a continually thinner & thinner population. "Natural Selection"
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consequently will become feebler & feebler, as the "Struggle for life" diminishes; & this 

latter, it seems to me, must cease altogether long before the era of your Protozoon be 

arrived at.

But granting that we are at length arrived at the bottom of the well & have secured our 

"primordial form", just as it was "created". What was it like?— It is plain that it must 

have belonged to the Protozoa', for it is the original protozoon itself. Besides, as it united 

in itself the undeveloped Animal & Vegetable ideas, it could not be higher in 

organization than the simplest animal & vegetable soldered together. A pair of nucleated 

cells, combined into an atom of sarcode, would answer to this description. But the size of 

each cell might be as large as you please. The largest cells known in the Vegetable 

Kingdom occur among the Algae; those of Valonia Forbesii are sometimes as big as a 

pigeon's egg. But remembering the enormous bulk of the animals of the early world, & 

that the earliest types of each group are the most gigantic, I think we may (if necessary) 

make the cells of our primal organism as big as plum-puddings—or as balloons. There is 

nothing necessarily to limit the size but the tenacity of cellulose & sarcode, & that might 

vary almost indefinitely.

But probably the enormous size suggested may be objected to, & there is nothing 

compelling us to any size. The organization must have been simple, but the size is an 

open question. Whatever was the size, large or small, the production of the first organism 

was a stupendous miracle. The "flashing up of elemental atoms into living tissue"

(p. 483) which then occurred is doubtless as wonderful as the creation of a new world. 

For, however brought about, this is what took place. Certain atoms of carbon, oxygen, 

hydrogen & azote, changing into cellulose & protoplasm, became a living body, endowed 

with growth; capable, by feeding, of changing mineral atoms into more cellulose & 

protoplasm; having an instinct to turn to the light & perhaps the germs of indefinitely 

progressive instincts; and above all, possessing a procreative power, enabling it to 

transmit from generation to generation of similar organisms, throughout all time, similar 

powers & capacities. This first organism in fact possessed distinct personality, hence (my 

reason assures me) the Power that called it into being & endowed it with secondary 

powers must be a Personality, & not merely " a  law or laws acting around us." And as
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every organism in Nature has its personality, so, whether every one were separately 

created, or the higher derived through the lower, we require a personal, creative or 

moulding Power alike in all cases. Secondary (or physical) laws suffice for all the 

phenomena of the inorganic world, but life is made up of contingencies which physical 

laws, unmodified by personal Agency, will not always meet.

And here I must observe that if we allow a Self-originated, Supernatural Power to have 

once acted as above described, we cannot presume to limit the further working of that 

Power. If the derived generative force of animal or plant may act an indefinite number of 

times, must not the primary Generating Force be held capable of acting an indefinite 

number of times? Hence I see no theoretical reason for limiting the number of originally 

created forms, either as to their variety among themselves or as to the number of 

individuals of each kind that may have been simultaneously or successively called into 

being. Neither is it of any theoretical consequence whether they were created as eggs or 

as adults; for the Power that could call a living tissue from the dust, must be held capable 

of, at will, calling up an egg or an adult.

To return to our primordial form; let us see what becomes of him on the theory of natural 

selection. By theory we have made him the simplest in structure; the feeblest in 

divaricating tendency (because "unimproved") & there is a probability in favour of his 

being of small size. By theory also he is alone in the world, because every species starts 

from a solitary individual or pair. Now granting a high rate of increase to such a being we 

may safely allow myriads of years or perhaps of centuries to roll by before the world 

could have been so fully stocked with undivaricated protozoa that there should have 

arisen any "struggle for life". Millions of ordinary protozoa may congregate without 

crowding in a cubic foot of water; how many million millions would it require to 

overstock a primasval, universally extended Ocean?— "Variability" if solely depending 

on "conditions of life" could effect but little, for protozoic forms flourish equally well on 

arctic-snows, in temperate & tropical rivers & seas & in thermal springs. They are the 

simplest of organisms, & the simpler an organism is, the less is it affected by "conditions 

of life". Any attempt therefore to set "natural selection" in action under such 

circumstances appears to me to be impossible.
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I have endeavoured, by theory, to overcome this difficulty; but granting that "Growth",

& "Reproduction" are ordinarily in each animal or plant fixed-average quantities; and 

considering that "Variability" arising from conditions of life, from use & disuse, is feeble 

or wholly inoperative in a being placed and constituted as our protozoon; and that a 

"Struggle for life" is all but impossible to conceive; I have exhausted your Productive 

"Laws" (p. 490) & have no resource left but to call up the Unknown Laws o f Variation, 

those namely which cause an Organism "to  sport" or diversify itself unexpectedly.— 

Natural Selection, no doubt, is ready to take advantage of such contingent variations, but 

cannot be said either to explain, or to originate them. If therefore these are necessary, at 

starting, to set natural selection in motion, we are surely calling up a wholly different 

Agency to any set forth in your theory.

For once that we call in Unknown Laws of Variation, "Growth" will no longer be a fixed- 

average quantity, but may be supposed to vary indefinitely either in the same being or in 

its immediate progeny, as we see illustrated by sponges & the lower algae. The Protozoon 

may be supposed as plastic as an Amoeba. Hence divarication from the original 

Protozoon may immediately commence, & even be rapid, but would be disorderly or 

monstrous but for another unexplained Law, "the correlation of Organs".

By the help of Divarication & Correlation acting together we arrive at the symmetrical 

diversity of organisms, so obvious in all around us; and with "Reproduction" ever 

multiplying individuals, & "Inheritance" seizing on & perpetuating new variations, we 

may conceive the Earth to be rapidly peopled with diversified & diversifying forms. And 

these may have been originated, & have gone on divaricating for long ages before a 

"Struggle for Life" shall have brought Natural Selection into being. Whilst we have 

Instruments at command so powerful as "Unknown Laws" (of Variation & Correlation) 

we no longer feel hopelessly crushed by the weight of 50 or 500 post-silurian epochs, for 

we see that, time being allowed, we shall at length emerge from the abyss. But without 

calling in these Unknown & Unexplained laws, organic nature, if it originated in a single 

"primordial form" appears to me to be doomed to perennial sameness. The primordial 

form, like the Protococcus nivalis, would have reproduced its own likeness from the 

dawn of life to the present day. Mere lapse of time can effect no change whatever.
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But what are these "Unknown Laws of Variation"; what this "Correlation of Organs"? 

My reason tells me that they are probably fresh revelations of the same Supernatural 

Power which originated our "primordial form", and endowed it with its reproductive, & 

all its other powers. Organic nature, from beginning to end, is a continued miracle, & this 

is true on both theories; whether each species has been separately created, or whether the 

past & present conditions of the organic world have arisen by successive divarications of 

a primaeval germ. Every living atom bears its witness to an Everliving, Superintending, 

Upholding, & Contriving Intelligence. In every variation from type, in every correlation 

of parts, there are evidences of Creative Power, such as no secondary agency, like that of 

Natural selection accounts for; and I think also there are evidences of one Great Design, 

beginning at the simplest elementary form, & culminating in the "fearfully & 

wonderfully made" framework of man.

Once or twice in your essay you object to our attributing to the Creator a way of working 

similar to that of intelligent man. At p. 188, speaking of the structure of the eye, you 

say,— "Have we any right to assume that the Creator works by intelligent powers like 

those of man"?— We have at least some reason for "assuming" that He possesses such 

powers; for how has man acquired them but through His gift? Nor do I think it 

presumption to believe that the Infinite Intelligence is ever acting, everywhere throughout 

creation. And if not, whence arise those wondrous correlations, beginning with the 

balanced movements of the spheres, & penetrating every particle of matter? Are they 

merely coincidences? Or, do they come through natural-selection?—

Do not suppose me to mean that I consider you to deny a Superintending Providence. 

Your admission of a created germ of life, & the quotation from Bishop Butler, 

explanatory of the word natural ("what is natural requires & presupposes an intelligent 

agent to render it so") show that you admit a Supernatural Agency. But it seems to me 

that in developing the theory of natural selection & referring every operation in nature to 

it, the underworking Power is too generally lost sight of as an element in the problem, & 

that the continual mention of "usefulness" is the only evidence of theism that the work 

supplies;—because, an appreciation & perpetuation (or selection) of the "useful" 

presupposes a vigilant & intelligent agent. I do not suppose you to say, for instance,
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(p. 235) that" nature" is no more conscious than the reforming bees of the saving of wax 

effected by "sweeping equal spheres at a given distance from each other in a double 

layer" &c. There is abundant evidence of intelligence somewhere; either among the bees 

(which we do not think) or Above & around the bees. But it is surely no explanation to 

say, as you often do: " I f  so & so were useful to any animal in its struggle for life, it 

would be easy for natural selection, by slow degrees, more & more perfectly, to fit the 

creature to its peculiar habits, & endow it with such & such instincts;"— as in the case of 

the Ant & the Bee, whose instincts, supposed to be acquired through inheritance, are 

transmitted through successive communities of neutersl You seem to me to be merely 

asserting this trueism; Nature or the Author of Nature, can easily effect any preconceived 

design, & form & endow any creature, as He pleases. Nothing is really explained by 

saying " i t  would be easy" " i f  it were useful". And when we strike off such 

"explanations" as these, with which the book abounds, the facts of organisation 

explained by natural selection will be very seriously diminished.—

If there be any part of the theory of natural selection more firmly established than 

another, it is what we may call the law of the strongest. Dominant races throughout 

nature will gradually drive out feeble races; "the weakest will go to the wall". In 

applying this universally recognised principle you strongly insist that improved races will 

continually supplant unimproved, & hence you deduce the gradual progress of organic 

nature from the simple primordial forms up to man. We know what an "improved" race 

among domestic animals means; we know how it is manufactured, how disseminated & 

how preserved from degenerating; but we also know that it is feebler in constitution & 

less fitted to conquer in the struggle for life than its unimproved progenitor. Artificially 

"improved" races could never become dominant, if neglected by man. It is of importance 

to your theory therefore to determine whether, in Nature, the most dominant races are 

also the organically improved races? Unless I mistake your meaning you seem very 

generally, so to argue, & many of your readers understand you to contend for one 

continued progress onward, from the monad to the man, accomplished by the continual 

extinction of less improved forms, by dominant improved varieties.
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Such appears to me to be the general drift of your argument; but the chapters on "use & 

disuse" allow for occasional retrogression. They teach us, that if an animal, through 

profitable use of its limbs has risen, in successive generations, from a very low to a very 

high organization; its degenerating descendants, subjected to changed conditions of life, 

which would cause them gradually, in successive generations, to lose the formerly 

acquired habit, & the organs fitted to those habits, may descend in the scale of being to 

the state of the unimproved original from which the race ascended. The blind animals, 

vertebrate & invertebrate of the Kentucky caverns illustrate such retrogressions. You 

suppose these animals to have "slowly migrated, by successive generations, from the 

outer world into the deeper & deeper recesses of the caves" (p. 138); and we see that they 

have already gone so far back as to have lost the eyes which their progenitors had 

acquired (through natural selection, as all eyes have arisen (p. 136)), and to have had 

their bodies considerably correlated with their new habitats. Now, they have only to go 

still further back, and after successive migrations & generations their descendants may 

lose every acquired organ, one by one, till they revert to a protozoic form. But how can 

we certainly tell that they are migrating inwards, deeper & deeper into the caves? May 

they not, on the contrary, be migrating outwards, seeking the light, as almost all known 

organisms instinctively do;—and if so, they are animals in progress, acquiring, not losing 

organs. Their imperfect eyes are nascent, not obliterated eyes. And in the case of the 

blind-rat, with its well formed though sightless eyeballs we have an animal almost ready 

for emergence?

But to return to the dominant races: are these the improved or the unimproved in 

organization? Viewing organic nature in its widest aspect I think it is unquestionable that 

the truly dominant races are not those of high, but those of low organization. The simpler 

any animal's structure is, the less is it dependent on outward conditions; hence, the better 

is it fitted to conquer in the struggle for life, & to perpetuate its kind to a remote posterity. 

Cryptogamic plants & invertebrate animals, natures scavengers, are the most dominant 

and persistent races of the world. The Protococcus nivalis is probably one of the oldest 

inhabitants of the world, younger only than the snow; and the P. pluvialis, which scarcely 

differs, is equally persistent wherever rain water habitually rests, & these two may be
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called dominant. But as they are harmlessly dominant, we do not heed them. Other 

animals & plants of low organization by the ravages they cause, teach man himself that 

his domination over nature is by sufferance of a Higher Power. The Botrytis which so 

nearly destroyed the potatoe; the Oidium which has ruined the vinegrowers throughout 

the world; these, and the locust & the caterpillar, the tapeworm & its kindred, with the 

innumerable army of intestinal worms & of animal & vegetable parasites, these are the 

true dominant races; the Lords of creation that never struggle for life and that fear no evil. 

They have nothing to lose by any chance, short of the anihilation of the world, & if the 

theory of natural selection be true, they have every thing to win.

The law of the strongest therefore most forcibly applies to the wholly unimproved races; 

in a less degree to those higher in the scale; and gradually diminishes upwards as 

organization, & sensibility to outward conditions encrease. I object therefore to its being 

made a vera causa of the evolution of organization. It only applies where a peculiar 

organization, combined with strength o f constitution & adaptability to circumstances, 

gives an animal an advantage over its fellows: but in this case I think the dominancy will 

depend more on the strength of constitution & power of adaptation than on the 

organization. For we see improved & unimproved races (like the humble & domestic 

bees) flourishing together without one supplanting the other; & if the humble bee, 

notwithstanding its wasteful habits, have greater strength of constitution & less 

susceptibility to varying climate than the domestic bee, it will eventually win.

I have already far transgressed the proper bounds of a letter, & yet have a few more 

words to say.

When you suppose one species to pass, by insensible degrees into another, so many facts 

of variation support your view that it does not seem very improbable; but where a generic 

limit has to be passed, bearing in mind how persistent generic differences are, I think we 

require a saltus (it may be a small one) or real break in the chain, namely, a sudden 

divarication. I know you account for genera by the dropping out of supposed intermediate 

infmitessimals. But we know also that sudden divarications do sometimes occur in 

nature; and it is possible that they may be even necessary consequences of repeated &
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long-continued infinitessimal changes. The tower of Pisa may be infinitessimally 

receding from its perpendicular for centuries, & may at last, the point of balance being 

passed, come down bodily with a crash. I have sometimes amused myself, when looking 

through a kaleidoscope, by turning it so as to make it indicate genera & species. Starting 

with any pattern of figure, by very slow turning of the tube you may get successively a 

great many modifications of the figure, without any radical change in the pattern, thus 

illustrating several species of one genus. But when you have turned the tube so far as to 

cause such a displacement of the fragments of glass as makes them topple over, a 

perfectly new pattern will suddenly start up & may then by further slow turning be 

modified, till it in turn shall topple over. Of course this is merely a possible illustration of 

the gradual succession of species & genera, if they arise by smaller & greater 

divarications.

You object, I know, very strongly to abrupt changes. But as there are volcanoes & 

sudden displacements in the mineral world, there may also be abrupt divarications in the 

organic. Some of the facts of metamorphosis, particularly that of the Cirrhipedes (p. 441) 

which for a special purpose suddenly acquire & as suddenly lose their compound eyes & 

natatory legs; and every similar fact that indicates a special interference of Creative 

intelligence implies at least a break in the series of changes. Nor can I divest myself of 

the belief that there is a real break between every established species (however 

originated), & that that break implies the interference of a First Cause. The line of 

unfertile hybridity offers us some evidence of such breaks; anatomical structure, in cases 

where the plan of organization is reversed, will probably furnish more exact evidence. 

The change from hairs to feathers seems a sudden one, inexplicable on the hypothesis 

that intermediate links have dropped out. The change from coniferous wood-tissue & no 

ducts to ordinary wood-tissue with ducts, seems also sudden. And so do other changes 

that imply contrariety or polarity.

I am therefore still strongly of the opinion that, whether all organisms originated in but a 

few primaeval types or in a definite, but considerable, number of''natural species"—a 

question that at present must be left open—that the present aspect of nature is due, not to 

a succession of minute differences accumulated through inheritance & preserved by
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"natural selection", but to renewed interferences with ordinary generation, which may be 

attributed either to "Variation & Correlation of Organs", or to a superintending & 

moulding Intelligence:—& that these interferences may have caused either sudden or 

gradual changes in the previously moulded organisms. By admitting the possibility of 

sudden divarication we get rid of those perfectly innumerable forms of life which your 

hypothesis requires us to believe in, but of whose existence there is so little evidence 

either in existing nature or among fossils. But the whole subject is at present obscured by 

difficulties that no proposed hypothesis fully gets rid of. By directing attention to one set 

of phenomena your theory of natural selection finds favour, but turning to another set I 

am driven back nearly to my old ground; and then "natural selection" is to me but a new 

phrase signifying "the order of nature", which may be further translated into "the will of 

God", & then the theory dissolves into thin air.

As yet therefore I cannot subscribe myself your disciple, but I remain as heretofore I My 

dear Sir I very faithfully yours I W. H. Harvey

Darwin, C. R. to Harvey, W. H., 24 Sept 1860.

My dear Sir

I have read your long letter with much interest & I thank you sincerely for your great 

liberality in sending it me.— But on reflexion I do not wish to attempt answering any 

part, except to you privately: anything said by myself in defence would have no weight; it 

is best to be defended by others or not at all.

Parts of your letter seem to me, if I may be permitted to say so, very acute & original; & I 

feel it a great compliment your giving up so much time to my book. But on the whole I 

am disappointed; not from your not concurring with me, for I never expected that; & 

indeed in your remarks on Ch. XII & XIII you go so much further with me, (though a 

little way) than I ever anticipated & am much pleased at the result. But on the whole I am 

disappointed, because it seems to me that you do not understand what I mean by Natural 

Selection, as shown at p. 11 of your letter & by several of your remarks.— As my book
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has failed to explain my meaning it would be hopeless to attempt it in a letter. You speak 

in early part of your letter & at p. 9. as if I had said that Natural Selection was the sole 

agency of modification; whereas I have over & over again, ad nauseam, directly said & 

by order of precedence implied (what seems to me obvious) that selection can do nothing 

without previous variability, see p. 80, 108, 127, 468, 469 &c "Nothing can be effected 

unless favourable variations occur". I consider Natural Selection as of such high 

importance, because it accumulates successive variations in any profitable direction; & 

thus adapts each new being to its complex conditions of life.— The term "Selection" I 

see deceives many persons; though I see no more reason why it should than elective 

affinity, as used by the old chemists. If I had to rewrite my book, I would use "natural 

preservation" or "naturally preserved". I shd. think you would as soon take an emetic as 

reread any part of my Book, but if you did & were to erase selection & selected & insert 

preservation & preserved, possibly the subject would be clearer.

As you are not singular in misunderstanding my Book, I should long before this have 

concluded that my brains were in a haze, had I not found by published reviews & 

especially by correspondence that Lyell, Hooker, Asa Gray, H. C. Watson, Huxley & 

Carpenter & many others perfectly comprehend what I mean.

The upshot of your remarks at p. 11 is that my explanations &c & the whole doctrine of 

natural selection are mere empty words signifying the "order of nature"; as the above 

named clear-headed men, who do comprehend my views, all go a certain length with me 

& certainly do not think it all moonshine, I should venture to suggest a little further 

reflexion on your part. I do not mean by this to imply that the opinion of these men is 

worth much as showing that I am right, but merely as some evidence that I have clearer 

ideas, than you think; otherwise these same men must be even more muddled headed than 

I am; for they have no temptation to deceive themselves. In the forthcoming September 

nor of the American Journal of Science there is an interesting & short Theological 

Arcticle (by Asa Gray), which gives incidentally with admirable clearness the theory of 

Natural Selection, & therefore might be worth your reading: I think that the theological 

part would interest you.)
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You object to all my illustrations: they are all necessarily conjectural, & may be all false; 

but they were the best I could give. The Bear case has been well laughed at, & 

disingenuously distorted by some into my saying that a bear could be converted into a 

whale; as it offended persons I struck it out in 2d. Edition; but I still maintain that there is 

no especial difficulty in a Bear's mouth being enlarged to any degree useful to its 

changing habits,—no more difficulty than man has found in increasing the crop of the 

pigeon, by continued selection, until it is literally as big as whole rest of body. If this had 

not been known, how absurd it would have appeared to say that the crop of a bird might 

be increased till it became like a balloon.

(With respect to the ostrich, I believe that the wings have been reduced & are not in 

course of development, because the whole structure of a Bird is essentially formed for 

flight; & the Ostrich is essentially a bird. You will see at p. 182 of "Origin" a somewhat 

analogous discussion. At p. 450 of 2d Edit. I have pointed out the essential distinction 

between a nascent & rudimentary organ.— If you prefer the more complex view that the 

progenitor of the Ostrich lost its wings, & that the present ostrich is regaining them, I 

have nothing to say in opposition.—)

(With respect to Trees on islands: I collected some cases, but took the main facts from 

Alph. De Candolle, & thought they might be trusted. My explanation may be grossly 

wrong; but I am not convinced it is so; & I do not see the full force of your argument of 

certain herbaceous orders having been developed into trees in certain rare cases on 

continent. The case seems to me to turn altogether on the question whether generally 

herbaceous orders more frequently afford trees & bushes on islands, than on continents, 

relatively to these areas.—)

(In p. 4. of your letter you say you give up many Book-species as separate creations; I 

give up all, & you infer that our difference is only in degree & not in kind. I dissent from 

this; for I give a distinct reason how far I go in giving up species; I look at all forms, 

which resemble each other homologically or embryologically as certainly descended 

from the same parents.)
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(You hit me hard & fairly about my question (p. 483 Origin) about creation of eggs or 

young &c—(but not about mammals with mark of umbilical chord). Yet I still have an 

illogical sort of feeling that there is less difficulty in imagining the creation of an asexual 

cell, increasing by simple division.)

(Page 5 of your letter,— I agree to every word about antiquity of World; & never saw the 

case put by any one more strongly or more ably. It makes, however, no more impression 

on me, as an objection; than does the astronomer when he puts on a few hundred-million 

miles to the distance of the fixed stars. To compare very small things with great,— 

Lingula &c remaining nearly unaltered from Silurian epoch to present day is like the 

dovecot pigeons still being identical with wild rock-pigeons, whereas its "fancy" 

offspring have been immensely modified & are still being modified by means of artificial 

Selection.)—)

(You put the difficulty of the first modification of the first protozoon admirably: I assure 

you that immediately after 1st. Edit, was published this occurred to me; & I thought of 

inserting it in 2d. Edit. I did not, because we know not in the least what the first germ of 

life was; nor have we any fact at all to guide us in our speculations on the kind of change 

which its offspring underwent. I dissent quite from what you say of myriads of years it 

would take to people world with such imagined protozoon.— In how very short a time 

Ehrenberg calculated that a single infusorium might make a cube of rock— A single cube 

on geometrical progression would make the solid globe in (I suppose) under a century. 

From what little I know I, cannot help thinking that you underrate the effect of the 

physical conditions of life on these low organisms. But I fully admit that I can give no 

sort of answer to your objection; yet I must add that it would be marvellous if any man 

ever could, assuming for the moment that my theory is true.— You beg the question, I 

think, in saying that Protococcus would be doomed to eternal similarity:—nor can you 

know that the first germ resembled a Protococcus or any other now living form.—)

(Page 12 of your letter. There is nothing in my theory necessitating in each case 

progression of organisation; though natural selection tends in this line, & has generally 

thus acted. An animal if it became fitted by selection to live the life, for instance, of a
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parasite, will generally become degraded. I have much regretted that I did not make this 

part of the subject clearer; I left out this & many other subjects, which I now see ought to 

have been introduced. I have inserted a discussion on this subject in the foreign Editions. 

In no case will any organic being tend to retrograde unless such rétrogradation be an 

advantage to its varying offspring; & it is difficult to see how going back to the structure 

of the unknown supposed original protozoon would ever be an advantage.)

(Page 13 of your letter. I have been more glad to read your discussion on "dominant" 

forms than any part of your letter: I can now see that I have not been cautious enough in 

confining my definition & meaning. I cannot say that you have altered my views. If 

Botrytis had exterminated the wild Potatoe, a low form would have conquered a high; but 

I cannot remember that I have ever said (I am sure I never thought) that a low form would 

never conquer a high. I have expressly alluded to parasites half exterminating game- 

animals: & to the struggle for life being sometimes between forms as different as 

possible, for instance between grasshoppers & herbivorous quadrupeds. Under the many 

conditions of life which this world affords, any group which is numerous in individuals & 

species & is widely distributed may properly be called dominant. I never dreamed of 

considering that any one group, under all conditions & throughout the world, could be 

pre dominant. How could Vertebrata be predominant, under the conditions of life to 

which parasitic worms live? What good would their perfected senses & their intellect 

serve under such conditions? When I have spoken of dominant forms, it has been in 

relation to the multiplication of new specific forms, & the dominance of any one species 

has been relative generally to other members of the same group, or at least to beings 

exposed to similar conditions & coming into competition. But I daresay that I have not in 

the Origin made myself clear, & space has rendered it impossible. But I thank you most 

sincerely for your valuable remarks, though I do not agree with them.)

(About sudden jumps; I have no objection to them: they would aid me in some cases: all I 

can say is, that I went into the subject, & found no evidence to make me believe in jumps; 

& a good deal pointing in the other direction.— You will find it difficult (p. 14 of your 

letter) to make a marked line of separation between fertile & infertile crosses. I do not see 

how the apparently sudden change (for the suddenness of change in chrysalis is of course
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largely only apparent) in larvae during their development throws any light on this 

subject.—)

I wish I could have made this letter better worth sending to you: I have had it copied to 

save you at least the intolerable trouble of reading my bad hand-writing. Again I thank 

you for your liberality & kindness in sending me your criticisms; & I heartily wish we 

were a little nearer in accord, but we must remain content to be as wide asunder as the 

poles; but without, thank God, any malice or other ill feeling.—

My dear Sir I Yours very sincerely, Charles Darwin.

Harvey, W. H. to Darwin, C. R., 8 Oct 1860.

40 Trin. Coll. Dublin 

Oct. 8. 1860

My dear Sir

I have to thank you for the patience & good nature with which you have listened to my 

crudities, & the trouble you have taken to meet several of the points I ventured to bring to 

your notice— I do not want to lead you into a controversial correspondence, or to be 

drawn into one myself, but yet there are a few matters in your letter that I would like to 

reply to.—

1st. — I never supposed you to say that Natural Selection could act without previous 

Variability. On the contrary, throughout your book Natural Selection is represented as 

dependent on " favourable" variations & conditions, ready to take advantage of, to 

perpetuate & accumulate any profitable item of differentiation;—but, in strict language, 

to originate nothing. Hence in my letter I have called her a Wetnurse, rather than a 

Mistress, & hence I can see how we may accept her as the manufacturer of multitudes of 

" species" (so called), such as they exist in our arrangements; and yet reject her as 

explaining unlimited divarications. The first impression of your book on my mind was
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that it too boldly assumed unlimited variability as the cornerstone of the argument; and 

this was the first stumbling block in my way, for I am strongly impressed with the notion 

(perhaps wholly wrong) that there is no law of organic or inorganic nature unlimited in its 

operation. And so, however widely species may vary, I suspect an oscillation in every 

case. In the case of your divaricating pigeons for instance, I should anticipate, after 

endless variations from type, either a return to type or extinction; but not the passage into 

a new type.

Among plants, I can believe in very wide limits of transmutation; but not equally among 

all plants. Orchids, Amaryllideas, Irideae, & perhaps most Endogens, & all Cryptogamic 

plants, are centrifugal in a very high degree:—so much so that whole genera or even 

suborders or Orders of our arrangement may be really no more than Natural Species. 

Thus, for instance granting Natural Selection to be partially true, I can see how all 

Graminece may have sprung from one common parentage, one aboriginal grass (a 

veritable Aira prcecox),—and how all Cyperacece, in like manner, may have sprung from 

one original Sedge. But here I stop, perhaps illogically, because between Gramineas & 

Cyperaceae I think there is a " saltus", or vacant space in which it is difficult to conceive a 

strictly intermediate type. The difference in structure of the seed—the relation of embryo 

to albumen—implies opposition (or polarity) to that degree that a half & half structure 

must be proved to exist before I can believe in it. Now Graminece & Cyperacece are 

unquestionably very ancient types, if the widest distribution & great diversity of specific 

form be proofs of antiquity; both also must have been dominant in a high degree for 

myriads of years or ages,—and yet, in embryological structure, in floral arrangement, in 

foliation & in stem,—we have no reason for supposing that the earliest grasses or sedges 

respectively, were materially different from those of today. Both Orders differ from each 

other by an exact, definite character of seed; and in neither Order do the genera rise in 

organization one above the other, but in both orders the genera, so to say, stand on a 

dead-level or common platform of organisation. This case (and several similar might be 

cited) appears to me to support the notion, that natural variability has strict limits; & to 

bear, so far as it goes, against the notion of unlimited derivation from a Protozoon.
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2d. — You regret having used the term Natural Selection, as tending to mislead, & 

propose Nat. Preservation as a better phrase. If you will not think it impertinent 

(understanding your theory so imperfectly as I do), I would suggest the term '"Natural 

Evolution" as expressing still more exactly the idea conveyed to my mind by your theory. 

Do you not teach us that all organisms, past & present, have been evolved, through the 

action of secondary or natural laws, from one created or primasval form? If so, Natural 

Evolution would well express the combination of all the powers of nature in the 

production of species. 3d. A word or two respecting the Ostrich's wings.— You suppose 

he has lost wings, "because the whole structure of a Bird is essentially formed for flight, 

& the Ostrich is essentially a Bird". But—if all organs ( wings included) have been 

gradually formed, through Nat. Sel. accumulating useful variations in successive 

generations;—unless the primal organism had wings & was essentially a flying 

animal;—then the earliest essential bird, or his remote non-bird ancestor, may have had 

only rudimentary wings. Now the Ostrich may be a slightly modified descendent of one 

of the earlier types, for his affinity to the Dinomis & other wingless birds suggests it.— If 

indeed the primal-bird were formed "per saltum" or by an act of creation, the case would 

be different;—we should then suppose his organisation to be perfectly adapted for flight, 

completely furnished as a typical bird should be. But if the primal-bird ascended from a 

lower non-bird form, it is not at all probable that the earlier types would have been so 

fully furnished either with wings or with feathers as those more recently evolved. Hence,

I do not see that it is "more complex" to suppose in this case an evolution, than a 

suppression;— when, according to your theory, the evolution must have once occurred, 

whereas the suppression, at best, only may have occurred. The only complexity I am 

guilty of is in supposing the Ostrich to represent an early type of bird, not a late one. 

Quere, what degree of carination of the sternum is requisite to constitute an " essential" 

or typical bird?— .... After all, I only alluded to the Ostrich to show that the facts of 

nature may be interpreted, by the help of your theory, in opposite ways;—that if you take 

one explanation, another may take the opposite, and both be equally plausible. It is a 

matter to me of indifference, whether the Ostrich be going up the hill or down again.
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4th. — You say that I beg the question of "Protococcus being doomed to perennial 

similarity".— I own to the begging',—but pray let me state how little I here beg. Truly we 

know nothing of the imaginary Protozoon; but as you say you "have less difficulty in 

imagining the creation of an asexual cell, encreasing by simple division" than an animal 

of higher organisation, I hope I am not incorrect in inferring that you suppose the 

Protozoon to have been such a cell, so encreasing.— Now, Protococcus nivalis is simply 

a spherical cell, asexual, encreasing by simple division. The sphere is also the simplest & 

most self-balanced form of a cell. Grant it to vary in outline however, & in size; for it 

does grow & has an average size when mature.— But however variable in such minor 

points, the structure is essentially the same in all individuals;—it is a simple, nucleated 

cell & no more. The question to be solved then is, how long has it remained in this 

condition?— Of course, the epoch at which it was called into being is wholly 

undiscoverable, but for the following (theoretical) reasons I think it probable that 

Protococcus is very ancient indeed.— If, as you suppose, all organisms were 

successively evolved from one primordial germ or Protozoon, by accumulations of useful 

variations from generation to generation, then it is reasonable to infer that organisms 

which depart least from the type of the Primordial are its nearest "blood relations". There 

was an age of Protozoa before the world contained anything else, & it was probably a 

long period, because it must (by theory) have continued till Variability, the Struggle for 

Life &c &c had evolved something better. There was time for protozoic forms to 

diversify indefinitely, if not to exhaust all possible differentiations to which unicellular 

bodies could be stretched. In our times the world teems with such forms; their genera & 

species may be counted by thousands & tens of thousands,—& yet, these are only 

remnants of the innumerable lost protozoic races that preceded them. Few, 

comparatively, are capable of fossilisation;—but the Diatomes are, and several of the 

fossil Diatomes are said to be specifically identical with forms now living.— Now, it 

does not matter, for my argument, whether the Pre-silurian Protococcus were spherical, 

or oval, or square, or stellceform; or whether it were red, green or brown; it may have 

gone through indefinite variations of this kind, and yet I should say it was doomed to 

perennial similarity, if, through all changes, it remained a simple, asexual cell.— Now, as 

it could not have been less complex than a cell & have retained organisation;—and as, at
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the present day, it is not more complex than a cell,—all I can say is that, since it was 

called into being, it has not materially improved in organisation. So far it has inherited 

"perennial similarity"; & I see no reason why it should not inherit the same to the end of 

the world.— But, you may say, why should Protococcus & similar organisms, be 

regarded as relics of a Protozoic, pre-silurian world & not modern organisations?— I 

reply:—either they must have come down to us as undivaricated protozoa, from your 

Protozoon by uninterrupted succession of generation;—or, they must represent higher 

animals & plants which once flourished, but which through gradual loss of organs from 

disuse, & a continual struggle with adverse circumstances, have dwindled down to a 

monadic condition;—or, they must have been spontaneously generated, from age to age, 

that is to say, the creative act of calling a living cell from the dust, must have been 

repeated an infinite number of times from the dawn of life to the present day.— I can 

find no other way of accounting for their existence; & I suppose your theory would prefer 

the first supposition, as the simplest—that they have lived, as Protozoa, from the dawn of 

life to the present day.—

And here I would observe, that if you maintain that Protozoic organisms now living are 

lineal descendents of the aboriginal Protozoon;—and if you also maintain that all higher 

animals & plants have descended (or rather ascended) from the same aboriginal 

Protozoon, through the agency of natural laws alone, without the personal interference of 

an Intelligent First Cause,—you are bound to show theoretically how such widely 

different results have been arrived at. At starting we have similar elementary organisms, 

under similar conditions of life, all exposed to the same struggle, all subjected to similar 

"laws acting round them". Why have some remained Protozoa to the present day, while 

others have developed into Whales or into Man?— Have the "perennially similar" races 

had no struggle for life? I suppose not, for they have remained perennially similar. But 

what kept them out of the struggle while all around them, of their own kind & in their 

own condition as respects outward circumstances were wriggling upward into higher 

beings? And what set these latter in motion? A struggle for life. Side by side, in the same 

sea, with the same water to swim in, the same food to eat, the same sun above them; one 

Protozoon remained in statu quo unexterminated, another advanced in organisation &
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developed nerves, sinews & bones; one perhaps was drawn into an eddy & so swam 

round & round forever; the other floated on a current & gradually drifted into a new 

phase of being.—

5th— You dissent from my requiring myriads of years to overstock the Earth with the 

imaginary Protozoon & refer to Ehrenberg's calculation of the time it would take for an 

infusorium to make a cube of rock. The time required will depend on the nature of the 

protozoon. If it secreted lime, like one of the Foraminifera, or silex, like a Diatome, its 

dead shells would rapidly form strata; but if it were like a Protococcus or an Amoeba no 

such result could follow for infinite ages. But my argument had reference to something 

more than a question of time;—I wished to show the difficulty of eliminating a struggle 

for life, of inducing variation, & leading, through Nat. Selection, to the evolution of 

higher animals from a protozoon, so placed in a universal sea.—

Granting however that it secreted lime, like a Foraminifer, & rapidly propagated itself: 

what would result?— I see nothing at first but a thin film of chalk spread out over the 

bottom of the ocean, & gradually encreasing in thickness till the sea became shallower & 

shallower, until (supposing lime enough) it was filled up at last;—all which filling up 

must have occurred before the struggle for life commenced, for so long as clear water & 

available lime remained the Protozoon (if analogous to his modern kindred) had all he 

required. And, as the available lime diminished, though the newer generations might have 

thinner & thinner shells, & might at last come to be membrane coated or gelatinous, they 

need not have made a single onward step;—& the fact of their contriving to do without 

lime would still further retard the struggle for life, for they would have fewer wants to 

supply, their debris would more slowly accumulate & the clear water would be less 

rapidly filled up. Suppose however that the lime diminished unequally, & that, in some 

favoured localities the lime-secreting species continued to propagate;—though you might 

then have two species "naturally selected" where but one had been before, yet the newer 

might be the lower & feebler type, for the power of secreting lime would be lost, by 

disuse, & with it whatever apparatus was fitted to that purpose. We may indeed suppose 

that the power of secreting might remain & be diverted to the secretion of silex or any 

other earth; and so we should get a third, or more species.— To this I have nothing to
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object;—all these & similar "specific" changes are compassable by Natural Selection.

But it is yet to be shown whether all such adaptations to circumstances have not, in every 

case, their natural limits. We can conceive a Protozoic world so originating & becoming 

greatly varied in "species" without one of them rising sensibly in organisation above 

another. Like snow-crystals their patterns may be innumerable, but their organisation all 

of a piece. The modem Protococcus may be very unlike the imaginary Protozoon in 

outward form & in habits of life, and yet, in simplicity of organisation, it may be 

identical;—each a nucleated, asexual, spontaneously dividing cell.

The arguments above applied to an imaginary protozoon appear to me to fit as well in the 

case of a reefbuilding coral;—and if Agassiz observations on the reefs of Florida may be 

depended upon, namely, that there is no difference in species between the bottom & top 

of a long persisting reef, it further illustrates the "perennial similarity" of low forms for 

indefinite periods.

6th. — A word or two more about Variability. I fear, by your referring me back to 

passages in the Origin where Variability is insisted on, you have misunderstood what I 

meant, when, in my letter, speaking of Unknown Laws of Variation, I say:—" If  therefore 

these are necessary, at starting, to set Natural Selection in motion, we are surely calling 

up a wholly different Agency to any set forth in your Theory" &c. I did not mean that you 

had ignored such Laws, for at the opening of Chap. 5, in speaking of them, you pointedly 

say that they are not due to chance, but to an unknown cause. What I meant was that, to 

variation from this Unknown Cause, & not to "Variability from the indirect & direct 

action of the external conditions of life, from use & disuse" (p 490) we must, in the 

present state of science, attribute all the Major divarications of the organic world, even on 

the theory of evolution from a primordial. We must, I think, draw a broad line between 

Variations arising from allied conditions of life, from use & disuse, and those Variations 

that introduce new stages of being, molding an animal body with symmetry of limbs & 

definite position of internal organs; that, early in the history of life, introduced a definite 

number of typical formulae (radiate, articulate, molluscoid, vertebrate, &c), & have 

retained these same types, through every change of outward circumstances, to the present 

day.— Variations arising from altered conditions &c, being impersonal, may fairly be
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referred to secondary causes;—but the other & infinitely the larger class of unresolved 

Variations, including Correlation of Organs or modelling after a preconceived pattern, 

imply personality, & therefore (to avoid pantheism), I ascribe them to the Creator.

Natural Evolution, no doubt, takes advantage of every such organic change & 

commences a new set of modifications upon it, but (as I think) is insufficient to explain 

or originate it. These steps (however originated), and however small in amount each may 

be, are the saltations for which I have all along been contending,—the non-recognition of 

which, in the theory of Natural Selection, appears to me like leaving out the keystone of 

the arch.

But it is useless to carry on the discussion. I must again apologise for my prolixity, & 

remain,

My dear Sir I very truly yours I W. H. Harvey
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iti IR IS H  Z C C LE8IABTICAL GAZETTE. fSeptember 23, 1874.

FB 0FK 88O R  T Y N D A l.L 'S  AIH1KE88.
F » « rrw »  Ti*t>JiU !• a tiraH tnu  if h» Uilok» frat tpc-rcl lo 1«  
In «117 iÌKi)VTf. Yft ho uinn» u» tini hii «ludi «Jdraaa «M in- 
liml'J, no* lo info»» ►ciMiUf» inm o( tn j w «r dio.irnty, itor lo 
kit lira varili ho» hiflh Ih» lidi «f human knovlnl^p luta norr 
riara, la i  n» « ly  lo MPIt II* righi nf philaanplim to inilt* «arar 
tiuni »ln.li lli.y annoi prvrr. u I bar» Inurbo! rm itahnlnkhlo 
qttMlioiM. «tri W  Jrao rrarr d»iig«tr.u» granali - «ni ibi» p u d ; «Uh 
Uw ri«» of l.lling jroa, imi limitigli tuu li*  world, lini on Ih»« 
nmoltoiu «cirura risimi un rari urtiti righi of nartk II li noi to 
Ih« j.ilnl to m j Ibii IIm r b n  of l.ourtio» imi Bruno, of Dinrln 
imi Sj.nr.r, m»y 1» wtung. /  mtmJt llit fattOtUiljr. dormi»? if 
M t/J  m iai» lìmi ikrtt mttm triU tutingo tktiUttitoo. Hot Ih# 
paini In, (hit ■hitlirt righi or wiong. «« dall» tlir frtralatn lo di»-

1V.1I, » Ilo foll ili» Ibi din Mi»ion t 11 lio ilrni» Ih» right of 
uarali I In out opinion, tein a  «unhi U  moro rlignifiod If il 
r»«>«l la |iirlrnd ibal «aran. trnmtiiy miralo» or ih l«f«m  »rith 
It l'tof.tior Ttik)«1I «brini T rari !  «ni <-f Ih. Ilriiwh A««o- 
«iition, illboagii no prMea mialoak hi» for » Cliririun. Tb» 
Brilliti AMatMUion wtt wrlromnl lo IUftd bj n*a of «11 I*n>- 
tcri-ml drnoiniailloni, » ho orrcr ilr- juji-l Hut the iltghlrM rt-lù 
eme« Mould lo  ünpwd upon lb  no ml ■ r» l«jr ra»|irrt for ih* drarrri 
antri Unii» of Ut» lining or 11»  Ini bop» nf ih . dring Mm- 
trulli» of III« rlrruy »ho HMmmI lo l ’rofràior T^mìill *ooW bar. 
li.« a hmrllljr gl ni If ho h»d »fK'iit li h iimn (*ir»rc Iw* tordi noi 
«n)vy dry ecicrw* without •  thcoJoirkel reUtb lo «ir» il uir* -*\ 
in myí.r\¡t frankly bow far fiditi» hai «ad aWtiiveJy m u it i  
view* whtili tbwdogtin» uì*4 to hoM They fvgafd ibo wotld m « 
Voltinw writ lem ht Òod'* finger, end UMnAsp, *o Ut a* il 11»A Wjj 
tvully dfflypherod« a* * bultor roLrimrnlery üftfífi Ili* cdlwr volume» 
lh»f) *11 tnnjlliotw itili |rf«Jri'ph*r*jion# JMlt |ry«rllirr At iti litiSdltig 
they have »urn intend fr*»kly any notisti fluì the world v u  non 
riUtrnt « f. w ÜiotMind yr«UB bj;o, or lU t within * wt«k after tt 
b(titntl«d mwly rib*d« ont e>( lite void A<!ntn *nd Kvì Wrfr eviltiv*liti- 
the *oil of H»tr< Hcterw« h*« rem Ini ini them Uni thè Script ore 
repteeetiU Ihe ttiVVtith day «• itili, titid *11 Uul L-dWe M
r ole ring imo ila r»4 • «od ungili l»v thia TijeiifUt« thoy «re filile 
remi/ to ticcrM m tanni» m «detieo m* «hown herrelf (Ìi»poio4 io 
«luir«' her f redil til»«.

If rrligfoun men emipUin of IVofe*«* Tynddl il U bwwtne he 
•et hit mere*! gt»Mi*e« *g«Ìn«l out derptai rouviHhtiu, tiod ignored 
rolioly tU  m did and releutiU lo£U on wliV h out r^vlctiotu rat. 
Ho so m^nMÍv« «|ie«ch exactly whrm no |W*on oonld
tijuwer him, «tul ««id U  d»d tò on brliaif of fiw  diacwiwion. 11« 
ttMd hU rank I* Pmidimt of i  BriantiSe Araociilion lo g in  «dii 
lo tomi**.

I l m itkn Ira* lin i hi« historial »unimary «houtd 1« il.fi-.tlre «ad 
, nnjul ; tliil li» ihouhl i l  oora «tcnl* thè Inlellerlail aUiiiimenl» 

of riguw «od b itu t ii , ind Arpttm thou of a e d lr o l Christiiail)- ; 
or Dui b* «houli! «Uriliuk lo tllial'ig? thè ho iti mg of Bruno, vr il II - 
out Diking Ilio alighieri mention of tho Kafonnilion, Lui for »hi.h  
bn »Tir Iild l.ian mid Ihit Kepler from hi» German home d.Ged 
live fio».»- l-eyorid lb« Al]»." kfioaulip WTote. " it il  chi.il i lo 
IIm giri! Ir foniti luci of mlgion lini »* o n  Ibi grral nfm ution  
of j’hilMopbp," and ihuwid in joriiculir that the i . form, ri »era 
lite Diri to Shako I IT Ih. yeke of A natoti«. Yel l'mf.m.r Tjrwlall 
hai eonlrirol lo gira a biatorj  of philOioiiliT. of Uia lul.fnl 
inRnnwo of Arialoll., ami of ih» luti il «ranca of iWolngy, inlboat 
«07 »> rima of 111» bel timi IhoohpT *c,l Ih» ran of fra* thought 
Thia ia noi adantiDr, tot acieme gire» mjtn] »righi lo lulatahle ami 
impalalaUi troll,.

Our .Ilici er.ihjdainl, Imvarcr. oonlinu«« to l»  thia ; that tha 
granirai liring eaparimenulial, «ho «old  bara taugbt tu «o much 
»ilhin hla o»nJproTÌne«, tbrev hi» chine« ««17 in arder la liuti 
«I our fiitb in Goti a irrita of mere ('injertara». Hja bariilitr lo 
raltgW eoohl ni A cu  a para tlm raorraUt name of Norton withoul 
»«marking lhal Iría »lody of o li,«  robj«k ■' leml.-l lo rewter him 
kaa, Inalttd of mura comprimi to dead »db Iboobigial and bilione 
rullata." If thia « r a  In», il wonbl «juall? U  tra« of 
T/sdaU aa of Newton. But toa oul/ importance of iba »017 ad-

drrw w t  *rw ojiw 'h'iin^  i» dcrirttl fnmi our icMtiijr.Urtt thct
it i* w i  true—  thtit iuttOftptlMl |»vowcws pnrrtd in oiia U H , in tuA 
h'fl U U iiid  wlkcii llw  ftitettlion i*  ranw ttly  dir<«t*yl tU w h r  r*.
One wlio think* tlnil a Rian 14 «D«da tin of W ly »ml Imin nhouM 
U  the l**i to PDfidi—  «* frr i*ndog u #  ojnnien of the m U te«*  
orginiftilioi} which ever ** Mcrttcd thougiii,1 lh*l thetf era« morv 
ia ¡t*clf tlum a body and a bmm. Bat» in traih, Newton« medi» 
ttitiofu gut« him * »JitchleM right to U  quot'd up.*» tU  »uljttiA 
of oar d*jr. lrof the »u|»r*mvy of Uw Ihroof^oal ualure v «  
never more keenly felt than by him who Uotrd the plancta in tU  
tbainof fcrwiltilkm. f t  thercforw, tU  Uw* of nature were really 
itiefin»UUnt with brlfcrf in God, Uie iueeevti*tei)ey would have been 
aa «]>|<xmit to the ilitcon-m of f^iviution a* to the expounder» of 
the convertibility of force.

T ie fact nevnthrli** retnaim FlotMKH Tyndall declii’O* New
ton unfit to think about tbo'topy Ikhqiom Ijmp waa dUtingnTkbed in 
rdeuce ; and %>:« » idraigbt forward to ittw.k lbeob.^y uiwlcr •heller 
».if liia own pd.itntifk emtnmcv. Barb an ai *a*lant will n -t utwlef. 
itatc kit s ir .  Vet be doe* tn4 even jitrtotid lo have OTfrtkrota 
u*. but only to prwiici that we »hall W overthrown by and by. 
Two tbwwie« of ekietotm are ia tier beld. On* leacbee tW  a pec* 
mmI Gcd taado* tbe world by n jK t̂od tae>.1iJjcaii<m* of mat tor 
which He 41 in the bt-giniitiig maUKL*1 Grant it« {imniM of 4 
(M3iw»DvI God, aikd iiv coocIu«i >n ¡irwMinie no diflirulty, for III* 
pftiWtioti i which U not the author of c<ojfu»wnl >ant* for tb#-p 
(»rderly anil metbodicnl protfita« of crratio-n m exodly a* drretoji- 
iiiriit con do. Nor j* lliii tlicory «tulwmiHiotl, oi iu  nr si i«t by tM 
itDfoectbibly of leaping over certain vaatchtom*, fnen death to life, 
to lh* mimiMiib, to cv*ti*cHj'U*nrvial p» im »n, to «donrthui-

It i* not ibfpwl to own, in the act of denvJoR thjuijbl from 
«¿amthm, that ** wa try to »oar in •  vacuum the nkonmnt we >oek 
to eonipmbend the cot* lion lulwren It ha* not to eon feat
conctmin^ relijpon, eonccniinn love, conecntinK nature, poetry and 
art, cotM*rotng even the awrctnfa of nv̂ nr and tbo biltcmt** of 
aloe*, that44 no »hquato rroKon Imt m r  Iwea tii»darod ’ for iLt ve 
f» u  of cou»cb7U«ŵ A. The theory «  stl^tiito to^pfdew itb  «11 
Ibrw phdvnnwn.1 . while l’rufoeor Tyndall eonfraeM tl*al “ aa 
A nchl median fulcrum 1* Ik re lequired width the human mind can* 
not coinrmiJA'i, and the attempt to w>ivo the protiktn in , , , Ilk* the 
rilorl uf a su it Iryiim to lift himwtf by hi* owii wabtlkAtid ,H .Nor 
doea he touch our Chrirtuu evidenete. Unifying with irmirtable 
eiuphaid* to  a  hiatory whfccb Invnlraa tli&i theory. Neither ctoca lw 
prodoa* any count* rtnkmdng evidence of the hrttoruml tmth of ihe 
rival thoh'iy. He will not even mmtI that it« eo«*-lunion* follow from 
it* jireuilte«; g&t atfina w tth any ecmMcnce that n r n  if we grant 
at'mu to have Lee» endowed with the my*toriou* |4*lituiu*ry ua* 
pulw, they tuuld oven th«n lav* evolved an iuimd or a world. 
Even grant, *n animal, and he dittincfljr rrfawa to j*rn c that »jtlvef 
animal* nan Ije evolved withf«ut intalUgatit vuprnntondaner. Them 
rtartliog eenfemion« arc itnnltod in the fallowing qooUtiou* —

"The itrengtL of the d'rtri»*e of tvaluta* e»in*tala not in an 
4 cxjwriiiwatal daiDCjtialratio«/ for tb« aubjei \ u hardly aoeearibto to 
thi* itiotlo of pfOoC' "The whole jirooe»* i f  w b iw n  n tha moni* 
featation of a power qltafly toocmtahU to the intellect.'’ 44 The 
view.» of Darwin a ml flfloaoar may h« wvtiog. I commdo tba poo* 
aitolity, deeming it indeed certain that thee« vitwi will anderco 
modification,1*

Thai it »land» oonfe*«ed that all the atomic theory la built on a 
‘prri«a|<*,’ on mere r j « u t i l w h i c h  may be wrong,and which art 
rvriatn to undergo inodi&cation. Matter* »Uml lima •—It  ie plain 
that God (Who i* our poetulate) could create a work!. Ana wr 
*wrt that hiatorieal evidanca la forthcoming In  < v«nU whkh 
jtivolve both the cxi*touce of God ami the fact of creation. Bat, on 
the conlnry, when we grant the po*tutite of atom* impelled by 
tone* attraction or affinity, you «till need a **«jy.ton m* iiower,” an 
« iuwdublc uyaicTy ;*f jrvti am «till unable to ptcducw any "extwti- 
nrnnUl dnnonetrwtton f  y«iu are atill dvfwndtnt upon thooneewukb 44 may be wr*og,” and am certain to lw 14 ui-xlitxd.1 People are 
eotnewhat haoty who think dnuuna of thie kind, dignified by the 
name of adener. to bo very dangercma to ChnoUaoity. Von cannot 
proto« to explain the world by intrododng inaoluUe myrterie* ;
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im i  y n  iterai iv*  elalm  lo  I u t e  rcfulrel inrtL in-*, if  y,.ti pcvnenll/ 
confo*  (hut so  / Xpert mettila I d iiuo iirire lion  U pora il/le. Y/ra are uM 
re ry  «eientiflc «beai )u n  "  pro long lb« viriti« lockw ard  arru /o  ila« 
U nto ti» !/ írf 111» t ] |( i im i r < h !  o ii lc n « - , « s ii 4 k m n  in molte* II»  
prmmae »mi |«4 c n c r  c.f « re ty  h m  sud  qu iU lv  o f lìfr."  W to i  w *  
f a ta l i /  Iim m ir an im ato ) m aile r n o »  t r o lm L  « h l r l  ean tini» 

diaconi ”  * “  piotili»» »mi poUoca f  i l n t  lì« co lli« ! / (» to r r i  •< H ,  
M p rtin ien la l n rU rn e»  T  A to ra  «11, lu to  il itl l  « e  r* a u c i le  all ibi« 
w ifh II»  «U trtuetil tim i u  noi « id o  A Hite*]«, »-V vnfu i M U  Apre* 
t t i i r ,  m * ttntn C b a r-h , Mibl», o r l-jin-1 I n i i l k n ,  tau ri « o  tn m  in i  
» lo " » l * l ( c  o f ili» i io irm o . Lui lo  Ilio dintel I n in l i j^ U o t in f nalar*
by o W n tliu n  #«tf <sptm asut f  AfU-r rodi •  pongnpb, on* u  
more «muinl lima Urrifuti lo fin d  tb« mio« mldn «  pt.tpouodliu 
" lu b ll»  h y ir i lb « « ,“  « IlH i req u in  tu  lo prolong our ra tó n  1* /™ ) 
»11 III» «viib-nca of e*]*riiuenl.

Hai Ibi* I» roti all, Tb» tlicor/, erto a* * dream, i* rvnftmvdly 
anali» Ut umiliti wilh ti» pb*o<m»iia «lurli mani U  mplalim/i 
Wo i n  l»M plalnly timi --vrry antaeedeut hai Ih oqturili ni ir,ni» 
quoti. (Ter/ i-on«y|uiDt il» aq niellimi »nUeralvnt, an-l limi vtlnl 
al »»11 ai pli/ival plwtuinvo» »r* “ ondt-r lb» l»w of tatuai con 
meditili." Il f.dlowa limi ih» at-uu am' altkr riB|’>nait le fi» n n j  
art of f, lt.M uni «le./Utl-iiifr», of l,Hh*r ta l  Imo X., of Malconci. 
Calapliaa, Incarto», ami Citrini Tltu guu-relimlios, wi irmi. “ biud- 
ntliuv faat in fai»,” and il -- rtaiitly ecuflftaa man aa ri nidi/. U'Iial 
anhtmltot tan I* >bu«D, Ibi«, lo ttnoinl fot col oinn of 111» 
radi-al iliflrr*ni* Imi»too lb» ino»« niiaelturroui Minulti and lite 
irsat {«olitali» trini* I If «a lia*» »»olnnl otirtrltaa fr/un Ih- 
Arridi*« lo liti Tanl'in bj iba rirutoiUttr celali me bow tnuld auc.h 
anlcttdrni» m uli in Oor pmfcitnd rettoci for w lf «atrilior, wbich 
plafnly titillimi Irti Itila fiiiriatncnUt la* of il» woiil ? If ih* 
ilonk  ll*o>/ li» enrrert, rlr» ami »irti» aro «libo liHtriuMe, 
Marnale«, and ridurlo» re) ; bal lb* generei *ne/-|iUt«et nf aueh a 
tintinno « llalli «hakzt «Miei/Ica II» f  m trini lune Mr llrroniioe'i 
lorid fané/ of «Ibi olla in •  rerlh-4 lion ras» «<nld noi I» muro 
repula!» lima a cuionmidt/ ubi b Uh««»/! in tnUrtnp d«eqm 
Iban ih» «tramila for t>ùt*nta (or a» IV-fMaor T/ntlall unnd/ |.uli 
11, “ Urti tb» wtikril coluta lo lb» «all ') ; «hbb b w « l ibi* n lo 
nMblnj boiler iban Ma oair liimp»), tbal “ "tu lutai ami drink, ami 
alr and riaieiw tiara apriteti/ Iraiu»» orienta! r«l tu' ami Importane»,' 
and wbtrh km » of nollilnj! nvorttidurinu Iban “ atnudm >(uonún/ 
tlond." A«/ a«-]»!/ bolli oa »'vii a en*ti «onld t»nd iloalf lo in»« » 
«tibin t». ir« HionUin Ylt «hai aiiltrmlanl, «a ank, m i  l*f-,nj 
tatuad Irnlli lo 1* thn» ¡«atilmlinl I f aa ibo«i I» I le  icat»* of 
tnilb Ibmmh «blèb mitrria!l>in «vold poab tu alralpbl tu aoat» 
tblag far inoro drradfiil I bau tb» f'"tnmtuie t A/ain, * bai *' canuti 
emine« li-in *' trrr moda a falulv«-«] nltvaliti;; an-l avMtm» I Y«l 
ile liiibtnl ami I,/ far Ih» innat ponrarful litoral Indurite-, rrhi. lt llta 
»'/rid haa a m  knonn «»• Ihal nf l liHalianil/ ; ami 111» lu. lort 
bb*l ititi eonMúfl u llial tri oor lLcdmnutr'a cltamel«r. Ko atutWnl 
of llut tharertar and (hit inflttrneo ran deli/ lini tlirir o«oU n-r-t 
n ariib-.j l,j failb in a («raonal and un atlirc Cmd. fan  il tlirn t-c 
ibnnt^b III» door» nf fatteli-/-»! «link llw «oriti «la Imi u|>«anl finiti 
tb» Ilonun arena lo lb» boi]-itala, alnubotutr, ami poorh-oi-r» b» 
«hifb Chi, diali il/ ptoUrta aniiwl " lb»*«r»ivat of Ib» aliioisrat l" 
And, one* un«», «hai ««** lb»  nnteemltnla in Ih« Judaiim nf tha 
firrt «tinlnr/, froni «bleb nalurnl aeltrtwn trolrtd a Cbrint ; and 
«bal ÜM aitlaeadoola, all ore» Ih» «orld, of whkb lb» natorei 
ODnH>)ti«ati w*ta aalnta, vliuina, alvi mari/re I

Mr. I trillo», tri Ilei faat, in ao adutireM» unuon,* baa |rtìolt»l 
« il  anotUr fatai da» In thè atgouienl. Ila «lyj»a llui atim «  
attouiaa fnim lb» «lineo-" tri pl/ri-al «anta and oaiurillaatlie 
tjUrtono» «ri «bai «111 aaliafy Ht«m. UTirn ili« inami «od Uhi 
(Ivwei nippli a mutual «arti. -  lem* cooclutlre liuti" lo 1»' adapud 
for uno anoUier. Alvi li» aaka «b-lltrr ut Iter» noi da«(i apntiul 
IHcwultiM vbleh onl/ Ibe fàupr-ro- 8|dril u n  udiri/. Pr/dre*-* 
T/ndatl coutreaea, bul Snuera utleily uocond-lifeb " Ut» iituntiaablo 
t ú »  ni tba rrllpooa M U nntk* 11« aaja—“To /W d iti» aerili 
m ut reateataMt aaliafaction I* llta peri4.1 riti i.( poblani« al tb» 
jaeaa.ot Irmi." Col ha ia t-nilaut to «na|in*» » iiiloan tt-.n llit-o/, 
«laidi il •  ¡II abalice a» inarrilaU/ m «team «baUera a Imi tré «itboul 
i  ealer.

•  TU* rriadpireef e r t a «  and BaUtlt* tbaaaa». A-lalc. UellaaC

\Y »  »ball conti ivi» I-/ qo-riing I f  r i e r i  Hiootr/to-n-binualio» o f
ibi Clirirtun li/jmb-- .#. an-l «»•■ Ir« Im* fir Ibr A ll ialit ibeoty 
turo« under lb« aiiw laib 11« «litri m tb»l’rtoeicl-' r.| baoloijy— 

Tb« hj(>dht»i* tri aprrial emitiona lumi pul In 1— «oriblr-a»; 
ortLl*:» I,/ ita dmva'.ion. »oitlilna in Ila iiti ritta» luio!" trevo*, 

Tortblfrtar altaolul'l/ «ilbool tiriti-tire, «i.nb'nnat pnt talari) inj{ 
«n intellaelnal roed, »nrtblej *t noi aaliri/iug a moni «airi ' <p. 
"Hi. Ilure at» firrgmnnila triramare, litr i«M  bau Mr.'fhuii'-ri'a 
adininr ami diadpu certitad I 1. Tilt riar.iotfioa of il»  rivai ay»t»ao 
ia txrtilkd lo U  In a eial.m plolomud back treni nenoa Ih* bonbdarj 
of tilt »ii«en tot,ilul ir  Piente. J Ita iadr/iiric euftrrraoc it frenkl/ 
ckceritaxt li/ il» ip -t l-  in lb» fiucritlng » '1*1» —*' \VI«m •iiaa'-m 
»«ti«»»' are apokn of, »lieti ' tb* diUkimliatloai (ri a lia-nr, al Imi 
valori/ amati ire,' it «|»>k-u tri, and wltm llieae |«t» »«•»* are aaao* 
iia!.rl «tlb * il»  torvi in-«lion cri «n orgaiiUm l»/ 11* curlreaiucnt,’ 
Ih» aatb» laireUcltam »illiout ■ unirci, or cren apprtateb lo cubiate, 
la !Hi|tUuf. 11111» i» no furio» jruild» l-l«eeu il»  Iwu 4 a»»»« 
of fartc — D» ntrdire po»»t in lire lutellf I of man lo «prif il «rth* 
OUI l'eliral lupi ut» frolli 111» on* l i  lb- olW ." 3, A* for crfticiree. 
hr kaa loM u» Hall lu  Hren^th “ comiita noi in un «amimanlaj 
duu- i.'IrelioD, fot Ilvo «ubprcl 1« b.rdly ac. -»ritti« lo »loe noel' «f 
jtt-rtf,1' 4. 1 u t  rad of *ttu/\fi*9 un lutti Itti unì tu*-!, «» al» lold 
nf ila "on»*reKiM« mola,' of " lo,-tcal lopiuir," ami of "ae«tinf 
in a atoutn," « lo»  » •  try lo ee-nlovl ila aaOir* and iraulU lo* 
BUlicr, 0. Ami (ór ™r atonri ott'./r, il proel«* Ilo “ j«tf*clt/ 
ltant-e nd-mlal Tallir" of *' moki *it-l drink.’

IVhm Mr. Kjtrocer and Pniraar/i Tvo lill hav» actUrd Ut»«» 
ditfirolticj tri lb»Ir u»n. ut «bali dl«e<i««' «lih tb»-» Ut« -JiUlcultif« 

rl~«liat tbey ojiirebiantl/ foraci— Ih» evitiate«« tri lltetun.
fi. A, f i

B ea e t  K U m or» X lo c tlo n  o r  B la b o p
Arcb-lratna ! tarlar >a» dal; trici/d 4»> Ut» D.ilepnc. 
•Me« la bla («ria»! «ara 1(3 la/, airi I*f (latitai. “ 
1« Iba ticket liai

■ T U t d a r  i b .  Vea. 
.. T I*  M a !  im utU e t4 

Carne ItauiUalimdaaevW

tb.
Q'|j»ri|) ilolfs of Ibe Wontb-

Eri neo a« or Armueh. A «lerlrmrt .laUodik« ia co li»»»-« atri Mi» lilojl-rtii bai jttat Icctt i-toroi in Peuìjwf.lttir.li In lleli aon, Tlcitnaa 1u»»mi. Imi.,»* Ir-t»l ii,/urdlo 11« rtber rat «alna -I tba (amile. Dr. Havua »*» warb rrteoutd In I'un:*w»«, »lata 1« ln<4 f-o t—nj nata, uri iti» laudi/ bau far»» roaotrtrd «irti ine oriritb'wb-ut Ut »esce llta« t.o canfUlt»». 11» eilrli» »*» ti«pi*e-l Ir»« 
Ur tMtliKltwa ri Tl.t/aa Ina*, tai. M.K.I *-. b) iltaara Itcatto. Ibitt-o, «0*1 Mait», r-Htc/ikk-Mirti, (Vuoi Htrd-11. Uf-Soti. atri lu» l.aat wr.-'o;l.i ota «11b Iba tout/luc»» tri -• bmiu. bratti) oí i!cai«n-u>d aadjcuee eri »ori«aw»blp, abkbibatmltmM tk* »otta -f Inai (ataúd li» li fcaa 
he»« inatrud in Ur rnuh »all ri tba Katr, mal la ll-e bociauibn ed thè Iralo- l* Kr, intqt rta han l«co o-U-riue-d, l«l 11 la aa eaalnfk «I tra li» ■« tflreatlW «o/è. «ideb i»/ Ut« cari a 4 uni co Ibr |.:.rnf;b ri —. calrijaUJ £lu»*lk «iteb/*a In Vntb Mlnltar Tf» -1.1/ pKldu Ucautrtd la Uta Inmuta in II« au j ri 11» ini.Ut eroi, aia rtMI», a alar ri ali retri*. »Itoli lortnoai**» «tlb ti» (n»/al /bali», airi ft«ma a letlnlik bari- t/» ti» liti, al II» Uve/* Un anele«, a Inau èt placed aula Ito lai», a mi un aolMlan ;-~Inknla(«bncai/ri Wtlliaat P--
JaniouI » ,  IMI, atra 40 jaui, atri ri KlUalatb, 1,1 «ila, 4.01 *L„i.,; JS lato, «¿id«I j/ala. tlj ite« cUbilcn. t«A Tba •urb'» tu Um ..,tn 
plctol uri aeturt-l lullapUer turici il»Okcvlzna ri K. ¥. lUnka, E«q,C E, 
ri IkilartDlocese o f  O n b lln  u le tid r io u g b  ned XUdere—Tío anutri
aUltalleori tke dut'aa ri IMdui OblrtaloiUt alni Iririaa* »til liba j4m» »0 theallb, SMb. and rjlbritirl. letneal Ifle Katvri ri Patio, a i 
ai K-zeuiUt firi,ibal ri OlrndakpaA’b <e iherih, and li'L r*rt, -l ri Kiitar*Mi OkH f((!p *- - -

Tu* Itatohloooi ri IlalWrnin (a/mitW tir U n .  Iletui OtiM.rellh «lih 
a raioaUe Uattncrial and ,, ,nrin*tri ad-b/ra .n  Pti Ut, ?ub  Augnai. 
Tf» drjoUiiie Itjcociiiinx tln puaabkbaca «aa litlnriièr/.l 11/  Mr. Mauri 
4.4.10.«,, end Ilo o lir»« aia im i Lj la , Vené, TW »drlrre* n t-.u lri 
lo Mr Jaiuti 11 (iltnjygtl »4 Intuì liroctaai-alrr« , In tiaa no-i arluU:

^ T f r  ¡ « i u L / . . n  noli fo riv i, r i  .tot II»», l 'e a 'e t  11. tU a-bar, M .A , b a u  
j.r.a. vitti fu* » tlb  >n adderà«. *u la/ I r a i jn u k i i  r i  Ibe lacualianzcy r i  tb*

‘    ‘    T I»  addici« lu di n *  »tiicb ba bad bcW to in«» tino rialrtccn irete TI» ad/le ce  bri 
breu iii'iivcnaled in bia lu i Ojle bf Mr. I  110(4 in/, ri Unal I.'ri/r»»v è - 
dtirl, and li »a* ac-u-'-lanwd t«r a maini reni atri .—Ur crcfew <« «dèi 
utili, In*» Ikn ratatdufiMriit ri Ucuia IValeilmur and è* .ri Itewairro, 
tad a rt-c/pc- 1«  ‘kr Iriar-t* ri arount «al* rii ed Mia. ISalk/f «ai |*»- 
«nini al Ila un» line* «dii a Uauldri rritl viaria and -Iala lo bea eaaOJ foraria TI» cblMreo ri II* fonai «buri hai* ato («««alai ber «Oh aa 
arili u t  and a ditto palr 'ri diaaln*-««» taadiraUrk». aa aukenri Urie
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Appendix C

‘Revelation, geology and the antiquity of man’ in the Irish 

Eccelesiastical Record, 1880.
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< ««> / o o v , .1 I 'lV  i /y !>/ Jf.nt,

merely bo that of .’idh'Othig nml combining, while to ml,,,,* 
most "go all tho glory "f painstaking research ()V,,r 
and Uunl, <>' di#*’ovcr by actual examination if wlint t|„. 
phihwS'phcr-* say bo true.

Kvcvythile-r loads OS to believe tlmt our globe jK ,,f 
immense anti.juity. A ft or tho creation of our plum-t it i* 
oortaia that tor long ages it underwent various change* 
Irotu tho action of lire or water, or both elements cotu- 
biiiciL Moses* writing ou tho subject, in tin- Book of 
Getn-.-es, says: •• The earth was voiil niul empty, ami dark- 
uess w.ss upon the luce of the sleep.” Resting on its frame 
of porphyry ami granite, which umlcrltsy it and permeated 
ami supported it. as the spine fttul bones «ml ribs do tin- 
human body, our sphere soothed and swayed « turbid, 
unsettled mass, until God soul: “ Lot the  waters that are 
under the heavens be gathered together into one place, and 
let tho dry land appear: and it was so done. Anil God 
called the dry land earth, and the gathering of tho waters 
he called seas.” Scientific writers are forced to  admit the 
truth of the picture presented by the Inspired Word in this 
passage: for it is n favourite theory of theirs that the 
secondary rocks Found in the depths of the earth were 
formed there by deposits from turbid waters on its 
surface.

Geologists tell ns that for ages before the appearance 
of man on this sphere the earth was covered with rust 
forests, which, in the stillness of nature, undisturbed by 
voice or sound of living thing, grew tlieir b r a n c h e s  ami shed 
their leaves, ami when their term came died and fell down 
into the earth from which they linil spmng. Century after 
century they deposited in the earth trunks and branches, 
gigantic relics of these primeval forests, until tho vast 
accumulation pressing down, laver upon layer, formed 11 
solid mass of vegetable deposit, endless in extent, and ol 
great consistency and depth. These accumulations arc tw  
coal beds which are found in sr. many places, niul vine« 
bear upon them tho impress of their" origin, inasmuch as 
they are often stamped with the images of the trees o 
which they uro formed. ,

From an examination of the r-oal strata, in which but le" 
remains of animal life are found, geologists ari- constrain 
to admit that the vegetable kingdom was the first in on vr

1,1,5 5**«* creations that took piece, after the earth, by >■ 
separation from the water, bad acquired consist* ncv » 
firmness. Open the Book of Genesis, and you wr» f,n'*



lj,jn »cicrilifio admission «H in pvrfeH accord will» (he 
\t" lie' narrative; fur ln'lwi i n (lie morning nml ■ veiling of 
I . “ lliird. **u: V,IV ""  which (In: waters were
I'vi it »If tin-’ onrth's surfnee, 111 : m ill; ** Li l the < artli bring 
( "rtli tb# green li‘-’r l> [11,‘* a“ may seed, and the fruit
live yielding fruit after its k in d ; whiefi may have seed in 
ituelf opon the earth. Ami it was (hint-."

If Genesis nml geology urn in perfect hnnnoiiy «- to 
[lie fact thill tin* plants and I r e , «  were tin- find living 
tilings put upon tin- earth 's surface, tln v are i-ijuully agreed 
as to the period of the  creation of the great reptiles and 
monster« of the deep, d o s e  upon the eoid feds, and 
Kprciul over tileiii like a  carpet, geologist® have discovered 
strata of chalk, green sand, anti oolite, which contain a 
great accumulation of the  remains of reptiles of a gigantic 
siKC. They have given them fmieiftil names, such a s  the 
Icthyosauri, the  Plesiosauri. Put what is  more to the 
point, they have exhumed them. and. from closely studying 
their anatomy, they have heeu enabled to  build them up 
and exhibit their vast skeletons before us : and they have 
shown them to he a “ frightful throng of lizard, compared 
to which our own are  mere pigmies, which spread terror 
through the ante-diluvian seas."

Geologists adm it that these creeping tilings were 
•reftted posteriorly in point of time to the primitive forests, 
hat anteriorly to the great animals that peopled the ancient 
world.

Again, let us open the Book of Genesis and follow the 
aider of the work of the  seven days. On the “ third day." 
.1« we have seen, the vegetable world sprang into existence.
!, d'o “ fourth <iny” the sun and moon were cast into 
me firmament. B ut on the “ fifth day" God also said: 

Let the water« bring forth the creeping creatures Iiaviug 
j! 5 ‘ • And God created the great whales and every
firu'y’ m oving creature, wliich the waters brought

tllr ̂ c> ,^ar revelation and geology walk hand in _ hand 
mysterious depths of the eartlu The former 

lnti,,il]C a creation and  life of plants and reptiles, the 
’ j,111 similar order, chronicles tneir decay and death.

«» a* startling ore the  ooiucidenoes that are presented to 
fitw Wf° ¿"“ntirmo to  road the Divine record of creation in 

of the stra ta  th a t  press upon the reptiliau bed«, 
at th„ ° ’'during of life was progressive. After the  waters, 

command of the Most Iiigh, had given birth  to the

i / i " H , ^ii'i J' tin A „hi/iiihl <’f Ainu. 181l



¡Mu,-. ihm.;*«." I an • im of I*. ..n u d ity  WHO im p a r t . ,¡ 
e*i<?i. ■■ I.' b u n g  forth  111" li v in e. cron tu r o  in  i t s  k in d ,

itn.l In .ml- of the earth,according n, nK,¡ 
kni.lv And 1 1 *VHH dun. Now, “ I In* sixth day," i|ml 
IV tk' ¡•■ ¡'•' I munisliut.dj following Ihn lituo of piscim,
. ,i , il e. .li-Vi•! .ni In I In* crètti inn  I I I  til*, beasts i,|* t|„.

lì. lin " ,:iilt .I ,* of creation oniTi M|>ni,(|K w¡t)> t|„.
•• ». . innl.ii * " gveilemc.-il tiimmtwn« o«nlnininj£ the rttlmiiiiK 
,.f i i — mil reptiles, id ' should expect tn llnd in tin. 
■* tei it*»>'" formation» tlm relies o f tin* great animals creati»] 
,m il,, --sixth day.” And s.* it is. Animals great and 
v i.ill .»i. tln-iv hnnml in tin* clays, sands. gmvc.1, and liine- 
<tiini-ii "t these tertiary formations. A iti mute of our cm. 
monkeys. h its, genets, anil marmots; nnimills of singular 
form and colossal size, of which wo lmvt* no representatives 
in nui ige: tin* (linothHW, in shftpo analogous to tin- ele
phant. Imi mui'h larger : the gigantic mastodon ; tin-
un s ith. nmn, u kind o f monstrous sloth, us large us tin ele
phant ; tin- xiv itheriuin, a stag  of onornious size. with four 
bunts : all ur*1 found embedded together in their great tomh, 
wituos:— i t.. the grandeur of God's iirst animal creation, u s  
thev .ir. troni tile position they Oocujpy in the depths «1 the 
earth tin- truth of the Scripture narrative, which assigns 
t"  the i l l u m i n a i s  n dote of création (ftìhsequent to that of 
the marine reptiles and nntorior to that of maio. These an- 
truths that cannot have escaped the observation of the 
scientific b^hts of our age, yet they seldom bring..them 
forward, an.l more rarely comment: upon them in a sense 
favourable to revelation. It will not, lor some unexplained 
reason, suit them to nrgite thus:—“ Geology is a recent 
science; Moses was not a geologist : therefore lie urns not 
infórme 1 1 hy inspection or personal oliservation as to the 
position of things in the depths of the earth. He had no 
natomi means of discovering that the strata of the vege
table kingdom were the lowest, and the strata of t a 
animai kingdom the nearest to the earth's surface, nod«1*" 
between them lay the strata of the great, reptiles of ' 
deep, Atid yet Mose« writing his record of the origin ■ 
things, describes the birth and life of animals, reptiles. . 
plants in the same order in which geology dopicts a 
decay and death." Or as follows: “ The rcveidrd 
tive of creation was in existence three thousand > 
lietore the earth was opened up and geology took its P .  
ns a science. The opened book of the earths 1 .c',*,[l0 
strata was found to correspond in its main features in

¡■1,1 ,*,' , i I , . . - . ' - "  , i<1' \ It* < p it  I > .»J* l/,m ,



Jfeettutlon, (itulitflut the Antiquity of Mon. J J J

I i'moÌIiiIm ‘ D iv in o  m in u t iv i.. T ln -re fo rc  g e o lo g y
  flm W  r e v e la t io n  ; iiu .l o m iih 'm m g  nm f ilh im ru lin g

u*. ..iii'iy p ng''"  1,1 W rit, it . Iiuu lil n a tu r a lly  m ul
'.il 1.1' iioaoHHÌty »■•■»*«»•"•«< ili*- luiM» of tlii- lii-lm vnr."  

Sn'rli Ihm* o f  a r g u m e n t  w o u ld  a p p e a r  eb -ar  miri c o n c lu s iv e  
n, dm  rim» n f  o r d in a r y  m e n ta l c a p a c i t y ;  b lit  tu Mu n. uli> 
vision o f  ° ,lr  in o ,lern  p h ilo so p h e r s  th e y  se e m  o f fe n s iv e  fo r  
tliuir candour, “ "'I e n t ir e ly  lie ln w  llm  s c ie n t if ic  s ta n d a r d  
fu r tlic ir  w a n t  o f  o b s c u r e  te r m in o lo g y , a n d  fur p erh a p s  
'•their u n w is e  n irrp ictt i n g  with a u th o r ity .”

A cyclopm'list nf noni*- cuiilmmc give* Ilio following a- 
:i i'Oni'ct classilipiition ol the earths «trala, beginning near 
the surface, and ending at the lowest, geological depth, 
first stmt mu : * Itocont deposits of «lay, suad, gravel, lime
stones, &C„ from existing rivers, hikes, &o., sometimes 
containing the remains of man or of his works.” Second 
«trat urn : “ Tertiary formations. Composed chiefly of clays, 
minds, gravels, and limefitrmes containing a mixture of 
extinct and recent animal reuiaius.” Third stintimi: 11 Se
condary formations, consisting of chalk, green sand, oolite, 
lias, new red sandstone, all abounding in organic reuinius 
chiotlv marine, and  alt of extinct species.” Fourth strntnm: 
“ Carboniferous system, consisting of the coal formations or 
mountain limestone ; organic remains, all extinct.” Fifth 
stratum: “ The Devonian or old red sandstone 
with extinct fishes.” Sixth stratum : “ Tim Silurian system, 
the upper and lower parts consisting of sandstones, often 
micaceous limestones, abounding in the oldest type of 
organic life and slates. Seventh stratum : “ Primary forma- 
bons . . . granite, porphyry, greenstone^ n
few organic rctnnius in the newest beds only."

You may observe th a t this writer alfirms flint remains 
of organised beings are found in the deepest geological 
struts. And we should not expect it to he otherwise ; for 
¡ölig before the creation of even the vegetable kingdom 
tmd had said, “ L et there l>e light, and there was light. 
And to  what purpose could bo so early a creation of this 
““'“ iteuua blessing of light unless beings, however imper- 
eetly organised, were created simultaneously with it to 

p 51 >*s influence, and in their way to thank the Great 
creator for such a g iftf There is a peculiar expression 

>“ Genesis to express the action of the Divinity upon 
l,efor<! Period of the creation of lig h t lh e  

Tv. of God,” &nys Moses, “ l»y iipo^ t h e ‘wAtcj. , !1C 
Wtbrew word vutrachtpheth. which I have translated by



the Kttghsh vmrd /m-v implies iutmlmiion. Th.......
«Ì tho passage u> : lhe  spirit ot '¡o il rested u|>oii
water- gcuomling liti- tlu'tvin. And geology diseoVeriinr 
in ili. lowest strata the vestimi» nf <}»wnilig hfe, hnw only 
eviae u|>eu the remttiu» nf these primitive, though Juoit 
mivs-vteetly, organized _ being* drawn forth from the dem] 
waives bv that tirsi Divine iueuhation.

B u t  t h i s  d e e s  n e t  a t lee t .  in  t in :  M e a l ie s t  d e g r e e  the 
.•»givonient e t  g e e le g ie .u l  r e s e a r c h  a n d  M o s a ic  n a r r a t i v e  on 
th e  e r m i  C rea t io n s  et'  li te .

tu examining the layers of the great tenth in which all 
are deposited, we follow the gradual advance of organiza
tion and the consequent progressive improvement of life. 
Beginning with the lowest order of shell-fisli, the vital 
spark moved upwmds, through the reptiles and fishes of 
the great deep, through tin- birds that floated through the 
liquid air. through the animals tha t burrowed in the earth 
or fed upon its surface, always seizing upon a  more per
fectly organizes! being until it entered into the most perfect 

- j ,  of all— man— the masterpiece of creation, tho greatest of
VO the works of God! Though life passes along from the

he ginning always in an ascending scale, there is no blending 
of the beings that it animates, as Darwin would have tts to 
believe : no gradual conversion of the body of the fish to 
the body of the terrene animal ; of the body of the jinimol to 
the body of man. No monsters of the kind are found in 
the strata of the carili. Fishes of an extinct species, hut 
fishi* still 1 Animals of au extinct species, but animals. 
Nothing in their formation or organization as they he *® 
the depths of the earth to indiente that anything utoretn 
more animal life was theirs ; everything, on the con to . ̂  
in themselves and their surroundings, to convince us ^  
they were brutes and nothing more. No dawning 
of reason is shown in tliis series of beings as they lie jjj_ 
us from the beginning of the world : even the mos ■* « * jJ1 
gont of ail animals (they of the monkey tribe) > ■ ^

iWtW.iiu’x, t!.,- Antiquity of Atun,

organized
01 an a n im a ls ( tu e y  o t  t n e  m o n a e y
graves of perhaps ten thousand years, af* >° ^  to
uzed—consequently as far from man and as

“ an ss tho most advanced of their species at ® J living
Nor going back through tliis long senoe < te

thing* do wc find man in a more imperfectly 
> at present, 1 icing graduailv perfected m lp*

e «“'revolution of ages. Nothing that- ®* ^ * 1 1
saurian red sandstone, nor in the 

a »“ ««tone, nor in the ehnlk or green sand, nor
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.mistión*. What 
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r;< in  those operativa
‘ i i ' i i i j i "  n i. " I Hie—

ii. r. i>.

A CRUISE OX L O W  11 LURCAX.

THE critical reader may perhaps smile sit me win n I a.K?uv 
him that Lough Lurgnu is a lake no longer. Ai seme re

mote period on wlucli history throws no light, it is tho-.igh: 
itburetthe land harrier wliich stood lietvvtrii it mil 
Atlantic, and has thus come to form one of our largest .. j 
roost commodious Irish bay*. Its ancient name,1 -  Lougii 
Lttrgau," is well nigli forgotten, and its modern name 
“ Galway Buy” is the only one with which ordinaiy readers 
are familiar. Tliere are many who, when examining 
the diSe of Amnmore, and gazing acmss on the still 
oore majestic heights of Clare, fancy they see recorded 
mere m nature’s  handwriting the story of the tremendous 
stock which severed the island from the mainland, nud left 
J*0 heavuig ocean free to rusli and swell and boom between 
*to*e JBluuds and the shore.1 The view of the Connemara 

tw the opposite side, with its fantastically shaped 
XT*’ 'vhieh seem from a  distance to resemble the 

and domes of some weird city, confirms the opinion 
the islands were once portions iff the mainland.*

Nan®IhttttLfad  j “™ 1. were once portions oí me manmmu.
O... SSS9 tt «imilar convulsion occurred on the const of 
dirigí The Four Maatere' tell ns that “ the iya
*kxui#i wlmid of Pi ilia1 into threo p*rtB,M and tkat tko 
4 ^  fltorm sack. ou ike oceoeioij tlu»fc one thousand 
* s  «,>f1ií><f 80aji ,rcrf  killed in the adjoining country. But 

nan loave to eeolotrist» and travellers the interest 
* '£ Í» the sublime ehff-soonery of the Aixan Islands
’ tíLí^t“f ,Uíl,L' P- 4S-
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it  w h o ti f i i  th v .r  w a y  I .* O lv -r -A m n m r g a u  i

11. li.

I

R E V E LA' I’ ION. GEOLOGY. TH E ANTIQUITY 
OF MAN.

SAY designedly, •• what remains of man or of l.ie 
w .uks” is found comparatively near the surface; for of 

primeval man in his entirety neither skeleton nor fossilized 
—‘ form lu.s up t.< this time been discovered. There have
^  betMi croat mistakes and delusions in connection with this

«ul.juet I t  is not many years since the learned men 
of I'aris were thrown into a ferment by the discovery 
o f a event skeleton on the banks of the Rhone. History 
and science wore call- I upon to clear up the mysteries 
connected with it. A human skeleton it was pronounced 
to be by the  critics, and after a close and lengthened 
examination of it, they  concluded tha t it was nearly two 
thousand years old. Finally they identified it as *jie 
skeleton of Teutobocchns. who was defeated by me 
Roman general Marius before the  daw n of Christianity^ 
After enjoying immense popularity for some time, \  
suddenly lost its repute and charac te r; for the 
De Blainville proved to the satisfaction of all the stvaa 
th a t it  was “ nothing more than  the  skeleton of a narro 
toothed mastodon." . - .nr;c

In  the  «lavs of the  immortal Cuvier another w 
skeleton was* discovered hy a Swiss naturalist 
Schenchzer, in the rpiarri-K of CEuingcn, in thst
Again the critics were called upon, anil they dectac  ̂̂  
i t  w as not less tlian four thousand years old, an - .¡0> . «■ .i • - ._r,i.». Tenters oi “ .
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VieW, oX U Ioil l . ’d  ** Will* I • • p i - U r i n g  . V -.  d o l l l . I . ’d  ill Hint I'M
„Uliiciitici1}'. Mini limdly flniiminifr; I III II i l.iar and InV-
liiml IlWinn.-r that it wiir Hilt tlii- 11: i-li-tiiu iif IIillII, but (,f n
gigantic Hnluniuiiilxr.

'j’lm linu.il num. '4  what Uj.* plnliiHiipliiirK .h-n.ji.iinutn 
pfe-hitlorir /iihi’h lmrt mil y>- I. I   found. Hut geolo
gists IiiiVi! certainly dis.-ov. II’.I .,I,|,., | wrought b y  tin-. 
Uml« of niiui_ ‘if unknown antiquity, and kook- o f'flcm  
an* under the impression thnt certain hones tlmt they have 
diacovurc.l belong to a race that peopled the earth luiij. 
before tho most ancient historic period. While wo. are on 
thin subject, it will not lie out of place to repro-eut t.( 
ourselves in iK tail the real ami fancied discoveries of human 
works and bone« by the scientists of our »lay.

lu  a cavo near Torquay, in England, among the bones 
of animals of u species long extinct, was found, a few years 
ago, wlmt was believed to be the jawbone of a human 
being. The position of the cuve was such, surrounded by 
deep valleys, that scientific men were of opinion that tie- 
bones must have beeu conveyed there previously to th 
excavation of these valleys; and these valleys, tliey said, 
must havo bceu excavated by Hood or deluge of primitive 
times. The argum ent in favour of pre-histone man foumled 
on this discover}- muy bo easily disposed o f : for Mr. Tyndall 
kunsdf has had the candour to admit th a t the now cele
brated jaw bone of Torquay is the jawbone of a bear.

A  french  geologist. If, Boucher de Perthes, is said to 
have found in the drift gravel in the neighbourhood of 
Abbeville hum an remains mixed with flint instrument«. 
T hese “ precious” remains consist of a  human tooth and 
J’̂ w, and th e y  were found a t a depth of fifteen feet from 
the surface. on prolonged critical examination, these
remains sh o u ld  re ta in  their present repute, they may be 
fouud useful in  scientifically continuing the Scripture narra
tive o f th e  D e lu g e , But’ as they wvro found in  the d r i f t , 
***d not in  the  y rh iiitic e  i t  is difficult to understand
« w  they can bo made use a f iuj an argument in favour ot 
Pre-historic tu an .

W hatever delusions there may have Ikjco rogurdin^ the 
o f  h u m a a  sk e le to n s  and  bonee ot au tcd ituv iau  

W o  is  n o  d e n y in g  tho  fact th a t hum an p o tte r ie s



WW*U> <V%\hvAt hit* l l j v ’h • .* • 1 1*, «Milito W.'IV It'UM.l m i . f ,  ( | 
tm «d  or \lu< I V U a  «I 'i< Nil.* ; s o n i c  \ v c » v  f o u n d  , | l(i
^4V<I el 1 1» *'! ill* Sk*,mu*' i and •«)««* w.my I < mu n |
imdm t - oll wlahi^mitv, mixed union ̂  tin • I ..... .

tv* e l  I Up lieu , hear, h y en a , n f  iht' limiiun. .(I, ,,,„1 
moMmt-m- And the Immuti habitat mu* ivfmivd p, w»;«,v,
f o W i d  d e e p  itrsU.'r Hio W r i t e r s  of lukoS III Si't <1 III lid, |I,>JI-
Mjl.ViA, : . l !ui  S  VS ll  \ I \ 11 I I I .

\[ wax assumed '.ii.it ( lie Sv • milt) Mini cjavel deposit*
t o o k  centurie,--.  I’ l i i u m r r . i M t '  l»> n c c i m i u k i l c  ; 1 li.it t h o s r  
d w v l l ' i n  :;S ma vim^' r ^ r n d n n llx  s u n k  inti» I In- p o s i t io n  they  
o c v u p x  , a n d  tli«.' r a t e  o! de-sem it  in ¿1 h u n d r e d  Y e a r s  li v in g  
s o m e t h i n g  vi - rv i n l l n i t v .  m u s t  h a v e  t a k e n  m a n y  th o u s a n d  
y e a r s  t v  Mi' fiv . '  :ii t h e n  p r e s e n t  li-vili  : A in !  M ia i ili«' s t a l a g 
m i t e  bv'vU. irn.-der w h i c h  k n i v e s  a n d  w V a p o u s  o f  llint and  
s t o n e  w i ' V f  f o u n d  aim. «in;’ tin* b o n e s  o f  e x t i n c t ;  animal* ,  
c o u l d  n e t  h a v e  b e e n  l a i d  d o w n  w i t h i n  tin* p e r i o d  o f  pr ofan e  
o r  s a o r o d  h i s t o r y .

A n d  w h f i i  wv lìmi sneli  ,tssuitti>fii*ii< a s  th o se  regarded 
a s  tf‘I>-*,!•“ t ; b , 's ,  w e  a m  |mi'I»ari-»I for l l ippan t ,  if not pro
fane ,  o b se r  v a t  n *ns, su»'h a s  (hat  inndo by  Mr. T y n d a l l  at tin? 
las t  m eol  t nl;‘ o f  tin.- I’ ri tish A ssoc ia t ion  in l ie l las t  : “ There 
cuti  bo in» d o u b t  as  tv tin? fact th a t  m a n  e x is te d  Indoro all 
h is to ry ."  O r  th a t  o f  a n o t h e r  i t l to rpal i l lg  si>iói)l ili»- writ i t  : 
- It scon is difficult  t<> u n d e r s t a n d  how a n y  unprejudiced 
p e r so n  w h o  lias r ea l ly  exam inc 'd  th e  ov idonoo  c a n  rei use to 
('il lit 've th a t  m a n  l ived  mi th is  g lo b e  m a n y  thousands  o! 
y e a r s  b e fo re  h i s to ry  b e g a n . ” (T h e  S t r e a m  o f  Lite  on our 
Globo, chftp. ii.)

It is no easy task for a moderately ¡ntelliguTit man 1° 
balance his ideas between the theories of modem scientist* 
Tyndall will have us to believe that mail lias been upon the 
earth for ten thousand years, or twice that period, but n 
through as man. Darwin tells us that man has been *jn 
the earth for myriads of years, but not as a man all throng h 
hut as an ape or ;i monkey. The human skulls and H» 
instrument* of Tyndtdl ari' ngtiiiwl the theory ot l 'nnv1l|(j 
gradual development : and Darwin’s a n i m a t e d  leaves 
intellectual -hell-fish and talking baboons have no I 1?' 
the cave« of the extinct animals or the thdngmdo l>ci 
Tyndall and hi* follower»*! l̂iilo-

The pro-historic man (as ho is named) ol recent p '   ̂
sopliie schools is like Shelley's modern P r o n u  lhcu . 
myth and a fic tion. Still lie has a concourse »* 
proverà and followers. He is supposed by tlnm



« «"uunili"" * In*» 1 ■ ■ ■ J " i  il.» .Mil,  «K.-„
1...1'nrn ili» d a w n  id nii.v l.¡;.i.;.;, l imi  v.-m J,n.v.-. N o w ,  hi, .tory
i« Hiwwl "i1** I*• i     i i"' "I profane liistory in
>>r<il IV wOM «MMMirtoiiiicJ. Ho in' i, llr li,-hi i,l hmUtria fa,"tu,
limi i ■ i‘H¡< XI, Ili» ô'.Utti ni |>' HM i V, lim .il ni..-.¡il, :*,>!Ou ■ ,,i,- a g o ,
11..h ,, | ,.hi» w r u lu  f i lm il i  i I,- I•.,. . . , , i l im i•. 'H u t
lirit-llÍNtoríO m u l i  I» » ll | l | l , , i , ,  ,1 Im I ,, ,v ..  Ij \ • ■ I Im Imi,. IImiii,  r,
1 1,'HÍiIII, a m i  IIi'I 'm'ImI im, . " " I  I,. l " i , i l ,  I,,.i)',.,»» n i  w h o l e  l i m y  
»ling mul Um p r in ce»  ol win»,,, lli.iy u'i*ol.<-, T h »  bilie
(çuvii tlmniHi’lVf» » IiÍwImiv ,.l i l , ; im ,  |,i,i | |  j„ i,,,«, ivi-ll 
iiscortiiiiied limi. I l» 1 liixl.nrv "I 11..., I n.iii,,,, /'.ill,, í, i r  m f, <. rt  i,í 
tJio dn tu  temiglieli  i l ,"  I >»liigi; in 11,<• I’iUe.  T in  p r e 
historic limn is Hiijijiiin,.*,I In linvi, "XÌmI.mI I,■ li ,r<• iI ,.- ¡'.¡■‘Vj,- 
tiling. T l l f i  VC'lluM, o r  « I l l - I l l  I l i m i l i «  o f  I III. I f h u l l  II 111, n i n i  II, 
liny guy, were revculed t« Urn ti 1 1 ui in I In- wry I,»ginning 
of Ihn world, «onrcoly go bunk iWW. Tim pro-li in torio 
in a li is s u p p l i r n e !  In  ImVn w i tn e s se d  tlio compilation o f  lliu 
Yodne, lining thou KiDllli tllnlmnliilH nf years ohi.

So fur uh regards profane history. TJio lire-historic 
mnn.in point of mitiipiity, ¡h supposed to Imi,I n similar 
relation to aucrcd liiirtory. Ilo existed, (hoy will loll you, 
hcfnro Monn« t Ho existed before Notili!! Ilo existed 
htiforo Adam !!! Thin is Ihn i retailing of Ilio pre-hinturic 
toan, if thu word ling any significance ; timi man so fro- 
tjuuutly referred toby  geologists, bo llippuiitly tiilki'd about 
by scientific lecturers, go tukun for gmnltíd by modem 
fmioolbpyg • a man (hat lived mid worked ugcs beforemini 
w *l'okm, of in profano liÎHlory, nges before the period 
“»«Kned to muu’s ernution in the revealed Word of Clod.

, ° 'vi yi Owing tliiu subject with a» little prejudice an ouc 
colt Hl roRpect to a daring and profane thoorj'i and 

aenvourinç to discuss it iti a strictly philosophical aud 
I die «¡lint, wo ngk. as men of clear head«, strung mind«, 

n col»nmn sonso, if anything of man or hie works found 
Ii¡ ' "r. Uie mirfaoo of the carili, or water evinces his pro* 
t)intoru' ex'»I enee 1 Science tin quegli en ably domongtratcH 
wttii "’."i1 Wlus conteinpomry with the mastodon and with 
ti0t 5®* tnm|s of the bear and other titiimahii but this due« 
m l ) ! ,V-’J lltlt ^0 ’’1 pre-hintorie : for tlio mustodoit a; 
boa» i ,iu* w°ll in the ice anil in the tortiSjpH 
ŷi'rinH date of the existence of tlio cave hi

*«o il, c,lUu°t bo oven approximately imcortuined.
""inbi'^p,,l*triltCH that man existed on this et*’4' 
o r ^ i ;  “f yea™ f whatever this may bo) that oo 

Hfuuto took to ueuumulute, and certain

/ i V i tii'ol'i'/ij, lì" . Itit'n/nllij ,.f M"n. V.i\Y,
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pisutt* 1» iit«.' S om m e an d  m ini d e p o n t*  in tlm  D elta  o f  n 
N il . . . 1 ■ ' I i : •'!« certa in  an cien t Iiitiiini, Iml,;,"'
I.- •; a u d it  Un>VV« that h e  is  c o e v a l w ith  Certain dwollhinB
t!i it ,n . found u tid ii I U to p ia n  In k .i.

IV  S .a ith n ll U i i  w ritten  ,i very  in te r e st in g  b o o k  entitl,.,! 
•• T h . I'.;-.- h o f  th e  M am m oth ,“ in w h ich  In- undertakes V„ 
d isp o se  o f  the  m niiiinm t- ig u iu stt'h r is iiiiu  tnu litim i founded 
on tin «.■ sen  until- ta e ls  : m ill lu> d o c s  mi, tn  m y uiim l, in a 
p lau sib le  a ul . o iiv in c in g  m onitor. IK- sh o w s that, at t |uv 
ih m  • .1, j i i» . i i  ul»« rvi-.I in tunny e x is t in g  rivers, layers o f
sta la g m ite  h a v e  In i l l  Iniil iln w u  in  us ill liny i i i u i i O u  as 
i-v.f " -,-• u:.- .ism in i'll for tiu'in  liv  g e o lo g is ts . Aiul ¿0 
infers that mmi is n o t p ro v ed  to  [»« p ro-h istoric  because 
lii> thiits niul ku iv i-s u v  lo iu u l u n d er th ick  la y ers  of stalag
m ite , l | .-  p r o v e s  Unit th ere  is “ no ten a b le  reason for 
a ssu m in g  tin* p en n n notit un iform ity  o f  tin- rate o f  deposit 
of liv, r mini.” A nd h e  in fers that umu is  n o t p roved  to l>e 
pix-historic b eca u se  b is  p o tter ies  tiro found u n d er the mud 
o f  th e  Delta of th e  N ile . A n il h e  m ak es u com m on souse 
s ta te m e n t, which every r ig h t-m in d e d  m an must approve, 
tlint not in th e  eonrse of thoiuand*, b u t in that of a ftw  
*ror<t Ilf years, lloods uml convulsion* of nature, stieli as nre 
freq u en tly  witnessed in th e  present era. m ig h t  have burietl 
th e  tlint t o o l s  th e  Egyptian p o tte r ie s  a n d  th e  Swiss uml 
oth er  l a k e  lnni—s and villages us th e y  are now foil mb”

B u t it is  n o t a lo n e  th e  p osition  in  w h ic h  m a i l ' s  works 
arc fou n d  in  th e  earth  that is  made an a rg u m en t in  favour 
of his p ie -h is to r ic  e x is t e n c e ; the  very w o rk s themselves 
are s u p p o s e  1 to  p ro v e  u co n tin u o u s stream  of human life 
through myriad* o f  a g e s .

A cu r io u s and  in g en io u s a rg u m en t is  funm lcd on  the 
form an d  n a tu re  o f  a x e s , arrow -h ead *  au d  k n iv e s  tha t have 
been ex h u m e d . S o n ic  o f  th em  are o f  Hint, som e of them 
are o f  b ron ze, so m e  o f  them  are o f  stool. Of tho flint ktnvcs 
and a x e s , so m e  are eh ip p etj um l o th ers are polished . Kor- 
re sp o iid in g  w ith  th e se  four d escrip tion s of imjdemepw 
sc ie n tis ts  d ist in g u ish  four g rea t g e o lo g ic a l p er io d s  wliwo 
they nam e r e s p e c t iv e ly — I, th e  P id eo lith ie  A g o , or 
chipped s to n e  w e a p o n s;  2, th e  N eo lith ic  Age, or the is  
of polished s to n e  w ea p o n s ; d, th e  A g o  of Bronze: an< • 
the A g e  of Iro n . E a c h  o f  th e se  a g e s  is said tj> >' 
immense e x te n t, p articu lar ly  th e  tw o  form er, the o i l ^  
of which is supposed to  h e  in ca lcu la b le . Man huso 
on earth during all th e se  lo n g  a g e s . Now, if tho sure 
aud duration, a cco rd in g  to  tho  sc ien tific  view, o f  these B
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«•iim p r o v e d  i tml n u t  11 ■‘•uni 'll,  it w m ili l  fu l ln w  lli.it m a n  
w |„ ,  l ived  t h r o u g h  tlii 'iii w a s  u p o n  thin n o r th  b e fo re  tl io 

r i ,„|  a s s ig n e d  t o  h is  c r e a t i o n  in G c n c s m .  B u t  th e  s u c 
cession o f  t h o s e  a g e s  Iiiik n o t  I   p r o v e d .

An l' 1 1 1  i 1 1 ''"  t writer mi ginlngirnl lolhi.'ii ■ -nv ■■ ; *• There 
is ii" proof • • • •!•*•• *1" pnlo-e.lt-. ..I Britain, I ho
nci .lit 11 ii* perforated OV - "f Switzerland. tin- b r o n z e  of
E tru r ia ,  n m l  t l i "  s t e e l  " I ’ t i n    m ay  no t  oil Im v e  I  
coiiti'iniiom rv." “ T h e n ' is." »avs tin- soni" w riter, •• m i- 
questionable d em o n stra tio n  that tin* N eo lith ic  A go— that is  
tO «IV, tllll tilll" w ill'll Jiolisll"«! s lo ilc  MO Opcill* « IT" list'll, 
or at any rat" Imrii-il in S w itzer la n d  ntni e lsew h ere—wiih 
an (kgd a l'li ig b  oivilnH ition an il e x te n siv e  com m erce in o th er  
jKirts o f  tlio  w orld .“ T h e  w riter in q u estio n  m ight h a v e  
aiUleil that the presen t o n e . th e  inest c iv iliz e d  o f  nil, i-  the  
ngc of chipped Hint a rro w -h ea d s a m o n g  so m e rem ote tribes, 
mill of polished s to n e  c lu b s a m o n g  o th ers : that it is. at the  
same tim e.a  p a leo lith ie  anil n v n lith ie a g c  in th e is la m ls o f  tin- 
South Sen . while it is  th e  a g e  o f  b n m ze  and iron in c iv ilized  
communities. " In th e  la k e  v il la g e s  an d  elsew here."  savs  
another painstaking w riter , “ a m o n g  th e  rudest relies o f  
remote times, among c e lts  am i knives m ade o f  n a tiv e  sla te  
and dint, are found w ea p o n s o f  u cp h itc  brought from  
Central Asia, mid of jade b ro u g h t from  th e  rem otest Indies. 
This proves beyond d o u b t th a t w h ile  th e  com p aratively  
«avage tribes sheltered on S w is s  m oun ta in s or Seantlinnvinn  
fiords, were hindered in th e ir  p rogress liy  w ant o f  m eta l
lurgical skill, the more favoured n a tio n s of th e  M editerra
nean and of Asia hail reached a c iv iliza tio n  o f  a very  high  
order. It may have been the c iv iliza tio n  o f  A ssyria am i o f  
the primitive Pharaohs; it may a lso  lmve been the eiv ili-  
■'-ntum o f  post—Homeric Greece, or even o f  th e  la ter  Kmnc. 
u short, there are no certain or strong proofs that these  

supposed relies of an indetiiiitely remote antiquity are not 
"••■•sequent t o  the date assigned, wo need not say. to  the  

“•“Re. but to  th e  Exodus or the reign of Solomon."
Invested of all obscurity, the argument as tn man's 

n npiitv between Christian believers nud a certain school 
modem scientists, in ax follows. Wo suv, with the 

w 01 the Book of Genesis, that man has been a few 
u ’"vu"‘ years upon earth. They say that man lms been 
Wo ' during a sueeessien of almost infinite ages.
oldfirf'ti'0 I*1? ,n 'rii of our assertion by the authority of the 
Whid j U ^ lL' 'vorld, the veracity and authenticity of

VOart> ^°*no,18tratori by inherent and outward evi-



i l i -n n  ; d im )  «■»•titinn th in  p r o o f  l»y g e o lo g ic a l  nn.,,lrvi 
which p la c .«  th e  rom uin« itl m a n  a n il  u f  hix vrnrltn j,, t|,** 
u p p er ■.irala o f  tic - I'urth -  cru st. E v e r y  argu m en t i W  
Un>» .1 tv n .  i> in  fa v o u r  11« thin  v ie w  in iiji.-u to  thin great 
o h i-  i - t i- 'u ,  th a t it r<-j-i' .»n a ssu m p tio n s  w h ic h , tu* |UIV. 
nccii. a r c  pi-"» .1 to  I'.- t illiu  iiiiin. m u u c ly — th a t  thorn have 
b e e n  n o  c . 11 v ill.-io ii. in  th e  p e t in d  b e fo r e  iron , a lter in g  the 
position o f  untn'* rem a in s in  th e  e a r th , tha t th e  rate ,,f 
.lcyoj.it o f  tn n .l, s ta la g m ite , a n d  g r a v e l ,  in  ■ l i s t in g  rivers, 
hit* boon uuifbrm  ntu l o f  in fin ite  ted io u sn e* « . am i that tile 
fi>ur g rea t g e o lo g ic a l  p er io d *  h a v e  boon  HUco-SKive all ovtg  
the earth.

The true - of a g r e a t  d e lu g e ,  o c c u r r in g  in the post, 
tertiary period, are everywhere il lu s tra tin g  the Mosaic 
account of the drowning of the Hint g e n e r a tio n  of men. 
and the birth of a new generation from Noah. The work» 
ef antediluvian man have b e e n  found, throwing some light 
upon the M saic «'tenant of man's first origin from Adam. 
i V  derivation of all existing languages from one prinii. 
five language, now ailmitted by all linguistic scholar»,» 
in accordance with the Mosaic account of the confusion of 
tongues at the bnil.ling of the Tower of Babel. The 
Mosaic account of the Eastern origin of this human race a 
confirmed by numerous coincidences of profane history 
And this glorious record of mail's early and continuous life 
n p o n  earth is to be set aside for theories, which, ap“ * 
from their scientific value, War upon, them the stamp of 
absurdity.

From Mr. Tyndall we shall now pass to Mr. Darwin— 
from the dead friend of the former to the l i v i n g  friend of 
the la tte r: or. to explain ourselves more clearly, we bra 
farewell to the pre-liistorie rnuri. and take the liberty ” 
introducing to onr readers an individual equally 
able—th-.tigli haply not a. worker in bronze, iron, or ton

T*he gorilla is the greatest of apes. With 
of the monkey about, him. but his fun (for the gorilla u i ^  
facetiouK but ferocious), he has some characteristics 
are pecnliarlv his ..wn. Some naturalists have sal ^  
he attempts to imitate the human voice, but tins u> ^  ^  
tw t, for lie screams and roars most horribly. ’ to try 
gorilla does not imitate the voice of man.be “I’l*”1** yail 
to imitate his gait, for he shamble« along on In* . wh»t 
legs in a shuffling manner. His fifth finger u* 1,0 x v n]r 
like the human thumb ; and his face, blinking nn

2t!fr ri',<v.a/i,.ii. iirtiiiyit, f.'iif . I ntTifusty , .Vcn.
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ing tinder I“" l,,,H,,y fbreheud. I »com n certain r»»emblaace 
to thnt of n very aj<ly human b-ing. Whim I su w, in the 
liriii.tli Museum, lor the firxt tii«>-, tb<; • mbnln.'.l form of 
p,.(JiaiUu'n great gorilla, I began r., usk myself if I had 
,.v.»r seen moil lik»' liim. Ami while I wo« pausing and 
limning over the Hiibjeet, the lot »» of an <»I<1 friend, l»»ng 
dead, obtruded itself >>n my memory. YWf I even think 
i know o living mini tlml b.sir* a -inking fai ml n«-m- 
blanc»- to this great gorilla. For nil this,'the gorilla in a 
perfect ope, cover ml with hair, and with the low. receding 
forehead which denotes the pnicmsnirm of merely animal 
instinct. During the meeting ' -1 ; i ■ l?,ri;;Vh A wocindin in 
Dublin, in the year 187*. on. eminent' 1 :1:p: y
announced that “ there is more difteremte !..-Vwr-i::: the 
highest and lowest under of apes than tht.-n.- is I etv.-e, n the 
former and man.” the meaning of o me:: must. be that the 
gorilla  .a n earer  to man than to a  stu p id  memi.er uf his 
ow n sp ec ies. If I  w a s  disposed t». ihe.-u.-.i: s. in discuss
in g  so  ser io u s a subject, I would reply to this axiom l>y 
paraphrasing a  well-known song. and saving utmost in r.lv- 
worda o f  the Scottish bard.-A n ape’s an ape h r  a rh.it." 
But, sp e a k in g  se r io u s ly . I must say th a t a  more misleading 
or less candid proposition was seldom advance»!. The 
gorilla, in bruin a n a  intelligence, is hart her by !iuml>--rh-» 
degrees from  m a n , than the lowest type of the monkey 
tribe i» from the g o r illa . T h e  gorilla is brighter than an 
ordinary monkey, ju s t  a s  th e  la tter  is brighter than a land 
tortoise : bat the go r illa 's  b r ig h tn e ss  h a s a  limit, like that 
of this most stupid a n im a l. an»l th a t is th e  line of demar
cation th a t divides instinct from reason . T h e  lurud and 
lace of tliia monster m a y  b ea r  a  sort of resemblance to 
tuoeo of tile lowest type o f  the human race, an» L under this 
respect, h e  may be more Like to  m an tluin to  the " purp le  
m onkey.” But, with his wild a n d  fugitive habits, his 
«m en.u» temper, his screaming w ail and h is rep u lsive  

K*t*tures, h is s h a g g y  body and Iris s n a i l  brain ca v ity , h e :s 
^  ajneh a w ild  beast as any denizen of the forest.

th e  gorilla, outside his immediate circle, has ma.lc but 
iriends. lie  is not an animal to get. attached to for 

®* °wn soke. But, for Iris fancied reoemblancc to man. he 
ou., great admirer. Mr. Darwin regards liini as a link 

““^Aing hi» infinite series of polypoiles. oysters. rattle- 
wild cats, prairie dogs, ring-tailed monkeys, and 

‘‘agw.utangm, with mam “ He is the highest type of the 
“  i  “tty** this philosopher, “ and he is not much removed
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fro m  I tin I .w . «t ty p o  <>• T in .  whole |>Hrwj.
rrst« M|-uU *!»•• 1 --IllnpUon ttiul iti 11 ft liMn iimn,, |J1,|*-n 

pri-»- ni -f.ttr- nivilifiitiiHi front the lowest slate ,,f ¡,lu 
The pt'-g-lilton« of ill. most gifted of the In,,,!!,1, 

r u t  Have Vifici 1 -tvngf», according t.. him,in whom on*,, 
w»» . ntiinly .d*»-ur- 'I h j  tho animal powiiiin». Thu ^  
n w u lu l »tip « 1  hi* theory, und hu iflnmln iiikmi j|, a|)(| 
Ian. 1 .» *h.tt in' f 'H  tin- amalgamation of the brute- Iw-Jt 
with the rational la-iiig. Ilia theory in an ingenfon«anrl „

C‘ nunt.h- one, and. clothed in hie <l««fri|itivf- language, it 
n a certain attraction about it. Hut we «1,nil now 

that in*. ntrovertihh- M-ientific facta tire ngainat it, and that 
it» principal a»»utiiptiun in act Iiai.lc by the ancient history 
of the human ftundy a» rend in tho monument« they have 
left IvchiieL

There La ouch a acience na thnt which treats of skull*

power. The hIcuII of the savage is often contracted, even 
m the skull of tho civilized man i* expanded. The Aryan 
skull i» the mint perfect of alL Now, if we suppose Mr. 
Darwin'< theory of the advance of the human race frmn 
savagery to he correct, the oldest skull» discovered should 
be thorn- of the leant capacity. 'Hie contrary, however, a 
th<- fact. “ The earliest hmnan nkul 1« preserved by the 
fossilizing agencies of the »oil are, though not Aryan, of 
Aryan capacity, and rnnat have belonged to n race qmtc a« 
far removed from the ape in mental powers and axe of 
brain, if not in actual achievement and knowledge, «" the 
high<»<t humanity of the nineteenth c-entiuy after Christ. 
Tin-«* are not my view« merely. The very word* <B 
which 1 have expressed them arc borrowed from a wVi'? 
of great ability are! information. They are scientific fit»» 
that cannot be questioned. Where then are there, witn 
a c ien ce , the gromul» for stating that the ape, through 
s a v a g e  and the barbarian, has produced the civilized r.nn 
pean of our country ? , ,  .. „(

I f  man ha» come, through an almost infinite sen  ̂
transformations, from the lowest form of organizc^^j

•«•«» IMWI UWUi HUiinn*     * j
hi» c iv iliza tio n  m u st b e  d im in ish in g  in  charw :tcr  
n itu d o  a» w e  v ie w  th e m  th rou gh  th e  v ista  o l 
history.



iih, i h e f i ,  t r a v e l  o v e r  l i e -  ca.rfli  t o  f m ' l  I fa :  t r a c e s  o f  

luai i 's e a r l y  I if*--, a n d  I* i u r* .a d  a ,  o b a r a c t e r i i  i m p r e s s e d  
up(in its " U i l a o o  by r a c e «  Uia.t. h a v e .  g o n e  b e f o r e  iih, trvi-
,|,.„, i m of liia degradation.

L ike tins m o iu c ii ill tin: fairy lain, w ho n ou gh t fo r a  worth» 
| , .h  talism an atirf fouri'l a jiri* • diojoonrJ, w o are d a zz led  
by th e  v ie w  tliat presen t*  it s e lf  w hen  w e ruin*: th e  v e il th a t  
caver* tins ea r lies t  h istoric  period« o f  m an’* ea r th ly  career. 
N ow here d o  w #  s e e  tra ces *if b arb arism ; ev ery w h e re  
traces o f  in c ip ien t or advance*! civ ilization  pr* n ot th em -  
selves to  onr iiHtoriudied night. W ithout tr a v e llin g  on ¡sid e  
the lirnita o f  ou r ow n  h ind, w e nee a m on g  th e  rains o f  
A n glo-S axon  c a s t le s  a n d  k eep s, ev id en ce*  o f  a m ore rem ote  
Irish c iv iliza tio n  in th e  scu lp tu red  rninn o f  crexnen and  
church ,s o f  tin: cu r liest Christian d a te ; and o f  a «till m ore  
distant c iv iliza tio n , th e  tradition o f  w h ich  is lost, w e  
behold th e  m onu m en ts in those  gracefu l round t o w e r s  
whbdi raise th e ir  h ead s to  h ea v en  in  so  m any places, 
bidding defiance t o  th e  r a v a g e s  o f  tim e.

From Ireland to Kgypt, arid it is the same. “ The rock 
temples and the pyramids testify that long before lb« 
dawn of su*:h history as we h a v e  been able to decipher, 
the valley of the Nile was the seat of an immemorial 
civil izn lion."

From Kgypt to Palestine and Syria, to behobl the rains 
of Nineveh and ISahyton, silent but cloqucut w itnesses to 
die matured thoughts and skilful lnuids o f  the ancient 
w w  of the world.

From Syria let us travel to Easter Island, “ that desolate  
and insignificant ” spot, “ remote, by more than a thousand 
j11"**, from every other abode of man," anil there we will 
behold “ thousands of gigantic Htone images, which attest 
the former existence there of an authority capable o f  com- 
[ictiogi though in a  rude fashion, witli the earliest labours 
®f Assyria and Egypt."

rind our experience an travellers and right-sec rs will be 
c"nhrmod by the olsicrvatioo of those who, a few centuries 

*rSn*'t)Û  the untrodden pallia of the earth.
“ the Spanish invaders of South America found there 

*0 ° cult iiral skill and wealth, organization,y*teuui of co in
i'''’’m'ntion, mighty empires, and Grin. effective govern- 

” “*• mcompanibly superior to anything tlusy or their 
W e  boon ablo to construct. But apparently 

ltd  civiliawition aC Iho Peruvian inrae, beneath tho 
711 r*Jh’gion, tliu military strength, tim splendid cities of

f t r i } ?  //if  !**><, ( n t h l ' j ' J H i Co; /1 /> I ‘ ' j  <n  !<j / , {  .\f/J /(. if l| If
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V. \ . I ,v buried a prior out not inferior <'iviliv.itt
vvi v name had perished, which can hardly 

been .Kwlrwyed immediately by Axteeun mi.I Peruvian cm" 
.pi.-»!. -in. . -.1 1 . It it .mttqwM must have lition arduous "i 
^W ious enough (■> Kmvo tlto deepest trace* in t|„. trtulL 
tieu« .>f the i'.'m)it..ii'K It hokiiik, than, ruitMoiutlih' n, 
■nipp .... 1 i1 .1 t in M.Ai-o mi«! I'.-m am to tlu> northward’ 
'  . ' I ' li t.) overwhelmed or succeeded the primary 
civilisation. .tin! Iiiol been, in its titrn, crushed l.v 
hist.ni ■ civili. ktiou of the Incns and the ancestors or
M o n te r - i in n i .”

- The «ettiers of the Unitti.l Stutos, Puritans ntu] Cavn- 
lietx, Publish, t-'rvmch, Spaniards. found no possessors of the 
•mil hut s.'Ottered, scanty trihes of hunting Indians. The red 
men were. n.-e..riling to their own traditions, the aborigines 
of the  continent. But under their feet arc the monuments 
of n power that run scarcely have been feebler iu organisa
tion. iu wealth, in numbers, in agriculture, than that of the 
earlier Pharaohs. The enormous cartkcti structures of the 
inoiunl-builriers demonstrate the existence of a population 
exrmor.Linarily numerous, so thoroughly disciplined, that a 

Ln very large part of ir* available force could be employed at
the will of the government in the erection of fortresses, 
temples, tumuli, such os have not, probably, their like in 
the world. There must have been a surplus agnculhinil 
wealth to maintain this vast body of unproductive 
labourers. There was, beyond question, a geometncal 
skill and knowledge capable of producing works on a 
gigantic «. ale. yet as strictly accurate, os our best engi
neers could now accomplish.'

In  t r a v e l l in g  o v e r  th e  e a r th 's  su r fa c e  w o  enconnter 
t r i l .e s  s u n k  in  s a v a g e r y  ; b u t  e v e r y t h in g  in  th e m se lv es  an 
th e ir  s t ir r o u m b n g s  c o n v in c e s  u s  th a t  t h e y  h a v e  dogonern  
umler th e  h a r d sh ip s  o f  c l im a te  a n d  o f  th e  position  in 
w h ic h  t h e y  h a v e  b e e n  d r iv e t i b y  h ig h e r  a n d  m ore p o"

“  T h e  E s q u im a u x .” s a y s  a  w rit er  in  th e  ‘̂ " ^ m t  
• • a c c o r d in g  to  a ll  th e  h o s t  a u th o r it ie s , b e lo n g   ̂ oj- 
w h ic h  i s  s u p p o s e d  to  h a v e  b e e n  t h e  n h o r ig 1"'1 |'j Ky 
E u r o p e ;  a m i, d r iv e n  to  th e  e x t r e m ity  o f  th e  , „fan- 
Aryan c o n q u e r o r s , t h e y  h a v e  r e ta in e d  j u s t  so  m n c  j> irn. n 
l iz e d  a p p lia n c e s  a s  a n  in c le m e n t  c l im a te , « K n t  £  > ,^  
s o i l ,  an d  a  fro zen  sou  c o u ld  furn ish  o r  w o u l d  a llo w  tli - l v  (>f

“ The Kuegians, again, driven to the o-v ‘ (;f ¡ts
South America; are the lowest and most miser.
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r,i, i.M. not fur innato want ».I iul.-11 - i b u l  from hcredi- 
l„rv starvation in n Innd which producen tln-m no (nod but 
shcll-lish."

<* 'J'lii- lull triIH H ol IIifli», till- Vcddnlis <<f Coy Ion, the 
UiiHji Hiin.-n of Month /Urica, mi' fi|iudly example: <■( rueca 
driven l\Y eompiest ¡uto situations wln-rc degeneration was 
inevitable, mid they have degenerated accordingly.”

•? lo tin cawi * I oes history or tradition relate or allow us 
fairly I» infer tin? spontaneous solf-clcvation of nnv people 
from a semi-barbarous to a seini-eivilized stale. Wherever 
we know anything of tin- origin of civilization. wo know 
that it came from nlirond. . . . Wherever tliu traditions
of a people record the origin of it« civil, agricultural. manu
facturing, political arts, in short, of it« civilization, they toll 
us that the founder e n t i l o  from beyond the seas or front tho 
sky, that is, from beyond an inaccessible horizon . . .
in a word, all the facts yet known to its seem to imply that, 
every civilized country derived its civilization from nn 
older country than itself."

i t  is difficult to see how the Darwinians can e l u d e  the 
force of the blow which this group or living facts deals to 
their system. For, out of these facts arise a number of 
questions which may be crudely put in the following plain 
terms.—Was it Darwin’s apes that moved through the 
grout American continent from North to South, erecting 
those stupendous earthen constructions in the Central 
States of the American Union on their way, and. when 
they rested in Mexico and Peru, building monuments of 
Rtoue which are still the admira til in of the world I W as it 
Darwin's baboons that, three thousand years ago. civilized 
the valley of the Nile or built the Templo of the Sun a t 
Heliopolis > Was it Darwin s monkeys that raised Car
t h a g o  or cast the city of Tyre into the sea, and surrounded 
>t with massive ramparts to breuk the fury ot the 
waters t

A theory', however plausible, ought to be abandoned 
when it i« met by a concurrence of hard faetu. And 
Darwin’s theory* of 'the origin of num. curious, insinuating. 
suoRory.—1 might- almost sav attractive—dealing with co
incidences and verisimilitudes, and tracing fancied resem- 
"huices and incipieucics, and hiding its improbability 
under supposed ages oí interminable length, cannot stand 
«lo «imple test of experience. It is rofutud by the 
uvtdouces of m ans early civilization, which are till over 
«to earth, and of so remoto a date that they touch that
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Voi» )' l e d  Ml U'lliuh l i l i ’ lil-.l Vi silgos o f  111,,
.»IV il  I. . Ill'll' "II t il l s l o t . . .  "I Mill- g l l l l i o .  I"1"

I I . .»» p h . i - m g  t ‘ i n . h u m b l e  h o l lo  v e r «  in  reyuliifl,, 
m u t t  ii I'.- 1. 1 l im i  t in  S ,  i'i(»|iii<i| a c c o u n t  o f  t in .  o r ig in  „ l',l¡
i-ii.ui.Mi vi m in »iiiilu iii.-il In ttui' iM-ii'iii'ii inni ||j„i,,1,
o . n n  . l k  i . - . u l  ; W i t h o u t  I ì i i i i I h I i i i i k  i i -  ivitli in iitiy  ildiàij^
I'll thi- silhl'S t. till' »Vllt'ir "I till' It.ink III’ t ii'111'kÌh give* 
gt.minis lu llll'-l- til’ll .: I '.It ttmj'-Nty I" .11111**1 ill I III. eye* fi
limi i L i - i  nun. in «'hum timi delivered tho earth nml t|„. 
•»•a »ml nil hvini; thin MM therein. to nile and use lini,,
hi-. .T.-ntur. : nml Unit >cr.*ut int.-Ut^C'-  nuiiiitiu-d hid
b r ig h t ,  f re s h  s o u l .  w lm  »vii», i l l 'l l ',  :il th o  b id d in g  o f  il„, 
M ■' H ig h .  t . .  .- i l l  b y  s u i ta b le  l ulti ion n il t h< • fo w ls o f  il,L. 
air .u n i  th o  1>< ,1 ' t "  u f th « ' o u r th . A m i iv u  u ro  Ib ro e .l to  con
clude tli.it m a n 's  tiru t s t a t e  i t |i " i i  o u r th  iviih o n e  of 
»•iiiriun-m»c lu i-litu i b e a u ty .  tu  v i l i fy  ilio  d o n ig li o l Ilio Most 
H ig h .  « 'h i ',  ivhon  a b o u t. tu  un mia] h im , s a id ,  “  L e t  u s  muku 
m n u  ti> m ir  o m i  i iu n ir"  and l ik im u » ."

Physically beautiful, mentally noIivo nml powerful, 
A.I.mi. though lulloit. loft !'■ his iloHoomhltlis n legacy of 
intelligence that was oupiililn of (irriiinuluting vast «ton* 
of knowledge : mid tho accumulation won! on, always 
increasing after the Deluge, until it culminated in the early 
civilization which, passing along through Plneiuciiiiis, 
Kgyptinus. Assyrians, t ì rooks, and Romans, bus preceded 
barbarism everywhere. and which. when overwhelmed by 
barbarism. as at the fall of Itninc, hits risen ugniti from its 
ruins, in modem times, to doniiniitu over all the great 
empi ros of tin- West,

Individuals and raeos have, it. is true, fallen out of tho 
cotirso of advancing civilization, lint, circumstances «'ere 
against them. A cloud may have descended upon them 
and darkened and obscured their mental vision ; hut the 
latent spark of intelligence was smouldering beneath the 
cloud, remly to hurst out, under altered circumstances, 
into n vivili flame, and conduct them hack to that early 
patii of light traversed by their lathers.

And so, while toticlnng tho-tw o extremes of turn 
pure spirituality on the one hand, and when forced 
by adverse circumstances of animal sensuality on 1 
other, man, in his ever-ahiding tendency upwards, '  .
entes the truth of the inspired writer's dcscnpljan _ a .. 
precedence among created b e i n g s ,  “ Thou hast i n a i l i  1 
a little less than the angels." n
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t i i k  i i m y t i i m k h  n a m .t i  t h o ,m a i *;.

l'I' ¡h I»ri» !»•«• VV"»«"! I ».V lu  ‘ Il "II' I" lin g o n d  » Il II» W orld, 
|  |irui"'-«, ,"'| l|y  *■" *I' "•**'*■ llilll H.» g o n d  V  :i ('• cm dil'-d  (il 
du Iiuiy liml h n ig  «ri'-r " iir o w o  livi-i an* o n d o l  ; lirai sure!V  
¡t ¡H Ilôt tlllllllll'l'lll *•> 'l'*HÎl '* llilll w illi 1111 ■ IliS li/lg  gt)rjr| V." 
iimV ImVe d o n c , " , , i' " "  il m im es slion ltl la- naancjnf c il in (lia  
n,¡lulu ni" m on. P h ilo so p h er"  m iiv inonili»"*. r y iù f i  i i i î i v  

maill'. p c o p le  w lm  ni*'* il* v« i* lik»*|y f«i du  n n y th in g  w orfh y  
o f  h u illg  re in n m h o red  i i i î i v  tiiIle abolit lia  rl. air«- ni liiimt a« 
■nui »1* II"* il lu s io n s  II"'1 l"* ' l  llll'l llilll b -g u i lc  |,or,r Truil 
liùiniinity : « lil l  w*.- <*iiiiiail d iv e st  ouraalvi H o f  t ir -lo c lin a *  
tliat il in u g ren t d e s l in y  llmt. w h ich  lin» Ira.-i, n * . , .n v i | fur  
¡t mini liere  a n d  l ia  i*'* in lin ; g r e a t  iii'Kt " f  m on — !.. Jeave  
ïiîft iiiiin i’ nuit l i is  fa in e  a s  liàirlooniH tu  lin -g é n é r a tio n s  o f  
bis ra ce . l o  lu iv o  lu s  Iiiiim* rem em lic rcd , b is p erson u litv  pré
serve). hia  im in ory  c lie r is lie d , w lion  Ilia  d u st  o f  n ^ ' .  an<l 
the s ile n c e  o f  o h liv io ii  Im va fa lla it ou  thon» w lm  tn n l Iry lus  
ride the p a llia  o f  l i le .

It iioail liurilly lie snid tlint lliarr» un* Uni onlv varions 
degrees of faine, but varions kiiols—uni-kind ultnost radi- 
caliy différent froin unotliar: and spéculative miiids xvill 
pouder on lli» question, Ihe answer to which ¡s no l>ad test 
of the elmructor of tlio nimwcrer—wlmt kiml of fuma ¡s la-si 
worlh luiving} \Ve know t hv lil la la liiantal answer whiah 
*o faw of tho fanions Imva saaniail to remouiller. To ha 
knptin memory, yes, luit in a momory llmt n»var liiil»tli. 
“ lu IDCmoria otC-rna arit juslns," and ouly ha. Ilimmnlv 
*penking. "ne wonld )>arh;i]>s dasidanita a laine Huit wottlil 
ha Remet liing more tlmii admiration for achievud rasait, 
wiüi which wouhl minglo sonie warmer feeling of sorne- 
tntng as ncarly like persnnal affection as eau lia given lo a 
tnait wbo Im« long lia en in tho grave. And perliaps l’rorii 
Uns point ni view tho faïuo of tlie poet. is tlio brighti-st and 
Ilia hast. Only ht RCCU1 R to livo in tlio honrt of t il'.* future, 
«adieu aye», draws tennt, livas again in tlu* lo-arts wliicii 
>® touche» into a life llmt in, for tho moment, like wlmt lus 

“jjÇO Vax. To lie the aiitlinr, not of a long, »lahoralc 
PJjcin, which oreryono wonld fecl bound to admire. Imt 

mon very fow would care to rend, and thcRo feiv onl v as 
‘lu« to tkeir owu culture, luit the author of a short, 

o Imart-tonnhing poetn, llmt wotdd force itself tipon 
lit» rn*mi mumory  i» spito of ita feeblcnoss. and rise to the 
P* oi itself whenever tho occasion of which it wus boni


